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Abstract 

NMR Studies of Conduction Mechanisms in Electrolyte Materials for Fuel Cells 

Fuel cells are clean and efficient electrochemical energy conversion devices which 

have garnered much scientific attention in recent years as clean renewable sources of 

energy. However, development is currently restrained by materials limitations, 

particularly those associated with the electrolyte. A number of liquid electrolytes are 

currently in use in commercial applications but solid electrolytes are preferable as 

they are more robust, more efficient and less susceptible to corrosion. In this work, a 

number of solid conducting materials which have potential to be applied in fuel cells 

were studied by NMR techniques. By gaining detailed mechanistic insight into charge 

transport we hope to contribute to the development of these materials. 

In the first part of this thesis charge conduction mechanisms is investigated in ionic 

conductors. In Chapter 3 1 9 ~  NMR relaxometry is applied to investigate fluoride ion 

dynamics in the fluoride conducting superionic material, PbSnF4 and in Chapter 4 'H 

NMR relaxometry is used to examine proton motions along hydrogen bonds in the 

novel superprotonic material, C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~ .  The results of the NMR analysis 

show good agreement with bulk physical properties from diffraction and conductivity 

techniques for both materials and a new mechanism for fluoride ion conduction in 

PbSnF4 is proposed. 

In the second part of this thesis, the synthesis and analysis of conducting polyaniline 

is presented. In Chapter 5 the synthesis of amorphous polyaniline samples with 

varying dopant content is presented and in Chapter 6 a number of methods for the 

synthesis of nano-structured doped polyaniline are examined. Both amorphous and 

semi-crystalline polymers are analysed by "F and 'H NMR relaxometery and show 

similar dependence on the dimensionality of charge carriers through the 

heterogeneous regions of the material. The dimensionality of this motion is shown to 

be dependent on both the conductivity and the relative dopant concentration. 

In an appendix, preliminary NMR relaxometry results on molecular dynamics in ionic 

liquids are presented. 
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Chapter 1 -Introduction 



1 1  Thesis Overview 

The first chapter of this thesis is an introduction to the field of magnetic resonance 

and charge transport in solid materials. In the first section of the chapter the principles 

underpinning NMR techniques are described and the interpretation of relaxation data 

to yield information on molecular dynamics is examined. As the thesis focuses on 

charge transport in solids the mechanisms of transport in a number of classes of 

conducting materials are then summarised. 

In Chapter 2 the main experimental techniques employed throughout the thesis are 

described. These include nuclear magnetic resonance relaxometery, conductivity 

measurements, and microscopy. The construction of a home built four-point probe for 

solid conductivity measurements is also described. Experimental details specific to 

individual chapters are described as they arise, through the thesis. 

In Chapter 3 a study of ion dynamics in the fluoride conducting superionic material, 

PbSnF4 using NMR relaxometry is described, Two dynamic processes, on different 

timescales, were observed. These motions could be assigned to in-plane diffusive 

motions that were directly related to charge transfer and out-of plane motions which, 

while facilitating charge transfer were non-translational. On the basis of this analysis 

a mechanism for fluoride ion conduction is proposed which is consistent with both the 

diffraction analysis and conductivity measurements. 

In Chapter 4 a study of the novel superprotonic material, C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ O ~ ) ) ~  by 'H 

NMR relaxometry is presented. A single dynamic process was observed by NMR, due 

to correlated proton motions along hydrogen bonds through a highly ordered three- 

dimensional network. The NMR analysis yielded diffusion coefficients and 

conductivities consistent both with bulk conductivity measurements and diffraction 

analysis. 

The synthesis and analysis of amorphous conducting polyaniline is presented in 

Chapter 5. Polyaniline with varying dopant content was synthesised and analysed by a 

number of techniques including both 'H and "F NMR relaxometry and conductivity. 



The relaxation data showed a dependence on both the diffusion and dimensionality of 

the polaronic charge carriers which could be related to both the conductivity and the 

relative dopant content. 

In Chapter 6 a number of methods for the synthesis of nano-structured doped 

polyaniline were examined. It was shown that by using interfacial synthesis the 

degree of crystallinity could be controlled. A number of samples with varying 

crystalline content were analysed using a range of characterisation techniques. The 

NMR relaxation showed little dependence on bulk crystallinity but a similar 

dependence on dopant concentration to that observed for amorphous polyaniline. 

Some preliminary results on dynamics in ionic liquids studied by NMR methods are 

included as an appendix. The NMR data could be used to calculate thermally 

activated changes in viscosity similar to published viscosity data obtained from 

traditional bulk measurements on related compounds. 

1.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

1.2.1 Principles of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

The existence of nuclear spin was originally postulated by Pauli in 1924 [I] and the 

first NMR experiments were developed by Bloch and Purcell soon after in the early 

1940's. [2, 31 The spin angular momentum is the sum of all individual spins (n) of 

nucleons, so nuclei with both even mass and charge numbers (e.g. I2c, 160 etc.) have 

zero spin, nuclei with an odd mass numbers have half-integral spins (eg 'H, 1 5 ~ )  and 

nuclei with even mass number but odd charge numbers have integral spins (e.g. 2 ~ ,  

1 4 ~ ) .  'H nuclei, which possess non-zero spin, generate electromagnetic fields due to 

their inherent charge and so posses a characteristic dipolar magnetic moment (p). The 

moment is related to the spin angular momentum (I) in classical terms by the equation 

P = YI [1.11 

where y, a constant is called gyro-magnetic ratio, is related to the charge and mass 

number of the nuclei, which determines the resonant frequency of the nucleus. 

When these (non-zero) spins are placed in an external magnetic field (of magnetic 

flux density, Bo) a Zeeman interaction occurs, and the spins orient in 21+1 directions 

In the case of 'H (I = 1/2) and the individual spins align against or along the Bo field 



with net magnetisation, M, of 112. The equilibrium distribution of the spins between 

the Zeeman levels is given by Boltzmann statistics. 

where n, and np are the populations of the Zeeman levels a and P respectively, h is 

Planck's constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature in Kelvin and AE the 

difference in energy between the states. As the energy difference is very low, J, 

at thermal equilibrium the lower level is only slightly more populated, &Inp is c 

1.000007 for attainable fields at room temperature. In a system with many non- 

synchronised spins, the component of the average spin vector in the xy-plane is zero. 

So given the small population difference there is a weak net magnetisation vector Mo, 

the sample magnetisation, along the field direction. As this magnetisation is small, 

NMR is an intrinsically insensitive technique and there is ongoing interest in attaining 

higher external fields. 

In the vector model of NMR these spins precess at the Larmor frequency (ao), 

according to the equation 

@O = YBO [1.31 

so that the average spin vector in the xy-plane is zero, while along B, there is a net 

vector M, the sample magnetisation. The manipulation of spin distribution by a radio- 

frequency pulse results in rotation of the magnetisation towards xy-plane. The RF 

pulse synchronises the spins, producing a condition called phase coherence where the 

resulting net magnetisation, in the a and P states, now rotates around the z-axis at the 

Larmor frequency. The angle that the net magnetisation vector rotates by is 

commonly called the 'flip' or 'tip' angle. 
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(a) (b> (c) 
Figure 1.1 Schematic of the progress of a simple NMR experiment showing (a) 
alignment of spins along Boy (b) the resultant net magnetisation vector, M, and (c) 
perturbation of the spins by an 90' RF pulse. 

Following perturbation by an RF pulse, the magnetisation starts to return towards its 

equilibrium state through the process of relaxation. During this time, the precessing 

magnetisation in the xy-plane induces a time dependent current in the RF coil 

producing the measured signal, the free induction decay (FID). 

1.2.2 Relaxometry and NMR 

The perturbed state of magnetisation induced by the RF pulse is thermodynamically 

unstable and thus, magnetisation "relaxes" back to the thermal equilibrium with 

characteristic time constants. The process by which the excess energy is dissipated is 

called relaxation. There are two different processes by which the excited nucleus may 

return from the high energy state to the ground state; spin-spin or transverse 

relaxation and spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation. 



I h Free Induction Decay (FID) 

Time 

Figure 1.2 The spin-spin relaxation process: coherently precessing spins in the xy 
plane, with subsequent energy exchange and loss of phase coherence The 
characteristic time of decay is T2. 

The characteristic time with which the phase coherence of the transverse 

magnetisation, Mxy, decays to zero is defined by the spin-spin or transverse relaxation 

time T2, or transverse relaxation rate (R2 = 1/T2), which is a random process. It is 

exponential with time, z, and is described by 

where Mo is the equilibrium magnetisation. In the T2 process, spin-spin relaxation 

occurs when spins in the high and low energy states exchange energy, thus the energy 

of the spin system is unchanged. The phases are lost, hence the driving force for the 

loss of the transverse magnetisation is entropic. In real systems, there are minor 

differences in chemical environment which can lead to a distribution of resonance 

frequencies around the ideal frequency. The dephasing of the magnetisation in the xy 

plane including effects due to magnet inhomogeneity is known as TZ* and can be 

related to a sample's intrinsic T2 by the equation: 

where yABo is the variation in Larmor frequency. If the homogeneity is improved ~ 2 *  

will increase until dephasing is due to T2. However, if dephasing is dominated by 

magnet inhomogeneity very little information on sample relaxation is obtained. 

Spin-lattice relaxation, TI, is the return of spin system from a perturbed state to the 

equilibrium Boltzmann distribution of spins among Zeeman levels. In order to 



facilitate the dissipation of this disturbance the 'lattice' (surrounding environment) acts 

as a heat sink absorbing the energy fiom the hot spin system. Relaxation occurs 

through interactions of the magnetic moments of nuclei with random fluctuating 

magnetic fields caused by the motion of the nuclei in a molecule. The relaxation 

process, TI, by which the excess energy is dissipated into the lattice is also a random 

process. Thus the magnetisation recovery is exponential with time, T, and is described 

by; 

M, = ~ ~ ( 1 - e ' l T 1 )  

Figure 1.3 The time taken for the full recovery of magnetisation along the z-axis 
following RF pulse is the characteristic timescale of TI. 

After the time T = TI where T1 is the spin lattice relaxation time, the difference in spin 

population has grown to 63 % of its value at thermal equilibrium and at z = 5xT1 the 

difference is 98 % of its thermal equilibrium value. A number of mechanisms can 

contribute to spin-lattice relaxation. Dipolar relaxation results from fluctuating local 

fields caused by modulation of the dipole-dipole interactions between neighbouring 

nuclei due to motion of the spins. The efficiency of this mechanism is dependent on 

both the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei and the proximity of the dipoles. Spin- 

rotation relaxation, which arises in the gas phase only, is due to molecules being 

rotating charge systems and the tumbling of the molecule modulates local magnetic 

fields. Chemical shift anisotropy is due to the nature of the magnetic shielding of 

nuclei by the electrons that surround the nucleus which gives rise to fluctuating 

secondary fields. This is averaged by free rotation in liquids but can be significant in 

solids. 



Where J(a) is the spectral density function which relates to the spectrum of 

fluctuations and G is the correlation function of H' and is described by: 

Gap = ( a l ~ ' ( t  - r ) l ~ ) ( P I ~ ' ( f ) l a )  11.131 

In a simple system as described above there are two states accessible to the nuclear 

spin, a and p, and these two, along with the Zeeman interaction with the time- 

dependent magnetic field, B,, are the solution to H'(t). 

H '(t) = -A yB, (t) In [I .14] 

where B(t) is the time dependent magnetic field. The equation which can also be 

written as H'(t) = -hyBIf(t) where f(t) contains the time dependent fluctuations. 

Substituting H'(t) into equation 1.13 yields; 

2 2 2  
G, = A  Y B, (alI,l~)(~l~,(a)f (t-.)f (0 [1.16] 

where: 

The overlined part of equation 1.16 describes the fluctuating time dependent 

components and the rest of the equation can be moved outside the integral. Therefore, 

equation 1.12 becomes: 

Thus G(z) = f(t-z)f(t) is now known as the auto-correlation function and describes the 

time-dependence of fluctuations. For random fluctuations G(z) is exponential, and has 

the form; 

where z, is the rotational correlation time which is the average time taken to tumble 

through an angle of -1 radian, or z, is the average time taken for the root-mean-square 

deflection of the molecules for -1 radian. z i l  is the rotational correlation rate and 

describes the number of radians through which a molecule will tumble per second. 

Longitudinal relaxtion processes are sensitive to motions with T;' of tens to hundreds 

of MHz. 

The spectral density J(o) can be considered the power available for relaxation at the 

frequency o ,  or as being proportional to the probability of finding a fraction of spins 



in the system in random motion at a particular frequency. If the dynamic process is 

random G(z) is exponential, then the spectral density, J(o), which is the Fourier 

transform of the correlation function will have a Lorentzian form. Using the 

exponential form of G(z), J(w) can be calculated: 

When the mechanism of spin-lattice relaxation is due to the dipolar interaction a pair 

of homonuclear spin I = ?4 nuclei, separated by distance, r, undergo random motions, 

and the dipolar interaction between them fluctuates randomly. There are four spin 

states (It1, No and N+l) No is doubly degenerate and a number of relaxation pathways 

with associated transition probabilities arise (figure 1.5). The relaxation pathways A 

and B are secular for homonuclear relaxation, in that their eigenvalues are the same as 

the static Hamiltonian (Ho), and only contribute to the frequency of the lines in the 

spectrum. The pathways C and D contain spin operators that can flip a single spin and 

are represented by transition probabilities W*l, while pathways E and F can flip two 

nuclear spins and are represented by transition probabilities W52. Pathways C, D, E 

and F are non-secular and are responsible for relaxation. 

Figure 1.5 Schematic of a two spin system with three energy states, showing the 
relxation pathways for zero spin flips (A, B), one spin flip (C, D) and for two spin 
flips (E, F). 



The transition probabilities obey a Boltzmann distribution where: 

Time dependent perturbation theory shows that WI and Wz are proportional to the 

dipolar time dependent Hamiltonian operator at w and 2w respectively: 

The time dependent Harniltonian operator for dipolar interactions, H'o, can be 

described as; 

where II and I2 are the magnetic moments of nuclei 1 and 2, respectively. The vector 

products from the previous equation are: 

1112 = IlxI2x + Il,I,, + IIzI2z 
I , r  = Il,x + I l , y  + I l z z  

I , r  = I,,x + I,, y + I , , z  

Following calculation and substitution of Cartesian for polar coordinates (x = r sine 

cosp, y = r sine sinp, z = r cod), the Hamiltonian operator for dipolar interactions 

may be written: 



3 
C = -- [I~,I~ + 1;1~,1sin 0 cos e exp(-ie) 

2 

As l/T1 = (W1+W2), following calculation the T1 equation for random fluctuations 

due to dipolar interactions is: 

or more generally for non-random motions: 

where c is a constant and p is the dipolar coupling constant. Calculating TI involves 

the analysis of the fluctuating local fields to determine the power available at the 

relevant nuclear spin transition frequencies. For a random process the spectrum of 

these frequencies, J(w), plotted as a function of frequency shows that the power 

available is roughly constant up to a frequency w i+: zil ,  after which it falls off, 

eventually as (w2zc)-' (figure 1.6). The integral of J(o) over all frequencies is a 

constant, independent of z,. The frequency of the dispersion in J(o) is determined by 
-1 the rate of the dynamic process driving relaxation. The motional rate, zc , can be 

extracted directly from the half-width of the spectral density function. For smaller 

molecules or higher temperatures the correlation time is shorter (faster tumbling) and 

the spectral density extends to higher frequencies. 



Figure 1.6 Simulation of BPP spectral density function curves showing J(o) as a 
function of frequency for three values of rotational correlation time (7,). 

1.2.3.1 Bloemenberg-Purcell-Pound 

A common starting point in the analysis of relaxation data was introduced by 

Bloemenberg, Purcell and Pound (BPP). [4] Relaxation is due to isotropic rotational 

diffusion of molecules modulating the intra-molecular interaction of two-spin 54 

nuclei with fixed inter-nuclear distances. The correlation function is 

monoexponential, and the spectral density is a Lorentzian. 

Therefore, the full BPP spin-lattice relaxation rate equation for dipolar relaxation is: 

where po is the magnetic field constant, y is the gyromagnetic constant, ii is planck 

constant divided by 2n, r the internuclear separation. It is assumed that the dynamic 

process is in the weak collision limit where zc<<T1. 

The correlation time can be assumed to have an Arrhenius relationship with 

temperature; 



where z, is a weakly temperature dependent or temperature independent parameter. 

The parameter E, is the apparent or effective activation energy [5]  which can be 

related to a physically relevant activation energy. Fixed field relaxation experiments 

measure relaxation times at multiple temperatures at a single usually high field. The 

activation energy for the process may then be calculated from the slope of the T1 

against inverse temperature curve. 

For more complex systems the BPP approach is not sufficient to describe the spectral 

density. The motions may not be random or independent and the autocorrelation 

function may not be exponential or there may be multiple motions. There are a 

number of more complex spectral density functions available for describing such 

situations. [5]  Many of these are derived from functions used to interpret dielectric 

relaxation measurements, as the two techniques are similar. 

Dielectric spectroscopy (sometimes called impedance spectroscopy) measures the 

dielectric properties of a medium as a function of frequency. It is based on the 

interaction of an external field with the electric dipole moment of the sample. 

Dielectric relaxation experiments involve the perturbation of electric dipoles by an 

external electric field and the recovery to equilibrium on removal of the field is 

measured. Relaxation is as a result of the movement of dipoles and electric charges 

due to an applied alternating field, in the frequency range 10~-10 '~  Hz. 

1.2.3.2 Havriliak-Negami 

In the late 1970's Dissado and Hill [6] formulated a general spectral density function 

for dielectric relaxation which assumed the presence of a distribution of correlated 

motions. This was a complex adaptation of a spectral density function developed by 

Havriliak and Negami [7] to describe electrical and mechanical properties. Adapting 

the Havriliak-Negami model for NMR spectral densities gives: 

where co is the angular resonance frequency and z is the correlation time. The 

correlation of motions is represented by 0 < 6 < 1 where 6 = 1 indicates uncorrelated 



motions and 6 = 0 highly correlated motions. The distribution of motional barriers is 

represented by 0 < (1-6s) < 1, where 6s = 1 indicates a unique barrier height and 6s = 

0 is a maximal number of allowed barrier heights. 

, . . . . . . . . ,  , . . . . , . . ,  , .1 

0.01 0.1 I 10 

Proton Larrnor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 1.7 Simulation of a relaxation pro:tile showing the dependence on zc of the 
Havriliak-Negami spectral density function with zc = 5 x 1 0 ~ ~  s (m), zc = 5x10-~ s (a), z, 
= 1x10-~s (A)  and 2, = 2.5x10-~ s (A) (E = 6 = 0.75). 

1.2.3.3 Cole-Cole 

The Cole-Cole spectral density [8] was also developed to describe dielectric 

relaxation which takes into account correlated motions. This model is equivalent to 

the Havriliak-Negami spectral density equation when E = 1 and is represented by: 

In this case 6 is a measure of the degree of correlation and, as s =1, the distribution of 

correlation times is represented by (1- 6). Therefore, 6 = 1 is indicative of 

uncorrelated motions and a unique barrier height, and 6 = 0 in indicative of high 

degree of correlation and maximum barrier distribution. This function has been used 

quite frequently in interpreting dielectric spectroscopy of complex macromolecules 

[9] and more recently in analysing NMR data from biological protein and colloidal 

suspensions. [lo-1 21 



Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.8 Simulations of relaxation profiles showing the dependence of the Cole-Cole 
function on (a) G where z, = 2.5~10~ '  s (w), T, = 1x10'' s (e),zc = 5x10-' s (A)  and z, = 

5x10~'s (A) and (b) 6 where 6 = 1 (w), 6 = 0.75 (a), 6 = 0.5 ( A )  and 6 = 0.1 (A) (z, = 5x10- ' s). 

1.2.3.4 Cole-Davidson 

The Cole-Davison function [13] was again developed to model dielectric relaxation 

data and takes into account the distribution of barrier heights to uncorrelated motions. 

The Havriliak-Negami spectral density equation can be reduced to the Cole-Davidson 

function when 6 =l.  The Cole-Davidson function is represented by: 

In this case as 6 = 1 there are no correlated motions and the distribution of correlation 

times is represented by (1-E). Therefore, E = 1 is indicative of a single barrier and E = 

0 is indicative of the maximum allowable number of barriers. This model has found 

applications in the interpretation of simple systems e.g. methyl and t-butyl rotations in 

solids and rearrangements in ethane. [14, 151 Privalov et a1 [16] used a similar model 

that described a log-Gaussian distribution of barrier heights when interpreting his 

NMR relaxation data for the fluorine ion conductor, LaF3 (equation 1.34). 

Where z = ln(z/z,), z, is the centre of the distribution and 6 is the width of the barrier 

distribution. This model exhibits similar behaviour to the Cole-Davidson function but 

the log-Gaussian model introduces another parameter and hence extra degrees of 



complexity to the fit. There are several similar analytical functions describing other 

statistical distributions of correlation time. [5] 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 1.9 Simulations of relaxation profiles showing the dependence of the Cole-Davidson 
function on (a) z, where r, =5x10-'s (B),T, = 5x10-' s (o),zc = 1x10" s ( A )  and zc = 2.5~10" s 
(A) (E = 6 = 0.75) and (b) E where E =1 (B), E = 0.75 (o), E = 0.5 (A)  and E = 0.1 (A) (z, = 

5x10~' s). 

When 6 = 1 for any of the spectral density functions described above, the motions 

described are not correlated. This also indicates that the distribution of barriers is 

described by (1-E). When E = 1, the system has a single barrier and hence a single 

correlation time. Thus, when 6 = E = 1, the Havriliak-Negami, Cole-Cole and Cole- 

Davidson reduce to a simple independent motion described that may be described by 

a BPP spectral density function. 
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Figure 1.10 Simulation of relaxation profiles of Havriliak-Negami (o), Cole-Cole 
(A), Cole-Davidson (A) and BPP (B) spectral density functions with 6 = E = 1. 



Whenever possible the Cole-Cole and Cole-Davidson functions are used in preference 

to the Havriliak-Negami function which introduces another parameter and hence extra 

degrees of complexity to the fit. Figure 1.11 shows a 'H relaxation profile for a solid 

acid which was typical of the data sets analysed by stretched Lorentzian functions in 

this thesis. Traditional BPP dynamics models are not applicable to this system so the 

data was fitted using both the Cole-Cole, Cole-Davidson and log-Gaussian functions. 

The Cole-Cole fit showed good agreement with the data and the resulting 6 = 0.95 

indicates a non-correlated motion and/or a narrow distribution of correlation times. 

However, the data could not be fitted using a Cole-Davidson function, which demands 

the presence of a low-frequency plateau, indicating that a Cole-Davidson or log- 

Gaussian model for the distribution of correlation times is not applicable in this case. 

Therefore, it can be assumed that the deviation from simple random motions as 

described by BPP spectral density theory is due to the presence of correlated motions. 

Thus in this thesis the &value obtained from Cole-Cole fits is referred to as the degree 

of correlation. 

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 1.11 Relaxation profile of at 390 K (m chapter 4) fit with 
Cole-Cole (-), Cole-Davidson (---), log-gaussian (---) and BPP ( . . a )  spectral density 
functions. 



1.3 Electrical Conductivity 

1.3.1 Principles of Electrical Conduction 

Electrical conduction arises from the movement of electrically charged particles 

through a material and conductivity is a measure of the materials ability to conduct 

these charges. The transport of charges results in an electric current in response to an 

electric field. The underlying mechanism for transport depends on the material. 

Conductivity is defined by Ohms law which states that in a conductor the current is 

proportional to the applied electric field 

o = R . I  [I .35] 

where I is the current across a resistor (in Amps) and o is the drop of potential (in 

Volts). R is a constant called resistance (in Ohms, a ) .  The reciprocal of resistance is 

conductance. Resistance is proportional to the length, 1, and inversely proportional to 

the cross-sectional area of the conductor, A: 

Where p is the materials resistivity (am). The inverse of resistivity is the 

conductivity. The unit of conductance is the Siemen (1 S = 1 a- l )  and conductivity is 

usually expressed in S cm". 

The electrical conductivity arises due to transport and hence the bulk conductivity is 

related to microscopic measures of the transport processes. The diffusion coefficient, 
2 -1 D, is defined as the carrier current (number of carriers crossing 1 cm s ) per unit 

concentration gradient. The conductivity can be related to the charge transfer 

diffusion co-efficient in the material by the Einstein relationship: 

where N is the density of mobile charge carriers, e is the effective charge, T is the 

absolute temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant. From this the mobility of 

charge carriers may also be calculated. The mobility, y, is defined as the drift velocity 

developed by a carrier in an electric field per unit electric field and is a measure of the 
' relative ease with which the carrier moves in an electric field. 



The diffusion coefficient, D, can also related to charge carrier hop distances (rcc) and 

the mean residence time of the charge carrier (z) by the relationship 

where n is the number of possible sites to which the charge carrier can hop. 

1.3.2 Conduction Mechanisms 

1.3.2.1 Electronic Conduction in Metals and Semi-Conductors 

In simple molecular systems the interaction of atomic orbitals causes the formation of 

molecular orbitals with discrete energy levels. However, because of the large number 

of atoms that interact in a solid material, the energy levels are so closely spaced that 

they form bands. The highest energy filled band, which is analogous to the highest 

occupied molecular orbital in a molecule (HOMO), is called the valence band. The 

next higher band, which is analogous to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) in a molecule, is called the conduction band. The energy separation between 

these bands is called the energy gap. 

Metals exhibit high conductivity, of the order of lo6 ~ c m - l ,  due to the presence of 

delocalised electrons which are shared with all atoms in the solid. Metals have 

overlapping valence and conduction bands (no band gap) meaning there is little 

barrier to conductivity. Non-metallic covalent materials have localised valence 

electrons and so are insulators. Only when electrons are excited to the conduction 

band can current flow in these materials. Hence no conduction takes place. Semi- 

conductors have similar band-structure to insulators but the energy gap is much 

smaller, and on doping, mid-gap holes can be created which assist conductivity. 

Electrical conductivity is temperature dependent in both semi-conductors and metals. 

In metals, electrical conductivity decreases with increasing temperature, whereas in 

semiconductors, electrical conductivity increases with increasing temperature. Over a 

limited temperature range, the electrical conductivity can be approximated as being 

directly proportional to temperature. 



1.3.2.2 Electronic Conduction in Conducting Polymers 

Inherently conducting polymers, ICP's, are polymers with conjugated backbones 

facilitating charge carrier transport. Conductivity is of the order of lo-' S cm-' which 

rises towards metal-like conduction (>I0 ~cm- ' )  on the addition of dopant molecules, 

generally organic acids. All known conducting polymers are semiconductors in their 

unperturbed or pristine state. To become electrically conductive a polymer must 

become metal-like in that its charge carriers must have a mean fiee path significantly 

greater than the internuclear distance. A key property of conductive polymers is the 

presence of conjugated double bonds along the backbone of the polymer. In 

conjugation, there are alternately single and double bonds between adjacent carbon 

atoms. The single bonds are localised o-bonds which form a strong chemical bond. In 

addition, every double bond is a less strongly localised 7c-bond which is weaker. 

However,, the presence of conjugation is not enough to make the polymer material 

highly conductive. 

The conductivity of conducting polymers spans a very wide range (110-l2 to lo5 Scm' 

l) depending on oxidation state, pH, counterion type and concentration and physical 

morphology. [17] The source of this variety is the quasi-one-dimensional (Q- ID) 

nature of the materials. The chain deformation that results fiom adding electrons (or 

consequently holes) to a chain produces a variety of 'particles'; polarons, bipolarons 

and solitons. Generally the conductivities of the pristine electronic polymers are 

transformed fiom insulating to conducting through the process of doping, with the 

conductivity increasing as the doping level increases. Both n-type and p-type dopants 

have been used to induce an insulator-to-conductor transition in electronic polymers. 

1181 Dopants induce a 'hole' on the conduction band side of the band gap which 

facilitates electron motion. 
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Figure 1.12 Three of the oxidation states of polyaniline (i) undoped emeraldine base, 
(ii) and (iii) doped emeraldine salt where ii) is the metallic delocalised polaron lattice 
and iii) the initial bipolaron form where represents a mobile radical polaron. 

Charge transport in conducting polymers occurs via electron transfer between 

localised states. [19] The conduction mechanism of conducting polymers has been 

explained as the interchain hopping of polarons and bi-polarons. When an electron is 

added to a perfect chain (a pristine polymer), either by oxidation or reduction by the 

dopants, it causes a characteristic bond deformation in the chain about 20 monomer 

sites long and the electron plus the deformation 'pattern' constitute a polaron (spin = 

112, charge = ke). [20] In the case of conducting polyaniline this conformational 

change generally takes the form of a switch between single and double bonds. If an 

electron is removed fiom the top of the valence band of a semiconductive polymer, 

such as polyacetylene or polyaniline, the vacancy created does not delocalise 

completely, as expected from band theory. An electron is removed locally from one 

carbon atom, and a radical cation is obtained. This radical cation is generally localised 

due to its attraction to its counterion. However, it may diffuse freely along the 

polymer chain at the on-chain diffusion rate, DII.  At high dopant levels the polaron 

may hop occasionally between chains at the inter-chain diffusion rate, DL, [21] as it 

can move in the field of other close counterions. Along with the deformation there is 

an associated change in the energy level structure. In order to form an electron 

polaron, P-, an electron is added to the upper (conduction level), or conversely to fonn 

a hole polaron, P', an electron leaves the lower level. [22] As a half-filled level 

remains in either case the polaron has spin %. 



If a second electron is removed from an already oxidised section of the polymer, 

either a second independent polaron may be created or, if the unpaired electron of the 

first polaron that is removed, a bipolaron (BP~') is formed. The two positive charges 

of the bipolaron are not independent, but move as a pair. [19] A bipolaron is formed 

by the union of two polarons of like sign and because the combination of two 

polarons yields two electrons in each level the B P ~ -  has spin, I = 0 . It is thought that 

mobile BP's are unstable due to repulsion of like charges, but BP's resulting from 

doping are stabilised by counterions. 

A polymer undergoing isomerisation by protonation and charge carrier motion may 

create a defect and release a stable free radical; a soliton. This neutral soliton can 

propagate down a chain but it does not carry a charge. However, it may contribute to 

charge transfer by assisting charge transfer between chains. [23] Bulk conductivity is 

limited by the transfer of charge between chains. One mechanism to account for 

conductivity due to charge-hopping between chains is intersoliton hopping. [24] 

However, in real polymers charge transport is not simple, due to the presence of finite 

chain lengths, chain defects, non-crystalline morphology etc. 

1.3.2.3 Conduction in Ionic Materials 

Ionic solids generally show poor conductivity in the range e.g. NaCl 0 Scm". 

The conduction of ions in the solid state requires the presence of defects in the ionic 

lattice. In most ionic solids the defect concentration is very low. However,, there is a 

class of solid compounds where defect concentrations are extremely high and these 

materials often exhibit conductivities which can rival those of electolyte solutions 

(<lo2 Scm-I). Solid ionic conductors are defined as solid materials that exhibit high 

electrical conductivity, wholly or mainly due to the motion of ions. For solids to 

exhibit fast ion conduction there are two general requirements. Firstly, the solid 

should contain a high concentration of defects; vacancies or interstitials, and secondly 

the defects should be connected by continuous low energy pathways. 

In some solid electrolytes at low temperatures, ions are fixed in the lattice and the 

solid exhibits low conductivity. On increasing the temperature, thermal energy results 

in disorder in the lattice, i.e. in the formation of defects. In the absence of an applied 

electrical field the vibrational motion of ions allows for random hopping of charge 

carriers between sites. On application of an electric field, current flows through the 



migration of ions within the solid, with a compensating flow of electrons in the 

external circuit of the electrochemical cell. 

In perfect crystals all regular lattice points are occupied by atoms and there are no 

interstitial atoms. Ionic conduction in solids arises through ions hopping from one site 

to a vacant site in the crystal lattice. There are three types of conduction mechanisms; 

(i) vacancy mechanisms, where an ion hops to an intrinsic or extrinsic vacancy; (ii) 

interstitial mechanisms, where an interstitial ion hops onto a neighbouring vacant 

interstitial site; and (iii) interstitialcy mechanisms, a cooperative motion where an 

interstitial ion pushes a neighbouring ion in a normal lattice site into an interstitial 

vacancy and then takes its place on the normal lattice site. [25] 

(a) (b) ( 4  
Figure 1.13 Schematic representation of (a) a vacancy mechanism (b) an interstitial 
mechanism and (c) and interstitialcy mechanism. 

Due to the complexity of most solid electrolyte materials there are many types of 

defects or disorder that can affect the conductivity. However, due to electric neutrality 

the number of positive charges must equal the number of negative charges, and as a 

result only three combinations of defects are possible. The first is the Schottky defect 

which is a pair of vacancies comprising a cation and an anion vacancy. [26] The 

others are Frenkel and anti-Frenkel defects [27], which are comprised of an anion 

vacancy accompanied by an interstitial anion, or a cation vacancy with an interstitial 

cation respectively. 



(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.14 Schematic representation of (a) a Schottky defect, (b) a Frenkel defect 
and (c) an anti-Frenkel defect. 

In most ionic conductors there is also a sublatice of immobile ions which do not leave 

their lattice sites and, while not involved in the conduction process, are important for 

the extent of conduction as they provide a lattice for the mobile ions to move through. 

The polarizability of these static ions can influence conductivity. Generally the larger 

the ionic radius of the ion the greater its polarizability. 1281 This fact is often used in 

the development of improved ionic conductors. 

There are three general types of superionic conductors. Type I have well-defined first- 

order phase transitions into the superionic phase with a subsequent jump in the 

conductivity. For example the halide conducting material AgI, whose conductivity 

jumps by four orders of magnitude at T,. Type I11 materials, such as Na-P-A1203 

display an exponential increase in conductivity with no definite conversion point. 

Type I1 conductors, such as PbSnF4, show a gradual change from the insulating state 

to the conducting state. For example, in PbF2, the conductivity increases exponentially 

up to -720 K, above this temperature it only increases slightly up to melt temperature, 

>I000 K. [29] Type I1 materials typically exhibit second order phase transitions of the 

disordering mobile sublattice, with no change in the immobile cation sublattice. 

1.3.2.4 Conduction in Protonic Materials 

There are a number of mechanisms of proton transport in solid protonic conductors. 

These include the transport of protons between relatively stationary host atoms (H') 

and the transport of proton carriers (OH-, H20, H~o', NH~'). The former is known as 

the Grotthuss mechanism while the latter are termed vehicle mechanisms. 

The vehicle mechanism is observed in materials that have liquid or liquid like layers 

and in solids with open channels which allow the passage of large ions. [30] In the 



1.3.3 Fuel Cells 

The conducting materials examined in this thesis have potential for application in fuel 

cells. Fuel cells essentially consist of an anode and a cathode separated by an 

electrolyte. In a simple hydrogen cell hydrogen gas diffuses to the anode catalyst 

where it dissociates into protons and electrons. The protons are conducted through the 

electrolyte to the cathode, but the electrons are forced to travel in an external circuit. 

At the cathode catalyst, oxygen molecules react with both migrating species to form 

water. 

Oxidant 

0 2  (gas) 

Anode Cathode 

Figure 1.16 Schematic diagram of the operation of a simple hydrogen fuel cell. 

It is expected that this technology will find uses in diverse field such as transport, for 

large-scale power sources in remote places and as portable electronic applications. 

However, development is currently restrained by materials limitations of the 

electrolyte. The electrolytes used may be solid or liquid and each has its own 

advantages and disadvantages. At the present time there are a number of liquids used 

in a wide variety of fuels cells including: 

i) Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFC) use aqueous phosphoric acid as the electrolyte 

and operate at - 470 K. The main advantages of this type of fuel cell are their 

efficiency and that they can use impure hydrogen as fuel. The mobile ion in this 

aqueous cell is the hydronium ion, ~ ~ 0 ' .  

ii) Alkaline fuel cells operate at relatively low temperatures and use potassium 

hydroxide as the electrolyte and OH- as the mobile ion. 



iii) Molten carbonate fuel cells use an electrolyte composed of a molten carbonate salt 

mixture suspended in a porous, chemically inert matrix, and operate at high 

temperatures, usually -1000 K. The mobile ion in this case is C O ~ ~ - .  [30] 

Solid electrolytes are often preferable as they are more robust, more efficient and less 

susceptible to corrosion. The solid electrolyte materials closest to full commercial 

application at the present time are: 

(i) Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), which use a hard, non-porous ceramic compound 

as the electrolyte, and operate at very high temperatures (>800 K). The mobile ion 

in this case is the OF ion. The main drawback is the high operating temperature 

which makes them only suitable for stationary or large scale processes. [30] 

(ii) Polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC) or polymer electrolyte membranes (PEM) 

contain liquid-like regions between sulphonated polymer membranes. Their high 

efficiency and low operating temperature, < 373 K, make them ideal for portable 

applications. However,, they have a number of drawbacks including low 

permeability to fuels. More significantly they require humid conditions and hence 

have a maximum operating temperature of 373 K. [29, 301 The mobile ion is 

H~o+. 

Of the materials examined in this thesis, the Cs based superprotonic materials are 

closest to commercial use as electrolytes in fuel cells. Haile et a1 [32] have shown that 

caesium mixed sulphatelphosphate materials show good efficiency and stability as 

electrolytes at elevated temperatures (< 400 K) in hydrogen fuel cells. Polyaniline is 

attractive as an electrolyte material as it exhibits high conductivity and can be 

fabricated at low cost by simple methods. HC1-doped films of polyaniline showed 

good conductivity. However, it has poor stability compared to the industry standard 

Nafion when used as polymer electrolyte membrane in a halide fuel cell. [35] More 

encouragingly when combined with polyethers in a methanol fuel cell, polyaniline 

showed good stability and very low methanol permeation. [36] PbSnF4 has yet to be 

tested as a fuel cell electrolyte but closely related superionic fluoride conductors in 

the LiF-MgF class shown high conductivity and stability under the conditions at 

which hydrogen fuel cells operate. [37, 381 Ionic liquids due their thermal stability 

and low toxicity have frequently been used as supporting electrolytes in fuel cell 

applications. [39, 401 



Chapter 2 - Experimental 



2.1 Introduction 

In this experimental section the characterisation techniques which were applied 

throughout the work are described. The synthesis or sources of the materials 

themselves are described in the relevant chapters. Fast-field cycling NMR (FFC- 

NMR) and conductivity measurements are the two most extensively used techniques 

in this work and are described in detail. A short description of some other techniques 

also used in this project, including scanning electron and atomic force microscopy, 

differential scanning calorimetery, and raman spectroscopy is also provided. 

2.2 FFC-NMR 

2.2.1 Historical development 

Fast field cycling relaxometry is the preferred [ l  1, 41, 421 method for measuring the 

dependence of NMR relaxation times on the magnetic field strength. The use of a 

field-switchable magnet has a number of advantages over traditional field dependent 

relaxation measurements; (i) conventional fixed field measurements require the use of 

more than one spectrometer which makes it prohibitively expensive to record field 

dependent data; (ii) relaxation data can be measured at low fields, where TI is 

sensitive to slow motions; (iii) it can be difficult to extrapolate measured relaxation 

times from one field to another; (iv) variable-field electromagnets experience 

problems associated with very high Bo such as sample heating and transmitter phase 

shifts during long pulse sequences. 

The field cycling NMR technique was developed in 1953 by Packard and Varian [43], 

who used a basic field cycling device to observe nuclear magnetism in the earth's 

field. In the late 1950's Abragam and Proctor [44] used a similar technique to study 

the concept spin temperature. In these early experiments, the magnetic field was 

cycled by extracting the sample ffom the magnet at the polarisation field and moving 

it by hand to another magnet at the relaxation field. The relaxation times of the 

studied samples had to be extremely long, of the order of minutes to hours. This 

design was significantly improved by Edmonds in the early 1970's, [45] by including 

a carriage mounted on a rod between the two magnets, the movement of which was 

controlled pneumatically. The main advantage of this approach is that the detection 



magnet can have high sensitivity and homogeneity which results in resolution 

comparable to a modem fixed field spectrometer, from which they are usually 

constructed. However, there are obvious weaknesses to this approach; it is difficult to 

reduce the switching time to <0.2s and precise temperature control is not possible. 

The alternative to manual switching is electronic field switching in a single magnet. In 

the late 1950's A. G. Anderson [46] used a simple single magnet field cycling 

apparatus to study the absorption of RF radiation by local fields. In Germany during 

the 1960's, Noack introduced the concept of "relaxation spectroscopy" and the first 

electronically field cycled NMR instrument was constructed by Kimmich in Noack's 

laboratory soon after. The design of the magnet currently used today is based on a 

design by Noack and Schweikert, where each coil is cut from a single cylinder of 

metal with a variable step of the helix. [47] However, the use of field cycling was 

limited to research groups able to build their own field cycling instruments. An Italian 

company, Stelar SRL, developed a commercial FFC relaxometer in the early 1990's. 

It is now possible to measure relaxation times in the entire range from 10 kHz to 40 

MHz. [48] The development of field cycling devices has not stopped; new magnets 

with improved homogeneity, and extended field range continue to emerge. [49] 

The basic field cycling experiment consists of three steps: 

(i) The sample is polarised to obtain reproducible initial magnetisation in a relatively 

high field, BPo1, (usually 10-14 MHz) for a time, Tpo1, until the nuclear 

magnetisation achieves saturation (- 5T1) at that field. This is called a 'pre- 

polarised' (PP) sequence. For high relaxation fields, >6 MHz, the difference 

between the magnetisation at the polarisation and the relaxation fields is 

insufficient, so the field is switched from zero field to the relaxation field in what 

is termed a 'non-polarised' (NP) sequence. 

(ii) After the switching time, swt, the magnetic field is switched to the relaxation 

field, BrlX, for a time, z, during which the magnetisation relaxes back to 

equilibrium. 

(iii)The magnetic field is switched to the acquisition field, B,,,, (typically 9.25 MHz 

for 'H and 9.81 MHz for "F) and a 90' RF pulse is applied followed by 

acquisition of the free induction decay (FID) in the xy-plane. This is followed by a 



recycle delay (RD) of generally 5T1 to allow the magnet to cool and all 

magnetisation to dissipate. 

As the detection field is reproduced in subsequent cycles, phase sensitive detection is 

feasible. Quadrature detection allows further compensation for the effects of the field 

switch, by using the signal magnitude for evaluation of the magnetisation intensity. It 

also means that signals can be accumulated to improve the sensitivity. [50] The 

experiment is repeated for a set of z values; generally 16 values are used ranging from 

four times the estimated TI to 0.001 s. When z is short the intensity of the 

magnetisation will reflect the polarisation period, when z is long compared to TI at 

BrlX, the intensity of the magnetisation will reflect the equilibrium magnetisation at 

BrlX. From the dependence of the magnetisation on z, the TI value at BrlX, can be 

determined by least squares fitting. For mono-exponential recovery, a three-parameter 

model with a strict statistical estimate of confidence intervals is applied. A new BrI, 

can then be selected and a new TI value measured. This process can be repeated 

automatically for the desired number of fields, creating a relaxation profile. The 

profile can be recorded at various temperatures in the accessible range. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.1 The basic (a) pre-polarised (PP) and (b) non-polarised sequences used in 
field cycling NMR. 

It is necessary to remove some of the early points of the FID to eliminate instrumental 

artefacts including magnet field settling and probe ringing. In order to get reliable 

results the signal must be kept on resonance for all evolution times. When a large 

current passes through the magnet coils during the experiment, the resulting heat 

causes thermal expansion of the coil resulting in a shift in the magnetic field. The 



magnet temperature may fall as much as 20-30' C between polarisation and evolution 

for long time pulses. This is compensated for by a circuit that senses the magnet 

temperature and adds a current proportional to the temperature increase to stabilise the 

magnetic field. The magnet temperature compensation factor is one of the adjustable 

parameters in an FFC experiment. The cooling-heating cycle is normally less than 

couple of seconds due to the efficient cooling system, so the magnet temperature 
m 

always equilibrates during the relaxation delay. 

The effective lower limit for TI using the FFC equipment is approximately lms (R1 = 

1000 s-l). This is due to the minimum magnet switching time of lms with a switching 

rate (slew rate) of 24 MHzIms. Any measured T1 shorter than this limit is unreliable 

as it may contain contributions from the residual magnetisation from the polarisation 

field and only the later part of the magnetisation recovery can be sampled. Figure 2.2 

shows relaxation profiles of aqueous solutions of GdC12 at different concentrations 

with low frequency T1 plateaus expected close to the measurable limit. The samples 

with T1 values close to lms show a marked increase in scatter and associated increase 

in errors, and the onset of systematic errors for R1 > 1000 s-l. 
I 

Figure 2.2 Relaxation profiles of aqueous GdC12 solutions at 45 mM (A), 40 mM 
(A), 30 mM (m), and 25 mM (*) The solid lines show the expected relaxation rates 
for each concentration oalculated b r n  #c measured R1 value at 25 mM using the 
equation Rl(obl) = R1(H1O1 + rl[Gd], where n is the relaxivity given in units of s - l m ~ - ' .  
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The typical duration of the 90' pulse was 6-7 ps. The spectral window width (Nyqvist 

fiequency) was generally of the order of 1 MHz with a cutoff frequency from 120-930 

kHz. The maximum magnetisation dephasing time, T ~ * ,  due to the Bo inhomogeneity 

of the field cycling magnet is approximately 250 ps. 

One of the major limitations of field-cycling NMR is the poor sensitivity and resulting 

low signal-to-noise ratio. If the detection field can be reproduced accurately then 

signals may be accumulated but this averaging is less successful than in high-field 

NMR measurements spectrometers due to the limited stability of field-cycling 

systems. [50] As the polarisation and detection fields have different flux densities in 

fast-field cycling applications the standard NMR signal-to-noise ratio relationship is 

modified to [SO-521 

where Bp is the flux density of the polarisation field, n is the filling factor of the RF 

coil, Q is the quality factor of the coil, V, is the sample volume, kB is Boltzmanns 

constant, T is the absolute temperature, Au is the bandwidth of the receiver filtering 

system, 6 is the reciprocal noise level of the receiver ( 4 )  and ud is the detection 

larrnor frequency (= yBd12.n where y is the gyromagnetic constant for the nuclei in 

question and Bd is the detection flux density). From this it can be seen that signal to 

noise is proportional to B ~ ~ ' ~  and high polarisation and detection densities are crucial 

for good sensitivity but are restrained by heating effects. Also large samples, high Q 

coils, low-noise receivers and narrow W filters can all be employed to maximise the 

sensitivity of the instrument. Despite this the sensitivity is poor, but errors in T1 of 

less than 1% can be achieved for 'H T1 measurements on aqueous solutions of 

paramagnetic materials (eg MnC12). Unfortunately for this project the situation is 

much worse for solids than liquids, due to shorter T2 and is worse again for nuclei 

other than 'H. 

2.2.3 Practical considerations 

Samples are maintained at a constant temperature during the experiments. The 

Spinmaster Variable Temperature Controller (VTC) allows setting of the sample 

temperature from 113-433 K with control of about * 0.1 K. Temperatures above 



ambient (>293 K) are easily and rapidly achieved using a resistive heating element 

and an airflow of 4 ml/min. For low temperature measurements a liquid nitrogen 

dewar equipped with a controllable resistive heating device, which can control the 

extent of evaporation of cold N2, is used to control the sample temperature. The 

practical lower temperature limit using this apparatus is close to 200 K due to the 

relatively long uninsulated path of the cold vapour N2 from the dewar to the sample. 

In a typical experiment the cooling pump for the Bo magnet and RF transmitter are 

turned on. Then the sample, in a 10 mm diameter NMR tube, is placed in the probe. 

The measurement starts with the setting of acquisition field (BACQ) normally 9.25 

MHz for 'H and 9.81 MHz for 1 9 ~ .  The probe is tuned to be resonant at 9.25 MHz. 

The optimal acquisition parameters are found by trial and error and due to the vastly 

different characteristics of the samples studied in this thesis there were no standard 

parameters. To record a relaxation profile, successive TI measurements as a function 

of field are performed using a software macro in which most of the parameters are 

preset. The general procedure is: 

- The sample temperature is set and the sample is equilibrated at this temperature 

for the required time usually 30 min. 

- Using the NP sequence all the parameters concerning the magnet cycle (switching 

time, slew rate, pre-scan delay etc.,), RF (90" pulse width, receiver gain etc.) and 

acquisition (scan size, spectral width, etc.) at the maximum desired Larmor 

frequency of the profile are optimised and fixed. 

- The optimum magnet temperature compensation factor is determined. In practice 

this parameter is stable for weeks at a time. 

- The maximum expected T1, polarisation time and pre-scan delay are then set in 

the loaded N P I S  sequence (normally for the profile range 20 to 0.01 MHz). TI is 

measured and saved in a pre defined data and results file. 

- When all these parameters are optimised, the macro is started to acquire the 

profile automatically. 

Some parameters, e.g. the estimate for TI which determines the range of z values 

used, and frequency offsets, are updated by the software after each measurement. 



2.2.4 High field measurements 

Measurements were also carried out on a reconditioned Bruker WP80 variable field 

magnet. This magnet extended the available maximum field range from 20 MHz up to 

80 MHz. It also has greater sensitivity and increased magnet homogeneity, although 

this is not sufficient for 'H spectroscopy. This is not a field cycling machine so 

traditional relaxation experiments were carried out using both inversion recovery and 

modified saturation recovery pulse sequences which involve the application of RF 

pulses to generate non-equilibrium magnetisation. The inversion recovery pulse 

sequence (IR) is used at a fixed field and involves the application of a 180' pulse then 

a relaxation time, 2, followed by a 90' acquisition pulse. The z value is varied from 0 s 

to four times the maximum expected T1 value. The magnetisation recovery is plotted 

as a function of z and the T1 value is determined as before. The aperiodic pulse 

saturation recovery sequence (APSR) is similar but instead of a 180' initial pulse there 

is a train of preparatory 90' pulses with linearly decreasing interpulse separation, 

which serves to saturate the sample magnetisation, prior to the recovery time z. 

In a typical WP80 experiment the procedure is: 

- The sample temperature is set and the sample is equilibrated at this temperature 

for the required time usually 30 min. 

- The magnetic field is set to the appropriate value and the probe is tuned to the 

appropriate frequency (between 20 and 80 MHz usually in 5 MHz steps) 

- A single pulse sequence (SIP) is started on continuous mode and the current in the 

Bo magnet is adjusted until the signal is on-resonance 

- Using the SIP sequence all the parameters concerning the magnet cycle 

(switching time, slew rate, pre-scan delay etc.,), RF (90" pulse width) and 

acquisition (spectral width, receiver gain, receiver phase etc.) are optimised. 

- An inversion recovery sequence or saturation recovery sequence is used to 

measure TI and the process is repeated at the next field 

There are limitations associated with the WP80 system; the temperature is more 

difficult to control than in the case of field cycling due to the probe design. Low 

temperatures are not possible due to the distance from the dewar to the sample. The 

field range is limited and the measurements, especially for solid samples, are very 

time-consuming . 



2.3 Conductivity 

2.3.1 The Cpoint probe method 

Bulk resistivity or conductivity measurements are perhaps the most critical 

characterisation method for conducting and semi-conducting materials. The four- 

point, or Kelvin probe method is the most common way to measure a semiconducting 

materials resistivity. This technique involves bringing four equally spaced points into 

contact with the material as in figure 2.3. Two of the points are from the current 

source and the other two points are used to measure voltage. Using four points 

eliminates measurement errors due to the probe resistance, the spreading resistance 

under each probe, and the contact resistance between each metal probe and the 

semiconductor material. [53] 

Volrneter 

Pl 

Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of the pin configuration in the four-point probe 
head 

The volume resistivity is then calculated with this equation 1541: 

where p is the resistivity (i2 cm-l), s is the pin spacing (cm), V is the measured voltage 

(volts) and I is the source current (Amperes). The conductivity is simply the inverse 

of the resistivity and is measured in ~cm- ' .  w 

2.3.2 Apparatus development 

The conductivity meter used in most of this work was developed with assistance with 

Dr Darren Carty. A number of considerations were taken into account when 



constructing the system. Firstly a good quality current source was obtained. Given the 

conductivities and typical inter-point spacing, this had to be accurate for sub-milliamp 

currents while emitting a constant current. The Time Electronics 1044 Current 

calibrator was sourced from Radionics Ltd, it has a PA-mA range and nA resolution. 

A comparably accurate voltmeter was sourced also fiom Radionics Ltd, a Goosen 

Metrawatt MetraHit 22s which has a voltage measuring range from mV-1000 V and 

pV precision. 

The most critical aspect of the design was the construction of the probe head. The four 

pins must have a small enough outer diameter to be placed very close together (ideally 

<lmm apart to ensure applicability to different sample sizes) but it must be possible 

to easily connect them to the voltmeter and current source. They also must be strong 

enough to withstand the pressure of the probe forcing them into the samples (pellets) 

without distortion, and to ensure there are no resistivity artefacts from the pins. Pins 

were sourced from Radionics which have tungsten carbide sleeves that ensured 

similar depth of penetration for all the pins and which made it easier to wire the 

voltmeter and current source to the probe head. 



Figure 2.5 Four-point probe pin head. 

The pins had to be electrically isolated from the rest of the apparatus and from each 

other. To achieve this four holes 0.9 mm in diameter and exactly 0.9 mrn apart from 

each other were drilled into a block of Teflon and the pins were secured in the holes. 

The probe head was mounted on a frame with a screw with a locking nut that ensured 

that the distance the pins travel into each sample pellet could be accurately 

reproduced. 

Figure 2.6 Four-point probe pin head and mount. 



For temperature control the apparatus was mounted on a standard lab hotplate. In 

order to electrically isolate the sample from the metal top of the hotplate but allow 

thermal contact a thin Teflon block was placed between the sample and the hotplate. 

Two small holes were drilled in the block, one just below the surface of the sample 

and one just above the surface of the heat source. A t-type thermocouple, with a 

Microtherma 2 thermometer, was inserted into each of these holes to monitor the 

temperature of the sample, and separately of the hotplate, to ensure heat transfer was 

efficient. The temperature was found to vary across the hot plate surface probably due 

to air currents so the entire apparatus was encased in a plexi-glass case with a hinged 

door to allow sample access. 

1- Sample Pellet 

Teflon block 

Holes for thermocouple 

Figure 2.7 Schematic representation of the Teflon block used as a sample holder. 

2.3.3 Practical considerations 

Powder samples of conducting polymers were pressed into pellets -0.7-1 cm in 

diameter and <0.1 mm thick. The first pellets were made using a hydraulic press 

while later pellets were made using a small manual press. The pressure used to form 

the pellets did not affect the measured conductivity. The temperature was kept 

constant during all experiments. The temperature was set on the hotplate and after 

twenty minutes equilibration time, the exact temperature of the sample was measured 

using the thermocouple in the top of the Teflon block. The experiment involves 

measuring the voltage at a certain current and then using equation 1 calculate the 

resistivity and hence conductivity. This was repeated a number of times across a wide 

range of currents from 0.1-20 mA and fiom -0.1 to -20 mA. For conducting 

polyaniline samples, the resulting VII curves were all linear ( R ~  > 0.99) and passed 

through the origin proving the validity of both the method and our home-built 

equipment for use in this application. The conductivity values calculated were also all 

repeatable at room temperature over the expected lifetime of the samples. 



However, there were problems using the apparatus for measurements of the thermal 

dependence of conductivity in conducting polymers. Plotting the conductivity against 

time at an elevated temperature typically showed an initial increase in the measured 

conductivity followed by a constant decrease. It is likely that the thermal expansion of 

the material when the pins are embedded causes distortions in the pellet. An 

alternative explanation could be that the pins cause localised excess heating at their 

points resulting in dedoping. The situation was improved slightly if the probe was 

removed fiom the sample during heating or if the sample was maintained at an 

elevated temperature for an extended period. 

2.4 Microscopy 

2.4.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy, SEM, was performed on a general purpose Hitachi S- 

3000N Scanning electron microscope. Conducting polymer samples were mounted by 

drying a drop of suspended aqueous solution on the carbon pad on a sample stub but 

not gold ablated. High magnification SEM pictures were taken with a typical 

acceleration voltage of 20 kV and suitable filament current1 emission. 

2.4.2 Atomic Force Microscopy 

All AFM measurements were carried out using a Digital Instruments D3000 Atomic 

Force Microscope in Dr Tony Cafollas lab in DCU. Samples were analysed in air in a 

number of physical forms including; pellets of powder samples similar to the pellets 

used in conductivity experiments; aqueous suspensions drop- and spin-coated onto the 

surface of plain glass slides; aqueous suspensions drop-coated onto the carbon pad on 

an SEM sample stub. Usually the contact mode was used for the samples, and the 

images were recorded at a number of magnifications in the range of 20-0.5 pm 

2.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetery 

Thermal analysis was performed using a Polymer Labs PL-DSC differential scanning 

calorimeter. Each sample was lightly ground and approximately 20 mg was placed in 

an open sample pan under flowing nitrogen (5 mL1min). The reference was air in each 



case. The measurements were conducted using a heating rate of 1,2 or 5 Klmin, in the 

temperature range of 223-500 K depending on the sample. 

Raman spectra were recorded with a Perkin Elmer 1700 raman spectrometer. The 

excitation wavelength was 514.5 nrn from an ~ r +  Ion laser with a typical laser power 

of -20 mW in order to avoid excessive heating. The incident and scattered beams 

were focussed using a microscope with lOOx objective lens and a laser spot of 

approximately 4-5 pm diameter. All measurements were carried out at room 

temperature using powdered samples. 



Chapter 3 - Fluoride Superionic Conductors 



3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Electrical conduction in solids 

Ionic solids generally show poor conductivity as the conduction of ions in the solid 

state requires the presence of defects in the ionic lattice and in most cases the defect 

concentration is very low. However,, there is a class of solid compounds where defect 

concentrations are extremely high and these materials often exhibit conductivities 

which can rival those of electolyte solutions. This class of materials are collectively 

known as solid electrolytes, superionic conductors or fast ion conductors. 

The field of solid ionic conduction dates back to the 1 9 ~ ~  century. In 1897 Nernst 

developed a resistive-heating light source using stabilised zirconia. He correctly 

believed the induced current was due to the flow of oxide anions. In the early part of 

the 2oth century cationic conduction in alkyl halides was extensively studied. Initial 

interest focussed on the abnormally high conductivity of AgI, which increases by four 

orders of magnitude at 386 K at a first order phase transition. [55, 561 Since that time 

the field of solid electrolytes has expanded rapidly and materials such as the ~ a +  

superionic conductor NASICON [57] and fluorite-based solid electrolytes have found 

applications in electrochemical devices including sensors, solid state batteries and fuel 

cells. [58-601 

3.1.2 Solid Electrolytes 

Solid electolytes are solids that exhibit high electrical conductivity, wholly or largely 

due to the motion of ions. There are three general types of superionic conductors. 

Type I have well-defined first-order phase transitions into the superionic phase with a 

subsequent jump in the conductivity. Type 111 materials display an exponential 

increase in conductivity with no definite conversion temperature. 

Type I1 anion conductors show a gradual change from the insulating state to the 

conducting state and typically exhibit second order phase transitions of the 

disordering mobile sublattice with no change in the immobile cation sublattice. Most 

of the conductors in this group have the fluorite structure which consists of a face- 

centered cubic arrangement of cations with anions occupying the tetrahedral 

positions. On heating, the anion sublattice exhibits increased Frenkel disorder and 



anions begin to populate the octahedral interstitial sites leaving vacancies on the 

tetrahedal sites. 

3.1.3 PbSnF4 structure and properties 

Much of the early work on solid electrolytes was on oxide and metal halide systems. 

Recently focus has turned to fluoride ion conductors as the fluoride ion is in general 

more conductive than the oxide ion. Low-temperature fluoride conductors have been 

used more extensively in sensing devices while oxide materials are generally more 

suited to fuel cells due to their high temperature stability. 

PbSnF4 is a Type I1 fluoride ionic conductor related to P-PbF2. It exhibits high, purely 

ionic conductivity and low activation energy for conduction. PbSnF4 has attracted 

much interest due to its promising practical potential including its recent use in 

amperometric oxygen gas sensors. [59] Detailed investigations of its structural, 

thermal, electrical and dynamic properties have been carried out. It has a room 

temperature conductivity of -lom3 ~ c m - '  [61] and the reported activation energy for 

conductivity at room temperature is between 0.41 to 0.52 eV. PbSnF4, and other P- 
PbF2 based materials, have shown higher conductivity than other fluoride conductors 

due to the disorder in the anion sublattice and the high polarisability of the pb2+ ions. 

[611 

PbSnF4 (a-PbSnF4) was first synthesised by Donaldson et a1 [62] by precipitation 

from aqueous solution and by the high-temperature reaction between SnF2 and PbF2. 

There are three main polymorphous phases of PbSnF4; low-temperature a-PbSnF4, 

intermediate temperature 0-PbSnF4 and high temperature the y-PbSnF4. [63] The 

structure of w b S n F 4  is based on a tetragonal unit cell, and can be described as 

cation ordering of a pseudo cubic fluorite subcell. The ionic conductivity of this phase 

was found to be in the order of ~ c m - '  at 437 K, with an activation energy of 

-0.31 eV. 1621 The exact temperature of the a to P phase transition appears to differ 

depending on sample history and experimental conditions, but is generally observed 

between 530 and 560 K. [57,63] The y-phase, which occurs between 653 K and 663 

K, is isostructural with P-PbFSnF4. 

a-PbSnF4 is the most studied of the three phases as it has the highest room 

temperature anionic conductivity. There is dispute over the structure of a-PbSnF4 

which has been described as monoclinic, orthorhombic and tetragonal. [62-641 These 

differences have been explained by the high sensitivity of the structure to small 



changes in synthesis conditions which can introduce Sn or Pb deficient minor phases 

with altered symmetry. Indeed Perez reported further possible orthorhombic phases 

with the acidification of the SnF2 aqueous solution during synthesis. [64] 

The structure of a-PbSnF4 is similar to other fluorite based materials with mobile 

fluoride and stationary cation sublattices. The structure may be described as being 

based on a tetragonally ordered fluorite (CaF2), with cubic close packed cations (sn2+ 

and pb2+) and two of the fluoride ions occupying tetrahedral sites (F2 and F3), while 

the third is slightly distorted away from the ideal site to an almost octahedral site (F4). 

[65] This cation ordering over distorted fluorite related supercells is the cause of the 

high ionic conductivity as it can accommodate Frenkel defects. The remaining 

tetrahedral site (Fl) which lies between adjacent Sn layers shows no measurable 

occupancy at 298 K (figure 3.1). From X-ray powder diffraction the cation ordering 

has been elucidated. The immobile cation sublattice has an order along c as follows: 

Pb Pb Sn Sn Pb Pb, which results in a supercell with a doubling of c. [66] 

Mossbauer spectroscopy has provided evidence that the lone pair of Sn electrons are 

stereochemically active, and therefore they are localised around the Sn atoms and do 

not contribute directly to conductivity. This is consistent with the observation of 

purely ionic conductivity. [66] Between the Pb and Sn layers there are mobile fluoride 

ions. The exact location of fluoride ions and local structure was determined by 

EXAFS and neutron diffraction studies which showed that disorder of the fluoride 

ions is more pronounced near to Sn rather than Pb atoms. [66] 

The neutron diffraction study of a-PbSnF4 of Castiglione et a1 [65] was carried out on 

a carefully prepared, relatively phase pure, sample and revealed full occupation of 

only three of the four fluoride ion sites, two of which show large anisotropic thermal 

parameters indicative of positional/vibrational disorder. The structure remains 

tetragonal above 340 K, but there is increased fluoride disorder, with greater anion 

density linking the F2 and F4 sites. Also at higher temperatures the sample exhibits 

partial occupancy in the F 1 site. 



Figure 3.1 Supercell structure of PbSnF4 showing the Pb (a) and Sn ( e )  layers and 
the four fluoride sites (a); F1 (vacant); F2 and F4 (mobile) between the Sn and Pb 
layers; and F3 (static) between two Pb layers. 

3.1.3 NMR of Solid Electrolytes 

NMR spectroscopy is commonly used in conjunction with conductivity measurements 

to obtain insight into ionic transport. NMR has advantages in that it can be used on 

single crystals, polycrystalline and powder samples and it can be used on both highly 

conducting and insulating samples. A number of NMR methods have been applied to 

obtain structural and dynamic information for these materials. [67] 

The Type I alkyl halides (CuI and AgI) have been extensively studied by NMR above 

and below their transition temperatures, using both linewidth and relaxation 

measurements. [29, 671 Dynamic parameters from BPP analysis of the relaxation data 

showed good agreement with those obtained from conductivity measurements. 

Fluoride ion conductors have also been extensively studied, especially PbF2. Rao et a1 

[68] determined an activation energy for fluoride motion of 0.35 eV in the a-phase 

using linewidth analysis, a finding which supported a relaxometry study by Hwang. 

[69] Hwang et al [70] also used spin-spin relaxation measurements to show that 

fluoride ions are more mobile in the P-phase of PbF2 than in the a-phase. Boyce [29] 

measured relaxation rates for P-PbF2 across a wide temperature range. The results 

were consistent with the BPP model indicating a single mechanism for motion below 



520 K. This was attributed to a vacancy diffusion mechanism with an activation 

energy of 0.74 eV which is similar to that obtained previously and with conductivity 

measurements (0.6-0.72 eV). Above the first order phase transition temperature, 520 

K, the activation energy in PbF2, derived from NMR, increases in a similar fashion to 

the conductivity, due to sublattice melting. Similar measurements were made with 

BaF2 [71], which has a related structure but much lower conductivity. Once again 

there was good agreement between NMR relaxation and conductivity measurements, 

both of which indicated a relatively high activation energy of 1.7 eV. 

Privalov 1161 used 1 9 ~  NMR relaxometery to measure fluoride dynamics in LaF3 

across wide frequency (60 kHz to 284 MHz) and temperature (303-1400 K) ranges. 

He observed non-BPP dynamics and, by applying a spectral density model describing 

a log Gaussian distribution of correlation times, obtained activation energies for two 

motions. A faster motion with E, = 0.36 eV and a slower motion with E, = 0.57 eV, 

which were attributed to F1 hops and F1-F2,~ hops, respectively. 1721 A third 

contribution to the relaxation from fixed paramagnetic centres is observed at high 

temperatures but does not correspond to a fluoride motion. 

More recently "F NMR techniques have been used to study the complex ionic motion 

in PbSnF4 and BaSnF4. Grey at a1 [73] used magic angle spinning solid-state NMR to 

examine the fluoride mobility in BaSnF4. They observed two fluoride sublattices 

which they attributed to specific sites on the lattice. The first is a rigid sublattice in the 

~ a ~ +  double layer. The second is a sublattice comprised of highly mobile fluorides 

between the and sn2' layers which rapidly exchange with the fluorides in the 

less-populated sn2+- sn2+ layer. On the basis of their "F results these authors 

proposed a new mechanism involving rapid two-dimensional anisotropic conduction 

of fluorides between the Ba and Sn layers. 

Ahmed at a1 [74] compared activation energies extracted from temperature dependent 

conductivity measurements on PbSnF4 with those extracted from NMR line-width 

analysis. They observed a change in the activation energy for conductivity at 

approximately 355 K, which they attributed to an orthorhombic to tetragonal phase 

change. This change was also observed in the NMR data as a second narrowing which 

began at approximately 300 K. The activation energies obtained from NMR and 

conductivity of 27 and 30 k~mol-' (0.28 and 0.32 eV respectively) were similar. 



3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Synthesis 

In this work two samples of the solid electrolyte PbSnF4 (PbSnF4-a and PbSnF4-b) 

were examined by relaxation. The samples were synthesised by our collaborators in 

the group of Dr. Isaac Abrahams at Queen Mary, Univeristy of London. Samples 

were prepared by conventional solid-state methods. Stoichiometric amounts of SnF2 

and PbF2 were ground as a slurry in methylated spirits using an agate mortar and 

pestle. After drying, the mixture was sealed in an evacuated pyrex tube and heated in 

a tube furnace at 523 K for -1 8 h. In the case of PbSnF4-b a second processing step 

was included. The cooled sample was reground as a slurry in methylated spirits and 

dried at 353 K for 3 h. The dry sample was then resealed in a Pyrex glass tube and 

heated for a further 18 h at 523 K, before being cooled to room temperature. 

3.2.2 Diffraction 

X-ray powder diffraction data were collected at room temperature on an automated 

Philips PW1050/30 X-ray diffiactometer, using Ni filtered CuKa radiation (A = 

1.5418 A), in flat plate 9/20 geometry. Data were collected in the range 5-120' 20, in 

steps of 0.02", with a scan time of 7 s per step. Calibration was with an external Si 

standard. 

Neutron diffraction data were collected on the Polaris diffiactometer at the ISIS 

facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK. Data were collected on back-scattering 

and low angle detectors over the respective time of flight ranges 1.0 to 20 and 0.5 to 

20 ms. 200 pA or greater were collected in each case. The samples were contained in 

cylindrical 11 mm vanadium cans located in front of the back-scattering detectors. 

The structure of PbSnF4 was refined using data in the 20 range 20 to 120' by the 

Rietveld method using the GSAS suite of programs. [75] The structure described by 

Castiglione et a1 [65] was used a starting model for refinement. 

3.2.3 NMR 

The "F NMR relaxometry measurements were carried out on a Stelar spinmaster 

FFC-NMR 2000 relaxometer using pre-polarised and non-polarised sequences. The 

magnetisation recovery curves were mono-exponential at all fields, at all temperatures 

for all samples (figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2 Magnetisation recovery curves at 16 MHz for a) PbSnF4-a (m) and 
PbSnF4-b (a) at 297 K and b) PbSnF4-b at 273 K (a) and 383 K (m) with single 
exponential fits (-) to the data. 

The magnetisation was sampled by summing the intensity in the time range indicated 

by dashed lines (3-30 ps) in figure 3.3. The extracted TI was always insensitive to the 

interval used for this summation, although extending the interval to longer times 

(greater than 30 ps) increased the error in Ti. 

Time (s) 

Figure 3.3 FIDs of sample PbSnF4-b at 373 K (-), 348 K (-) and 248 K (-) showing 
monoexponential decays norrnalised to one scan. 



3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Diffraction 

The crystallographic and refinement parameters for sample PbSnF4-b are surnmarised 

in Table 3.1. The refined structural parameters are presented in Table 3.2, with the 

corresponding fitted X-ray diffraction profile in figure 3.4 and the significant contact 

distances are given in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.1 Crystal and refinement parameters for PbSnF4-b 

Chemical formula PbSnFd 

Space group P4lnmm 

Unit cell dimensions a = 4.2158(4) A 
c = 11.396(1) A 

Volume 202.53(5) A' 
z 2 

I 

U 

I 

1 Density (calculated) I 6.592 g cm-j I 

Formula weight 

Crystal system 

401.88 

Tetragonal 

I 

Sample description Beige powder 

I 

I Total no. of variables I 30 I 

Absorption coefficient ,u (CuKa) 130.13 mm-' 

1 r A  or definition of R-factors see reference [75] 

I 

Table 3.2 Refined Parameters for PbSnF4 

No of profile points used I 4999 

- u i s o  (A2)' z Atom x Mult. Y 

0.25 

0.25 

0.75 

0.75 

0.25 

Pb 

Sn 

F(1) 

F(2) 

F(3) 

0.003(2) 

0.007(3) 

0.090(9) 

0.090(9) 

0.090(9) 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

0.3742(7) 

0.8630(9) 

0.237(6) 

0.5 

0.658(6) 
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Figure 3.4 Fitted X-ray diffraction profile for PbSnF4, showing observed (points), 
calculated (line) and difference (lower) profiles. Reflection positions are indicated by 
markers. 

Table 3.3 Significant contact distances (A) in PbSnF4, at 298 K 

For samples P b S a a  and PbSnF4-b, approximately 1 cm3 of the sample was placed 

in a 10 mm ID NMR tube under nitrogen and sealed. A relaxation profile was 

collected initially at 297 K. The experiment was repeated after a week in order to 

check stability. Following this period the sample was heated and cooled in order to 

obtain profiles at different temperatures. After each heatinglcooling cycle the profile 

at 297 K was recorded and was found to show no significant differences to the 

original profile at this temperature (figure 3.5). 

Pb-F(2) 

Sn-F(2) 

F(1)-F(2) 

F(2)-F(3) 

*not refined on basis of scattering; set to ideal position 

2.800(6) 

2.32 l(4) 

2.476* 

3.237(8) 
----- 

Pb-F(4) 

Sn-F(4) 

F(2)-F(2) 

F(2)-F(4) 

3.079(2) 

2.0062(9) 

2.992(1) 

2.388(5) 



(a) (b) 
Figure 3.5 1 9 ~  relaxation profiles at 297 K, initially (m) and following heating to 423 K 
(o), showing the stability of (a) sample PbSnF4-a and (b) sample PbSnF4-b. 
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Relaxation profiles for PbSnF4 - a were recorded at a number of temperatures horn 

r 

243K to 398 K and are presented in figure 3.6. " 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.6 1 9 ~  NMR data for sample PbSnF4-a, showing the change in relaxation at 
(a) reduced temperature ( 243 K, 253 K, A 263 K, * 273 K, V 283 K), and (b) 
elevated temperatures (n 297 K, 323 K, 373 K and V 398 K). 
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Relaxation profiles for sample PbSnF4-b were collected at various temperatures horn 

223 K to 423 K and are presented in figure 3.7. Both samples showed significant 

dependence of spin-lattice relaxation on temperature across the frequency range 0.01- 

20 MHz. At low temperatures (< 273 K) it appears there is a single broad dispersion 

in the measurable frequency range. However, above 273 K a second motion becomes 

apparent at low field which shifts to higher frequency with increasing temperature 
- 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.7 "F NMR data for sample PbSnF4_b, showing the change in relaxation at (a) 
reduced temperature (m 228 K, 248 K, A 263 K, * 273 K, V 283 K), and (b) elevated 
temperatures (a 298 K, . ,323 K 348 K, V 373 K and * 398 K). 

It is possible to measure R1 values greater than 1000 s-' by field-cycling techniques. 

However,, given the magnetic field slew rate used, 20 MHz mi1, the conservative 

approach of removing all Rl values in excess of 1000 s-I (TI < 1 ms) was adopted to 

avoid possible systematic errors. 

3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 19F' NMR 

Comparison of the relaxation profiles for samples PbSnF4-b and PbSnF4-a reveals 

that while the overall shape of the profiles is similar the curves are non- 

superimposable at all temperatures. Both samples exhibit small amounts of phase 

impurity caused by unreacted SnF2. PbSnF4-b exhibits higher purity (c. 5% phase 

impurity) than sample PbSnF4-a (c. 9% phase impurity) fiom diffraction 

measurements. It is thought that the second phase is a closely related Pb-deficient 

phase. 



Fluorine Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 3.8 I9F relaxation profiles of samples PbSnF4-a and PbSnF4-b at 273 K (m,o), 
297 K (.,o) and 398 K (A  ,A). 

3.4.1.1 Multi-Lorentzian model 

The observation of mono-exponential relaxation at all frequencies and temperatures 

strongly supports the assumption that the measured relaxation rates are representative 

of the bulk material and that all motional fluoride ions are at a common spin 

temperature due to fast spin diffusion. [52] In analysing the data, it was assumed that 

the relaxation is driven by modulation of the homonuclear dipolar I9~- l9F interactions 

arising from anion dynamics. Calculations based on the crystallographic data show 

that, given the low isotopic abundance (7.7, 8.6 and 22.10 % for ll7sn, Il9sn and 2 0 7 ~ b  
19 117 respectively) and low gyromagnetic ratios of these nuclei, the heteronuclear F- Sn, 

19 207 1 9 ~ - 1 1 9 ~ n  and F- Pb interactions are too weak to contribute significantly to the 

observed fast "F relaxation. The Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound [BPP] theory of 

relaxation in polycrystalline solids can therefore be applied and the spin-lattice 

relaxation rate, RI, is given by: 

Where oo is the "F angular resonance frequency and z, is the correlation time. PFF is 
19 19 the dipolar coupling constant for the F- F interactions, which is given by; 

is the magnetic field constant, y~ is the gyromagnetic constant for the "F nucleus, h 

is Planck constant divided by 2n, ~ F F  is the fluoride ion jump distance. 



It is possible to fit the NMR data successfully using spectral density functions based 

on a multi-Lorentzian or a modified Lorentzian model using the software routine 

developed by Halle et al. [76] At intermediate temperatures it was possible to fit the 

data to a model comprising of three Lorentzians. This can be interpreted as indicating 

that there are three independent fluoride motions and is consistent with the diffraction 

analysis which shows that presence of three crystallographically distinct fluoride ion 

sites. However, at higher (> 350 K) and lower (< 263 K) temperatures, merit function 

analysis demonstrated that only two Lorentzians are required to fit the data. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3.9 1 9 ~  relaxation profile of sample PbSnF4-b at (a) 297K (m) fit with a three 
Lorentzian model (-) and (b) 373K (o) fit with a two-Lorentzian model (-). The 
dashed lines are the contributions from each Lorentzian. 

Correlation times (z,) and dipolar coupling coefficients (P) were extracted for each 

Lorentzian spectral density contribution and the results for PbSnF4 + b are summarised 

in Table 3.4. 



Table 3.4 Table of correlation times and P values from the multi Lorentzian fits of 

relaxation profiles of PbSnF4-b at multiple temperatures. 

The three independent spectral density functions can be classified as fast (m), 

intermediate ( T ~ ~ )  or slow (zcl) depending on their relative correlation times. The 

temperature dependence of P is represented graphically in figure 3.10. The P value 

corresponding to a fast process, P3, is present at all temperatures. However, the 

contribution from the slowest component, PI, decreases with decreasing temperature 

until it becomes insignificant and is no longer required to fit the data at approximately 

263K. Conversely, the contribution from the intermediate component, P2, decreases 

with increasing temperature until it disappears at approximately 358K. In the 

temperature range where both contributions are a significant fraction of the total 

spectral density the data can be fitted to a three-Lorentzian model. 



2-Lorentzian fit 3-Lorentzian fit 2-Lorentzian fit 
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Figure 3.10 Temperature dependence of the P values from the multi Lorentzian fits of 
1 9 ~  NMR profiles of PbSnFCb showing the two-Lorentzian to three-Lorentzian 
crossover. 

The multi-Lorentzian or model free approach assumes that the motions associated 

with the three spectral density functions are independent. If this assumption is correct 

then an Arrhenius temperature dependence of the rate (11%) is expected (Eq.1) 

The Arrhenius law predicts a straight line dependence of the ln(~,") as a function of 

inverse temperature, with a negative slope proportional to the activation energy of the 

process. However,, as can be seen in figure 3.1 1 non-Arrhenius behaviour is observed 

for all three processes. This suggests that a multi-Lorentzian model is not appropriate 

in this case. 



Figure 3.11 Arrhenius plot of 1n(=i1) against inverse temperature from the three- 
Lorentzian fits (lor1 (mu), lor2 (Ah),  and lor3 ( 0 0 ) )  of relaxation profiles of both 
PbSnF4 - a and PbSnF4-b respectively. 
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The Cole-Cole model is based on a stretched Lorentzian function with another 

parameter which is taken to be the degree of correlation of the relaxing system. The 

Cole-Cole function is given by: 

Where z, is the correlation time for fluoride motion, co is the angular resonance 

frequency for "F and 6 is the degree of correlation. PFF is the dipolar coupling 

constant for the relaxation of the dipolar interactions of lgF -"F. This is related to the 

fluoride jump distance by equation 3.2. 

Attempts were made to fit the data to a spectral density model based on a single Cole- 

Cole function but this was only successful below 273 K. The 297 K data was then fit 

to a similar model consisting of two Cole-Cole functions. By adopting this approach it 

was possible to fit the profiles at all temperatures, which indicates that there are two 

motional processes on different timescales driving relaxation. However, the &values 

extracted for the slower process were greater than one (in the range 1.08-1.90) which 

is not physically realistic. The inflection point at about 0.08 MHz apparent in figure 

3.12 strongly supports the interpretation that there are two processes, but a better 

model for the spectral density of the slow motion is required. 



3.4.1.3 Cole-Cole and Lorentzian model 

It was then assumed that the faster motion had a Cole-Cole form and the slower 

motion had a Lorentzian form. It was possible to fit the data from all of the 

temperatures using this approach. However,, at lower temperatures (<273 K), the 

spectral density contribution from the slower motion moved out of the measurable 

frequency window and the data can be fitted to a single Cole-Cole function. 

Fluorlne Larmor Frequency (MHz) Fluorine Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3.12 "F NMR profiles of sample PbSnF4-b at (a) 297 K (m) fitted with a Cole- 
Cole/Lorentzian spectral density function (-) and (b) 238 K (o) fitted with a Cole-Cole 
spectral density function (-). The dashed lines are the individual contributions from the 
Cole-Cole and Lorentzian components. 

Table 3.5 Table of correlation times, 0 values, and &values from Cole- 
:ntzian fits of relaxatio profiles of 

zc (cole) 

(XI o - ~  S) 

1.15 
0.84 
0.56 
0.46 
0.34 
0.25 
0.19 
0.27 
0.1 1 
0.23 
0.18 
0.13 
0.11 
0.04 
0.02 
0.01 

'bSnF4 b at multiple temperat 
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(XIO ) 
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200.00 
66.60 
50.10 
30.70 
40.90 
25.70 
21.60 
23.20 
21.50 
14.40 
13.30 
8.80 

0.54 
0.62 
0.61 
0.67 
0.67 
0.65 
0.68 
0.74 
0.65 
0.73 

1.38 ' 
1.38 
3.03 
4.39 
6.98 
8.71 

0.70 
0.65 
0.61 
0.52 
0.37 
0.32 

8.48 
11 .OO 
10.30 
9.27 
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7.04 



Assuming that the correlated and uncorrelated motions are independent, the two 

processes can be shown to be thermally activated as they conform to the Arrhenius 

law (figure 3.13). 

Figure 3.13 Arrhenius plot of dynamic parameters extracted from the two-process 
model analysis of the NMR data for sample PbSnF4-b showing the rates extracted for 
the Cole-Cole (m) and Lorentzian (0)  processes. The solid curves are linear fits to the 
data. The activation barriers are included. The dashed line indicates the temperature at 
which the fluoride sublattice disorder increases, -340 K. [29] 

Several authors have reported phase transitions at -345 K in PbSnF4. Reau and 

Chadwick [61] suggested a transition from a monoclinic (a) to a tetragonal (fl) phase, 

with a discontinuity in the conductivity temperature curve at around 350 K. Kanno 

attributed the discontinuity in conductivity to a diffuse phase transition. [67] The 

Arrhenius plot of the rate data from our NMR analysis (figure 3.13) shows a similar 

discontinuity in both the Cole-Cole (fast) and Lorentzian (slow) processes. The 

Arrhenius activation energies and pre-factors obtained from the NMR data above and 

below the discontinuity temperature (T,), are given in Table 3.6. 



Table 3.6 Dynamic information from Arrhenius analysis of the PbSnF4-b rate data 

fiom the two-process model 

In a previous study, by Ahmad et a2 [74], on the temperature dependence of 

conductivity of PbSnF4, the DC conductivity showed a gradual change in slope at 

around 350 K with Eo = 30 k~mol-' and Eo = 22 k~mol-' at high and low temperature 

respectively. 

Fast, above Tc 

Fast, below T, 

Slow, above Tc 

Slow, below Tc 

Figure 3.14 Arhenius plot of bulk dc conductivity against inverse temperature, 
redrawn fiom [29]. 

The activation energies obtained for the slow fluoride motion, ENMR, of 30(3) k~mol-' 

and 20(2) k~mol-' above and below 340 K, respectively, show very good agreement 

with the reported barriers to conductivity. This result strongly suggests that the slower 

motion observed on a microscopic level by NMR is the process that limits the bulk 

conductivity. This assignment also implies that the faster motion, observed by NMR, 

does not correspond to a translational motion of anions through the lattice, it must 

therefore be a local exchange process. 

Eact 

(kJmol-') 

Eact 

(eV> 

2 i 1  

(s-3 

5.29(3) x1016 

1.1 5(1) xlO1° 

4.61(6) x108 

4.46(2) xlO1° 

59(3) 

13(1) 

20(2) 

30(3) 

0.62(3) 

0.14(1) 

0.21(2) 

0.32(3) 



The Arrhenius pre-factor, or attempt fiequency, derived from the NMR analysis, for 

the slower (Lorentzian) motion in the ordered-lattice temperature range is z i l  = 4.46 x 
10 -1 10 s . This is slightly lower that the rate of vibration of an ion trapped in a normal 

12 1 lattice site (10 S- ). 1291 However, low pre-factors is often observed in superionic 

materials, and there has been much speculation on their causes. [29] Significantly, the 

pre-factor is smaller, by more than three orders of magnitude, than that expected for 

the generation of a Frenkel defect. This strongly suggests that even when the fluoride 

lattice is relatively ordered, there are large numbers of vacancies available, a situation 

consistent with the presence of a faster independent process generating the required 

vacancies. Above 350 K, where the fluoride lattice is disordered, the pre-factor for the 

slower process is smaller, z0-l = 4.69 x lo8 s-'. This may be due to additional 

broadening of the potential well for anion dynamics, associated with an increase in 

disorder. The barrier to this slower motion is lower as might be expected. The pre- 

factor for the faster (Cole-Cole) motion in the ordered-lattice temperature range, z i l  = 

1 . 1 5 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  s-', is also close to the timescale expected for anion motion into a pre- 

existing vacancy. Above 350 K, the pre-factor for this motion is much larger at z0-l = 

16 1 5.29 x 10 s- and the activation energy is higher. This strongly suggests that, for the 

non-translational fluoride exchange process, the onset of fluoride disorder is 

associated with the requirement for defect generation. [29] 

The degree of correlation, the 6 value, is extracted fiom the Cole-Cole spectral density 

component. When plotted against inverse temperature it shows a discontinuity at 

around 340 K. Below this temperature the 6 value appears to be weakly temperature 

dependent (figure 3.15). However,, the relaxation data can also be fitted successfully 

by fixing the 6 value to the average value, 0.68, in this region without significantly 

altering the extracted rate at a given temperature. Above 340 K different behaviour is 

observed and the 6 value decreases with temperature, indicating an increase in 

correlation. In this range it is not possible to fit the data by assuming a constant 6 

value, this is indicative of an increase in the extent of correlation in the motional 

process. 



Figure 3.15 Plot of the &value against inverse temperature (m), extracted from the 
Cole-Cole part of the multi-process model fits, showing the discontinuity at -340 K as 
a dashed line. 

The p-value is proportional to the inverse sixth power of the fluoride ion jump 

distance, ~ F F .  The jump distances were calculated from the relaxation analysis for each 

motion and are compared to the distances fiom diffraction analysis [65] at various 

temperatures in figure 3.1 6. 

Figure 3.16 Comparison of the TFF values of the fast process (o) and slow process (0) 
derived from the NMR data, with the fluorine-fluorine contact distances for F2-F1 
(H), F2-F2 (a) and F2-F4 (A)  from the published diffraction study. [65] 
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motion, the TFF value is 2.4 f 0.2 Hi over the full temperature range. By comparing the 

crystallographic and NMR data recorded at 298 K, the slow (Lorentzian) motion is 

assigned to F2-F2 in-plane hops. As the temperature increases the r p ~  values decrease 

to a value between the F2-F2 and F2-F4 crystallographic contact distances. Analysis 

of the neutron diffraction data demonstrated increased anion density linking the F2 

and F4 sites with increased temperature, [65] indicative of increased disorder between 

these sites. 

From the TFF values at 298 K, the fast (Cole-Cole) motion can be assigned to F2-F1 

out-of-plane hops or possibly F2-F4 in plane motion. The low activation energy and 

pre-factor for this motion indicate that this motion does not require the formation of a 

defect. This is consistent with the motion being into vacant F1 sites. As the 

temperature increases, both the activation energy and the extent of correlation of the 

motional process increase, indicating partial occupancy of F1. This is consistent with 

observations from diffraction of detectable anion density on the F1 sites at high 

temperature (> 700 K). Indeed low F1 occupancies are expected, as the F1 residence 

time would be very short, given that the barrier to reverse F1-F2 hops must be 

significantly lower than for F2-F 1 hops. 

The good agreement between the extracted fluoride jump distance and the 

crystallographic structure, suggests that the fluoride atoms in the F3 sites are not part 

of the dynamic fluoride lattice, and that our experiments are not sensitive to their 

relaxation. It is assumed the T2 of this rigid sub-lattice is very short, so the 

magnetisation contribution from F3 dephases completely during the short switching 

time required for field stabilisation at the detection field. In BaSnF4 the timescale for 

exchange between the mobile and static lattices was shown by NMR [73] to be 

milliseconds. Processes on this ultra-slow timescale fall outside the dynamic range of 

the field-cycling experiment. 

3.4.2 Proposed Mechanism 

In summary, a consistent picture of the fluoride dynamics emerges from the 

relaxometry study as show in figure 3.17. There are two processes on quite different 

timescales modulating the 1 9 ~  relaxation times in the accessible temperature and 

frequency range. There is a slower uncorrelated motion and a faster correlated motion. 

The barriers to both of these motions change at -340 K which matches a transition 



reported in published conductivity data. The barrier to the faster motion increases 

while the barrier to the slower motion decreases, indicating an increase in disorder in 

the anion layer. 

Figure 3.17 Lead tin layer of PbSnF4 showing the proposed motion of F2-F2 and F2- 
F4 translational motions and F2-F 1 local hops. 

In the low temperature regime, the uncorrelated motion may be unambiguously 

assigned to F2-F2 translational motions on the basis of the P values at room 
10 -1 temperature. The prefactor associated with this motion at 4.46~10 s is of the order 

expected for an anion motion into a pre-existing vacancy. In this temperature range, 

the p values for the faster correlated motion are consistent with both the F2-F1 and 

F2-F4 jump distances. However,, an F2-F4 jump would require the formation of a 

Frenkel defect. The prefactor for this motion is 1 . 1 5 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  s-', which is also in the 

expected range for motion of an anion into a pre-existing vacancy. However,, it is not 

consistent with an F2-F4 jump, so this process can be assigned to F2-F1 fluoride 

exchange. The occupancy of the F1 site remains low due to F1-F2 return jumps, 

which are expected to be faster than F1-F2 due to the relative energies of these sites. 

The predicted short residence time for fluoride ions on the F1 site is consistent with 

the diffraction data which only showed detectable occupancy of this site at high 

temperature. [65] The F2-F1 motion gives rise to vacancies on the F2 site through 

formation of an anion Frenkel defect, and hence low pre-factors are observed for the 

slower motion 



At -340 K a clear change is observed for both motional processes. The faster 

correlated process shows an increase in activation energy and the prefactor for this 
16 -1 process increases to 5.29~10 s due to increased occupancy of F1 necessitating the 

formation of a Frenkel defect on a significant proportion of the Fl sites, prior to an 

F2-Fl jump. 

In the high temperature regime, the activation energy for the slower Lorentzian 

process decreases and a lower prefactor value of 4.69~10' s" is observed. This motion 

is still associated with the F2-F2 jump, however at these temperatures there is a 

significant concentration of vacancies of the F2 site which facilitates F2-F4 hops. 

Evidence for this change is provided by the jump distance for this process which 

decreases to a value intermediate between F2-F2 and F2-F4. F2-F4 jumps are 

consistent with the observation of partial occupancies of F2 and F4 sites at elevated 

temperatures in the diffraction data, [65] which was interpreted as being due to shared 

anion density. This is also consistent with a reduced pre-factor as observed in the 

NMR analysis. Thus the observed transition in dc conductivity at 350K, to a phase of 

lower activation energy arises from F2-F4 mixing of the translational anion motions. 

The disorder arises due to an excess of F2 vacancies, driven by an increasing number 

of rapid correlated F2-F 1 hops. 

It is possible to calculate the charge carrier diffusion co-efficient, D, and hence the 

'NMR' conductivity, ON*, from the mean residence times, z,, and the fluoride jump 

distances, TFF, extracted from the NMR fits, using equations 3.5a and 3.5b: 

where N is the density of mobile charge carriers, e is the effective charge, T is the 

absolute temperature and n is the number of possible sites to which the charge carrier 

may hop. However, in PbSnF4 there are in effect multiple anion jump distances, as 

the increase in TFF with increasing temperature is as a result of F2-F2 

and F2-F4 mixing. "NMR" diffusion coefficients and conductivities, 

are dependent on the square of the jump distance, and hence are very sensitive to 

the value used. So this approach is probably not approriate for this material. 



3.4.3 Assessment of the Mechanism 

3.4.3.1 Sample purity 

Interpreting the relaxation data from a sample with a greater extent of phase impurity, 

PbSnF4-a, with the same two-process model yields very similar results. The similarity 

of the extracted rate information for the two samples indicates that phase purity is not 

required to extract meaningful dynamic information. It is likely that the second phase 

does not contribute significantly to the conductivity, fluoride dynamics or NMR 

relaxation. Such a phase is likely to contain static fluoride ions only. Indeed our 

studies on the related salt BaFz indicate that the 1 9 ~  T2 is extremely short. The 

magnetisation of the static fluoride component in these samples probably lies outside 

the portion of the FID sampled for the determination of T1. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3.18 Arrhenius plot of (a) and (b) TFF determined for samples PbSnF4-a 
(0,~) and PbSnF4-b (a,.), from the analysis of the NMR data using the two-process 
model. 

3.4.3.2 ExtendedJield range 

Both samples were also examined at higher field using a reconditioned Bruker WP80 

NMR variable field magnet in conjunction with the FFC-NMR spectrometer. 

Relaxation profiles were extended up to 80 MHz at a number of temperatures above 

and below the transition temperature. These were then fitted using the same spectral 

density model. The z, and P values obtained were similar to those obtained over the 

reduced frequency range. This confirms that there is no faster motion in the accessible 

frequency range (< 100 MHz). As the WP80 could not be used over the entire 

temperature range, the high frequency data has been omitted from the analysis. 



Fluorine Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 3.19 Extended range "F NMR profiles of PbSnF4-b at 323 K (m) and 393 K 
(a). The solid lines are fits to a Cole-Lorentzian spectral density function. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3.20 (a) l n ( l 1 ~ ~ )  and (b) ) values as a function of inverse temperature extracted 
from Cole-Lorentzian spectral density model of the NMR profiles of PbSnFLb using 
normal (m, a)  and extended frequency (o, 0) ranges. 
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were successful; from our NMR analysis we can propose a detailed mechanism for 

conduction that is consistent with the diffraction and conductivity measurements. 

The data conformed very well to a model comprising a Cole-Cole spectral density 

function for fast correlated motions and a Lorentzian spectral density function for a 
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Arrhenius prefactors extracted from the analysis, the faster motion was assigned to 

non-translational fluoride jumps from the F2 position to the vacant F1 sites. The 

slower motion was assigned to F2-F2 translational motion which, at higher 

temperatures, was mixed with F2-F4 jumps. The proposed mechanism indicates that 

conductivity in PbSnF4 is due to translational diffusion in the F2-F4 plane which is 

assisted by fast F2-F1 hops creating vacancies in the F2 sublattice which act as 

Frenkel defects. The quenching of the highly disordered lattice, associated with a loss 

of mobility through the F4 sites, results in conductivity of approximately 0.25 ~cm- ' ,  

which otherwise would be closer to 1 ~cm-' .  

Future work could involve investigation into the fluoride conduction mechanisms in 

related fluoride ion conductors such as BaSnF4, which has a similar structure, and 

PbF2, which has a less complex tetrahedral fluorite structure. The possibility of 

gaining similar insights into superprotonic conductors prompted the study which is 

presented in the next chapter. Other possibilities including studies of conducting 

lithium solid electrolytes could be of tremendous scientific importance, as many of 

the electrolytes used today are based on lithium. However, such studies may be 

beyond the capabilities of the current generation of field-cycling relaxometers, for 

which poor sensitivity remains a significant problem. 



Chapter 4 - Superprotonic Conductors 



4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Fuel Cells 

Fuel cells are clean and efficient electrochemical energy conversion devices which 

have garnered much attention in recent years as the search for clean renewable energy 

storage and transformation technologies intensifies. However,, the development of 

fuel cells and batteries is currently restrained by materials limitations especially those 

associated with the electrolyte. The solid acid CsHS04 has been known for a number 

of years as a proton conductor but was not applied to fuel cell technology, due to its 

water solubility and ductile mechanical properties. Recently Haile and co-workers 

demonstrated that operation at a slightly elevated temperature of -400 K ensured that 

water was present only as steam which is harmless to the electrolyte. [32] Elevated 

temperatures have several other advantages; the activity of the catalysts increases, the 

excess heat is useful in practical devices and less pure fuels can be used. [77] Since its 

initial success the range of Cs-based solid acids with potential for use in fuel cells has 

grown to include CsH2P04 [78] and a group of caesium mixed sulphate/phosphate 

materials. [79-821 

4.1.2 Solid Acids - CS~(HSO~),(H~PO~)~,  

Solid acids are a unique class of compounds which are intermediate in character 

between acids and salts and are formed by the introduction of acid protons into a 

crystalline salt, for instance CsHS04: 

Cs2S04 + H2S04 +- 2CsHS04. [4-11 

A number of mixed sulphate-phosphate solid acids in the CS~(HSO~),(H~PO~)~~,  series 

have been developed. These materials have a well defined crystal structure and 

consist of a cation sublattice and an anion sublattice consisting of tetrahedral 

oxyanions such as phosphate or sulphate. Above a transition temperature, T,, the 

value of which varies depending on stoichiometery and structure, these materials 

transform into a superprotonic phase with conductivity two or three orders of 

magnitude greater than below T,. 





Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of the basic structure of room temperature 
simple Cs-based solid acids; HS04 (V) tetrahedra linked by hydrogen bonds (-) in a 
one-dimensional network, caesium atoms ( a ) .  

.+. 

Very similar low temperature structures are formed across this class of materials 

irrespective of the stoichiometery. Cs2(HS04)(H2P04), Cs3(HS04)2(H2P04), and 

C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  are all monoclinic with a similar arrangement of the anion and 

cation sublattices. The only difference is that as the phosphate content is increased the 

anion sublattice becomes more cross-linked giving rise to different topology in the 

hydrogen bonded networks. [78,84,85] 

4.1.2.2 High Temperature Structure 

At T, CsHS04 undergoes a phase transition from monoclinic to a tetragonal body- 

centred cubic structure. On the other hand CsH2P04 adopts a cubic structure at high 

temperature which is related to the cubic CsCl system, with the C1 atoms being 

replaced by freely rotating H2PO4 tetrahedra. The intermediate compounds, including 

Cs2(HS04)(H2P04), CS~(HSO~)~(H~PO~) ,  and C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~ ,  exhibit either a 

mixture of both tetragonal and cubic structures or, at higher phosphate content, the 

cubic structure alone. 



Figure 4.2 High temperature tetragonal structure of CsHS04 with (o) Cs, ( 0 )  S ( D )  0 
and (----) hydrogen bonds in highly mobile three-dimensional tetrahedral 
arrangement. 

4.1.2.3 Structure of CS~(HSO~)~(H~~O~)~ 

The exception in this series is the solid C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~ ,  the material examined in 

this study. This exhibits a cubic structure at ambient temperatures, as opposed to the 

usual monoclinic structure, and has a unique arrangement of both its anion and cation 

sublattices. This arises due to the Cs:X04 ratio of 6:7, as compared to 1:l observed 

for the other Cs-based solid acids. As a result it has a proton taking the place of a CS" 

ion in the cation sublattice. [86] 

Figure 4.3 Cubic structure of low temperature C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~ ;  (I) Po4 (f) 
SO4 ( 0 )  Cs (taken from [17]). 

At high temperature, above its T ,  C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  adopts a cubic structure 

similar to that observed in the other phosphate rich materials. However, due to the 

Cs:X04 ratio it is assumed there are vacancies in the cation (csl+) sublattice. This is 



supported by the observation of the negative thermal expansion of this material [86] 

which is believed to be due to the Cs ions moving into vacancies. 

4.1.3 Proton Conduction in Solid Acids 

4.1.3.1 Grotthuss mechanism in solid acids 

The Grotthuss mechanism is the accepted mode of proton transport present in solid 

acids. This is due to the unique structural features of solid acids. The incorporation of 

the acid proton in the salt results in hydrogen bonded networks linking the anions 

together. In the Grotthuss mechanism 1311 the proton is transferred along a hydrogen 

bond and there is a subsequent reorientation of the carrier molecule. This allows the 

proton to diffuse through the material. The rate of conduction is limited by proton 

transport and/or structural reorientation. [32] 

Protonic conduction in solid acids differs from other ionic conduction (for instance 

from fluoride conduction in PbSnF4) as hydrogen is the only element with no core 

electron shell and so it must be coordinated to an electronegative species. In solid 

acids the coordinating atom is usually oxygen resulting in a normal OH single bond, 

-0.9-1 A long. However, as this pair comes within 2.4-3 of another oxygen on a 

second tetrahedron, a hydrogen bond (0-H.. ..O) is fonned. [88] As the proton can 

never be free from the electron density of its neighbours, it must move by a method 

where it is bonded to at least one of the oxygen atoms during the entire process. [89, 

901 

4.1.3.2 Low Temperature Conduction 

Most of the early work on the Cs-based solid acid compounds focused on their 

behaviour at ambient temperatures. Around this temperature these compounds have 

conductivity of the order of 10-~-10" ~cm-' .  It is accepted this conductivity is due to a 

basic Grothuss mechanism with restricted reorientation of the tetrahedra resulting in 

relatively low rates of protonic conduction, but the details of the transport remain in 

dispute. Murphy [91] and Pollock [92] proposed a simple Grotthuss mechanism, as 

above with proton migration along the hydrogen bonds and reorientation of the 

tetrahedra. However,, due to the restricted rotation and crystallographic position of the 

oxyanion groups, this mechanism demands a xO-H H-Ox configuration with an inter- 

hydrogen distance less than twice the van der Waals radius of hydrogen. This would 



result in large repulsive forces. Sharon [93] proposed synchronised reorientation of all 

of the tetrahedra which, while solving the problem of electrostatic repulsion, requires 

the breaking of hydrogen-bonds and physically unlikely synchronised reorientation. 

Baranov [94] proposed the existence of interstitial vacancies similar to Frenkel 

defects as with other ionic conductors. 

4.1.3.3 High Temperature Conduction 

In the early 1980's a first order phase transition was observed at 414 K for CsHS04 

and above which the protonic conductivity increased by over three orders of 

magnitude. [83, 951 Above T, the situation is simpler. There is generally an increase 

in disorder and symmetry in the anion lattice, resulting fiom rapid fiee rotation of 

tetrahedra through multiple equivalent sites. [96] Therefore,, there are more 

conduction sites available than protons to occupy them, leading to very high proton 

conduction along the hydrogen bonds by a simple Grotthuss mechanism. [90] With 

extensive conduction through these vacant sites it is not necessary to form defects or 

to occupy interstitial sites, as is the case for ionic transport in other materials. [97] 

This discovery lead to increased interest in the high temperature behaviour of these 

materials. 

4.1.3.4 Experimental conductivity 

The result of the phase transition is an increase in the proton transport rate and a 

consequent increase in the bulk conductivity. On heating, the conductivity of these 

materials increases by over three orders of magnitude at the phase transition 

temperature. On cooling, some of the materials show a rapid return to the non- 

superprotonic phase while those with a higher ~ 0 4 ~  to ~ 0 4 ~ -  ratio can exhibit long 

term stability (hours to days) of the superprotonic phase with the conductivity 

remaining high. [82, 861 While all of the compounds in the caesium-based solid acid 

series exhibit similar conductivity in the superprotonic phase [80, 81, 981, the onset 

temperatures and the transition range, from the onset of the phase transition to full 

conversion, both show some dependence on the phosphate content, although not in a 

consistent fashion across the range. 



Figure 4.4 Conductivity data on heating (solid markers) and cooling (open markers) 
of C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  (black) and CsHS04 (red), reproduced fiom [86]. 

4.1.4 NMR Studies of Solid Acids 

NMR spectroscopy has been used to study conduction mechanisms in a number of 

proton conducting materials. Slade et a1 [99] used TI data recorded at high 

temperatures to study the both rotational and translational motion of NH~+ vehicles in 

proton conducting ammonium tungsten bronze. NAFION, one of the most commonly 

used polymers for PEMs, was studied by pulsed field gradient methods [loo], this 

yielded information about the diffusion mechanism. Matsuo et a1 [loll  used the 

temperature dependence of the 'H linewidth to extract information on proton 

dynamics in T13H(S04)2, the results were in good agreement with results from bulk 

measurements of conductivity. 

However, in his review of the field of NMR of superionic materials Brinkmann [67] 

indicated the problem with traditional temperature-dependent NMR experiments is 

the non-BPP behaviour of these materials, which makes the analysis of fixed 

frequency data problematic. Ishii [I021 went further stating that a number of motional 

modes, including hopping ion motions and both extended and localised nondiffusive 

modes, do not contribute to conductivity but do contribute to the spin lattice 

relaxation. These factors explain why the theoretical conductivity values calculated 

fiom the proton hopping rates, extracted from NMR data, do not always agree with 

the experimentally measured conductivity. 



There have been very few published NMR studies of Cs-based solid acids. Lahajner 

[I031 used one and two-dimensional exchange, 2~ NMR spectroscopy of deuterated 

CsHS04 to show there is very slow motion along the OD.. .O hydrogen bond at room 

temperature. 'H NMR linewidth measurements of the related compound CsHSe04 

supported the assumption of low temperature proton motion along the hydrogen 

bonds. In the same study 7 7 ~ e  NMR relaxometry was used to demonstrate that the 

reorientational motion of Se04 tetrahedra is related to the transport of protons below 

Tc. [I041 The temperature dependence of both the 'H and 3 1 ~  NMR linewidths in 

CsH2P04, above and below the phase transition temperature were measured by 

Yamada and co-workers. [I051 From this it was determined that that the reorientation 

of the anion plays an important role in the proton conduction of CsH2P04 in both the 

superprotonic and low temperature phases. In the same work, 3 1 ~  linewidth 

measurements on single crystals were used to obtain an activation energy of 0.74 eV 

for the reorientational jump of the H2PO4 oxyanion. 

Hayashi and coworkers have recently examined a number of materials based on 

CsHS04-H2P04 by NMR relaxation methods. [106-1081 They were able to 

demonstrate that the predicted conductivity fiom microscopic NMR measurements 

was in good agreement with the experimental values. The conductivity was extracted 

fiom second moment analysis and by modelling the temperature dependence of 'H TI, 

using a relaxation mechanism which involved 'H-'H, 'H-~'P and 'H-'~~cs dipolar 

interactions modulated by Lorentzian spectral densities (BPP model). However, the 

assumption of a single random motional process remains central to this analysis, 

despite the sophistication of the model used for the dipolar interactions. 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Synthesis 

The solid acid, C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~ ,  was synthesised in the research group of our 

collaborator Prof. Sossina Haile's in the Materials Science Department, California 

Institute of Technology. The material was grown by slow evaporation of an aqueous 

solution of metal carbonates and a mixture of mineral salts at room temperatures. 

After the formation of crystal samples, they were filtered over a porous ceramic filter 

and washed with acetone or isopropanol and dried. 



4.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetery 

Thermal analysis was performed using a Polymer Labs PL-DSC differential scanning 

calorimeter. A sample of was lightly ground and placed in an 

open sample pan under flowing nitrogen (5 mLImin). The measurement was 

conducted using a rate of 2 Wmin, from a temperature of 290 K to 500 K. 

4.2.3 'H NMR 

Most of the NMR analysis was carried out on a Stelar Spinmaster FFC-NMR 2000 

relaxometer, using pre-polarised and non-polarised sequences as required. The 

technique is constrained by sensitivity and resolution so the low proton concentration 

of these samples renders them difficult to study. This is particularly the case below 

the phase transition temperature, where proton motion is limited and T2 is apparently 

very short resulting in a poor signal to noise ratio. The magnetisation recovery curves 

were mono-exponential at all fields and at all temperatures. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 4.5 Magnetisation recovery curves of at (a) 16MHz and (b) 
O.1MHz at 398 K (m) and 383 K (o) with single exponential fits (-) to the data. 

Intermediate field (20-80 MHz) measurements were undertaken on a reconditioned 

Bruker WP80 variable field magnet using the multi-block saturation recovery pulse 

sequence. The WP80 was used for temperatures from 373 - 398 K but due to 

limitations of the sample temperature control system could not be used for 

temperatures above 393 K. 

Motional information was also obtained by perfoming measurements of TI as a 

function of temperature, T1(T), at fixed magnetic field. These high field NMR 



experiments were carried out on a 300 MHz Varian Chernagnetics CMX Infinity 

spectrometer in collaboration with Dr Jeremy Titman in the Solid-State NMR group 

in the University of Nottingham. TI measurements were carried out using both 

inversion recovery and saturation recovery pulse sequences. The TI curves were 

mono-exponential at all temperatures with both pulse sequences. 

Figure 4.6 Inversion recovery (M,U) and saturation (m,o) recovery curves of 
C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  at 300 MHz and at 383 K and 453 K, respectively. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Diffrential scanning calorimetery 

The thermal response of C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  as monitored by differential scanning 

calorimetery (DSC) is shown in Figure 4.7. It is readily apparent that, upon heating, 

the compound undergoes a sharp transition which begins at 370 K and is complete by 

392 K. This has been attributed to a structural phase change into the superprotonic 

state which is also observed by conductivity measurements and in the diffraction data 

which is complete at a T, of 390 K. [86] The second feature between 460 K and 480 

K is due to the decomposition of the material. 
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Figure 4.7 DSC curve of C S ~ ( H S ~ ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P ~ ~ ) ~  showing superprotonic phase 
transition at 373 - 405 K with a T, at 390 K (represented by a dashed line) and 
decomposition from 450 K. 

4.3.2 'H NMR 

4.3.2.1 High temperature stability 

As can be seen from the DSC curve, decomposition of the material begins at 

approximately 460 K so all NMR measurements were carried out below this 

temperature. However, it has been seen that in this class of solid acids prolonged 

exposure to temperatures above T, (390 K) can lead to dehydration. [79] It is well 

known that phosphate groups have the potential to dehydrate producing phosphites 

and other decomposition products. This process is apparent as a change in the 

measured TI value over a period of hours (figure 4.8b), effectively limiting the 

temperature range that could be studied by NMR. The saturation recovery curves 

recorded for a sample maintained at 435 K show an increase in TI, in addition to the 

increase in the short time magnetisation offset which is apparent in figure 4.8a. 
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Figure 4.8 (a) Saturation Recovery T1 curves after 60 (-), 150 (-), 260 (-) and 750 (-) min 
and (b) TI as a function of time calculated from saturation recovery curves at 435 K 
showing increase of T1 over 12.5 hours due to dehydration. 

The sample was examined by NMR relaxometery in the temperature range from the 

onset of the phase change at 373 K to 413 K, where the relaxation times were stable. 

Stability of the sample over a long period of time at a moderate temperature was 

confirmed using NMR in the following way. 

The sample was left at 383 K for two hours to ensure full interconversion into the 

superprotonic state and a profile was obtained. The sample was left to cool overnight 

then reheated to 383 K for 2 hours and the profile was recorded again. Another profile 

was obtained immediately and again the sample was left to cool overnight. The 

following morning the sample was heated to 383 K and maintained at this temperature 

for -54 hours. The T1 value was measured at 10 and 0.1 MHz at regular intervals over 

this period to examine longer term stability at elevated temperatures and following 

this another profile was acquired. The resulting relaxation profiles were reproducible 

in all cases and the sample appeared to be thermally stable over a long period of time 

at this temperature. The errors in the measured R1 values were of the order of 0.5-1.5 

%. 
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Figure 4.9 (a) 'H proton relaxation profiles recorded at various times over 54 hours 
exposure to 383 K and (b) plot of T1 measured at 10 MHz (m) and 0.1 MHz ( A )  as a 
function of time spent at 383 K, showing the thermal stability of C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  
sample at this temperature. 

4.3.2.2 Low Temperature NMR 

Below the phase transition temperature (T,) there is very little proton motion and T1 

measurements are challenging. The sample is relatively proton dilute and due to the 

inherent lower sensitivity and magnet inhomogeneity of the low field fast field 

cycling NMR technique it is very difficult to make sufficiently accurate T1 

measurements at ambient temperatures. However, an attempt was made using the late- 

generation two Tesla FFC at Stelar SRL in Italy and with the WP80 variable field 

magnet. Large errors, lengthy measurements times and non-reproducibility of the data 

meant that no useful or consistent results were obtained. 

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 4.10 'H NMRD profile of C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  at 298 K using field cycling at 
2 T (m) and the WP80 magnet (A)  . 



4.3.2.3 High Temperature NMR 

Above the superprotonic phase temperature, (T, -370 K), the quality of data is 

improved as T2 is longer, see figure 4.1 1, the signal-to-noise ratio increases greatly, 

making it possible to record a profile using the fast-field cycling relaxometer. The 

magnetisation dephasing time is longer, at -220 ps, is very similar to the T2* of the 

magnet. 
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Figure 4.11 Free induction decay curves (128 scans) of Cs6(HS04)3(H3P04)4 at 413 K 
( ), 398 K (-), 391 K (-), 383 K (-), 373 K (-) and a number of temperatures from 298- 
363 K (-). 

I 

Relaxation profiles were recorded from 20-0.01MHz at a number of temperatures. 

The measurement temperatures were chosen from the DSC curve. All samples were 

left at the relevant temperature for two hours before measurement to ensure full 

interconversion. Following the completion of a profile the samples were left to cool 

for 24 hours to ensure the complete conversion back to the non-superprotonic state 

before reheating to the next temperature. The profiles show a dispersion that moves to 

lower frequency as the phase transition reaches completion. 
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Figure 4.12 (a) DSC curve showing the temperatures chosen for NMR (b) 'H NMR 
relaxation profiles of C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  at 373 K (m), 383 K (a), 391 K (A), 398 K (o), 
408 K (A) and 413 K (o). 
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Discussion 

4.4.1 'H NMR 

4.4.1.1 Lorentzian Model 

The mechanism for proton relaxation that is most likely to dominate in solid acids is 

the fluctuation of dipolar interactions. For high field NMR relaxation in the Cs mixed 

sulphate-phosphate systems the contribution of "P and '"cs, which are both C. 100% 

natural abundant, to the proton dipolar interaction must be considered. 3 3 ~  and 1 7 0  

interactions can be ignored due their integer spin quantum numbers. Hayashi [106- 

1081 showed that high field NMR relaxation data of a number of Cs-based solid acid 

materials could be fitted using a Bloemenberg-Purcell-Pound (BPP) spectral density 

function. This is a simple spectral density function for random tumbling in an ordered 

environment which takes into account the homonuclear dipole4ipole interactions 

between 'H spins, and the heteronuclear interactions between 'H and "P spins, and 

between 'H and 1 3 3 ~ s  spins. In which case; 



where ZH is the correlation time for proton motion, c o ~  cop and coc, are the angular 

resonance frequencies for 'H, 3 1 ~  and 1 3 3 ~ s  respectively. Pm, PHP and PHcs are the 

dipolar coupling constants for the contributions to the relaxation of the dipolar 

interactions of 'H-'H, ' H - ~ ~ P  and 'H-'~~cs spin pairs, respectively. These constants 

are given by: 

Where y ~ ,  yp and yc, are the gyromagnetic constants for the 'H, "P and '"CS nuclei 

respectively, h is Plancks constant, I*, Ip and Ics are the spin quantum numbers which 

are 112, 112 and 712 for 'H, 3 ' ~  and 1 3 3 ~ s  respectively. rm, rm and r ~ c ,  are the 

distances between the lattice sites for pairs of 'H nuclei, for 'H and 3 1 ~  nuclei and for 

'H and ' 3 3 ~ s  nuclei, respectively. By adopting this approach Hayashi found that the 

extracted correlation times and activation energies were comparable with the bulk 

conductivity data fiom impedance spectroscopy. 

When this approach is applied to our NMR data it is not possible to fit the relaxation 

profile. In the BPP approach the contribution from each of the homo- and 

heteronuclear dipolar interactions, became frequency independent below 1 MHz. The 

experimental R1 values are frequency dependent in the observable frequency window, 

down to 10 kHz. Also the dispersion observed in the NMR data was too broad to be 

consistent with a BPP spectral density function. This indicates that a more complex 

spectral density function is required. Brinkmann [67] and Ishii [lo21 have shown the 



presence of non-BPP behaviow in NMR relaxometry studies of other superionic 

conductors. This result is not surprising and it again demonstrates the critical 

requirement for T1 measurements as a function of field, in the study of complex 

dynamic systems. 
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Figure 4.13 Relaxation profile of C S ~ ( H S ~ ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P ~ ~ ) ~  recorded at 391 K (m) fitted 
using the BPP spectral density function fiom eqn 1 (-) and the contributions from each 
of the 'H-~H (-.a), ' H - ~ ~ P  (---) and 'H-'~~cs (---) dipolar interactions. 

4.4.1.2 Homonuclear Cole-Cole model 

The Cole-Cole model is based on a stretched Lorentzian with a parameter, delta (6), 

taken to be the degree of correlated motion and distribution of correlation times where 

6 = 1 is uncorrelated motion and 6 = 0 is the highest degree of correlation possible. In 

this first instance the contribution to the spectral density due to heteronuclear dipolar 

interactions is ignored. Due to the much smaller gyromagnetic ratios of "P and '"CS 

and the large internuclear distance, the contribution to the relaxation of these 

heteronuclear interactions is much less than that of the homonuclear interactions. The 

spin-lattice relaxation rate in this "homonuclear-only" model is given by; 

where zc is the correlation time for proton motion, co is the angular resonance 

frequency for 'H, and 6 is the degree of correlation. P is the dipolar coupling constant 

for the 'H-'H dipolar interactions, which is related to the internuclear H-H distance 

(equation 2a) 
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Figure 4.14 'H relaxation profiles of at various temperatures fit 
with a Cole-Cole spectral density function (equation 3) at 373 K (m), 383 K (e), 391 
K (A),  398 K (o), 408 K (A) and 413 K (9). 

The NMR data at all temperatures were fitted using this approach and correlation 

times (z,), dipolar coupling constants (P values) and correlation co-efficients (6 

values) were extracted. 

Table 4.2 Table of COI 2ters extractec 
ltiple .tempen 
zc 
(xl o - ~  s) 
1.2(2) 

1.2(1) 

1.2(3) 

1.17(6) 

1.21(6) 

1.5(2) 

1.61(8) 

2.5(3) 

from Cole-Cole fits 

Offset 
(s-l) 
4.2(5) 

4.6(4) 

3.7(5) 

4.8(2) 

5.1(2) 

5.2(5) 

6.4(3) 

8.4(9) 

of relaxation 

Inclusion of the higher field data (20-80 MHz) for temperatures <390 K obtained 

using the WP80 equipment does not significantly affect the fits or the extracted 

dynamic parameters. Therefore,, as the extended frequency range was not accessible 



at all temperatures, it is reasonable to restrict the data analysis to the narrower 

frequency range. 

Table 4.3 Comparison of dynamic parameters from the Cole-Cole spectral density 
model for NMR data recorded over different frequency ranges 

Freq. Range Temp 

373 4.96 2.59 0.91 

A &value of one corresponds to uncorrelated motion and the spectral density function 

reduces to a Lorentzian, i.e. to a BPP spectral density function. The 6-values of -0.96 

obtained for the superprotonic phase, imply that the motional process is only very 

slightly correlated or that the distribution of correlation times is very narrow. 

However,, the data cannot be fitted using a BPP function, showing that even slight 

correlation is important with this model (figure 4.15). At the lower end of the 

temperature scale (373 K) a lower 6-value at 0.91 was obtained which could be 

interpreted as indicating that the process is more correlated in the non-superprotonic 

phase. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.15 (a) Plot of the degree of correlation, 6, against temperature and (b) relaxation 
profile of C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  (m) fit with BPP (---) and with Cole-Cole (-) functions. 



The dipole coupling constant, P, shows a decrease with increasing temperature which 

suggests a surprisingly large increase in the internuclear proton spacing (rm) with 

temperature. There appear to be two linear regimes; above and below the full 

interconversion temperature (390 K). In the high temperature range the structure 

remains cubic but there is rapid motion of the oxyanion tetrahedra. Above Tc the 

diffraction data [86] shows a negative thermal expansion of the unit cell due to 

migration of the caesium cations into vacant sites, which becomes more prevalent 

with increasing temperature. However, while the overall unit cell contracts by 1-2 % 

the volume of the oxyanion tetrahedra increases by -8% between 390 and 420 K. 

There is a large observed increase in the rHH value from the NMR data of -10% from 

-2.8-3.3 A in the temperature range 370 - 420 K. The 'H-'H internuclear distance 

from the diffraction data of the low-temperature phase is - 3.2 Hi [86] indicating that 

the internuclear spacing obtained from NMR is a reasonable value. However, on the 

timescale of the diffraction experiment, proton motion averages the 'H-IH distances 

across the oxyanion tetrahedra, even in the low temperature phase. 

, . . ' 1 , 2.0 1 ' 1 + 8 ' I  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.16 Temperature dependance of (a) the dipolar prefactor, P (b) the H-H 
internuclear jump distance, rm. 

Below Tc the correlation time, zc, exhibits a decrease with increasing temperature as 

expected for a thermally activated process. Above Tc there is no measurable increase 

in the correlation time. This suggests that in the superprotonic cubic phase the mean 

'H residence time is temperature independent, at least over this narrow temperature 

range. It also indicates, somewhat surprisingly, that the conductivity is not due to a 

change in rate of proton hopping, but arises from an increase in the jump distance of 

the protons. 
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Figure 4.17 Temperature dependence of the correlation time, rc extracted from the 
Cole-Cole fits of the C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  NMR profiles. 

The charge carrier diffusion coefficient, D, can be related to the correlation times 

using the equation: 

Where n is the number of possible sites to which the proton can jump and z, is the 

mean residence time. The sample is a three-dimensional conducting powder sample 

with a cubic structure, so n= 6. Using the proton-proton internuclear distances and 

correlation times from the NMR analysis, diffusion coefficients can be calculated. 

These range from 1 . 3 3 ~ 1 0 " ~  to 1.63~10-l2 m2s" between 391 K and 413 K, values 

which are comparable to those obtained in other NMR studies on this class of 
12 2 -1 materials (1 .2x10-l2 to 2.7~10- m s ). [I071 

D has an Arrhenius dependence on temperature in the high temperature phase. A plot 

of ln(D) against inverse temperature yields a straight line with a negative slope which 

is related to the activation energy for the diffusion process. The intercept is the 

temperature independent term, Do. 

D = Do exp - (-2) 
For the superprotonic phase, the activation energy, Eact, for the diffusive process was 

calculated as 12.5(9) kJ mol" and Do was calculated as 4.5(5)x10-l1 m2 s". 



Figure 4.18 Arrhenius plot showing the apparent Arrhenius behaviour of the diffusion 
coefficient calculated from the parameters extracted from the Cole-Cole fits of the 
C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  'H NMR profiles. 

The electric conductivity can be related to the proton diffusion coefficient by the 

Einstein relationship: 

Where e is the effective proton charge and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The N value, 

which is the density of mobile protons, is estimated at 1 1 x 1 0 ~ ~  mm3 h m  the proposed 

crystal structure [17]. The conductivity calculated from the NMR diffusion constant 

displays an Arrhenius temperature dependence and can be compared with the bulk 

conductivity data from other methods. 



Figure 4.19 Comparing the temperature dependence of conductivities calculated from 
NMR (m) and impedance spectroscopy (A)  fiom [86]. 

Above 390.5 K, where conversion to the superprotonic phase is complete, a linear 

dependence on inverse temperature is observed and the slope of the straight line fit 

again yields an activation energy, EaNm, of 12.4(9) k~mol-'. This is in reasonable 

agreement when compared to the activation energy derived from the published 

conductivity data (Em) of 15.1(6) klmol-'. [86] The intercept from the linear fit is 

proportional to the temperature independent term, Ao, and is similar for the Arrhenius 

conductivity curves for both the NMR and impedence spectroscopy methods, with 

AoNMR = 8 . 4 3 ~ 1 0 ~  ~ c r n - ' ~  and Ao, = 5 . 6 6 ~ 1 0 ~  ~cm-'K. The actual conductivity 

derived from NMR is higher than the conductivity obtained from impedence 

spectroscopy. Systematic overestimates in conductivities derived fiom NMR were 

reported by Hayashi in the CsHS04, Cs2(HS04)(H2P04) and C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ )  

solid acids [106-1081 and arise fiom non-diffusional modes of proton motion. [I021 

4.4.1.3 Homo- plus heteronuclear Cole-Cole model 

When fitting the NMR data using the Cole-Cole function, the contributions to the 'H 

relaxation rate fiom the heteronuclear interactions were ignored as they are smaller 

than the homonuclear contribution. To take into account the contribution to the 

relaxation from the heteronuclear interactions a modified 'homo- plus heteronulcear' 

Cole-Cole function can be used: 



where 

Fitting the data with this function yields a single correlation time (z,) for a correlated 

process and also a dipole coupling constants for the homonuclear 'H-'H interactions 

(Pm) and for both of the heteronuclear 'H-"~cs (PHCr) and 'H-~'P (Pm) interactions. 

From these coupling constants internuclear distances for the 'H-'H nuclei (rm), 'H- 

1 3 3 ~ s  nuclei (rHcs) and 'H-~'P nuclei (rm) can be calculated as above. It should be 

noted that this is a five parameter fit, while the homonuclear only model is a three 

parameter fit to the data. 
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Figure 4.20 Profile of C S ~ ( H S O ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P O ~ ) ~  at 398 K (m) fitted using the homo- plus 
heteronuclear Cole-Cole fitting function from eqns 6 and 7 (-). The contributions from 
each of the 'H-'H (..a), 'H- '~~cs (---) and 'H-"P dipolar interactions (---) are shown. 
The fit from the "homonuclear-only" Cole-Cole model is also shown (X). 

The 6 and z, values extracted from this approach are very similar to those obtained 

from the homonuclear only model. In this case the correlation times increase very 

slightly with temperature in the superprotonic phase. Although the effect is weak and 

close to the limit of what can confidently be claimed from the data. 

From these fits the internuclear distances of 'H-'H nuclei (rHH), 'H- '~~cs nuclei (rHcs) 

and 'H-~'P nuclei (rm) were extracted. The H-Cs dipolar contribution is the weakest 



of the interactions, large variations in the extracted ~ H C ~  values (2.3-9.2 A) arise from 

fitting relatively noisy data so the distances obtained are of no value. Also ~ H H  and r ~ p  

values cannot be simultaneously and independently extracted at any frequency. Thus 

the homo- plus heteronuclear model provides little further insight; the fit to the data is 

no better than for the homonuclear only model, and no additional information can be 

obtained. 

4.5 Conclusion 

The aim of this study was to examine whether field cycling NMR relaxometry can be 

used to gain insight into the mechanisms of proton conduction in solid acids. The 

most important result is that the field-cycling data does not conform to the BPP 

model. The NMR data could not be fitted to a normal BPP function, which is also the 

case for other superionic conductors. [67] By least squares methods the profiles can 

be forced to fit to the BPP model, with obvious systematic deviations in the fit. The 

correlation times obtained are typically 1.5 to 2 times larger than those from the Cole- 

Cole model. It is very likely that conventional BPP analysis of fixed field T1 data on 

solid acids, will result in significant systematic errors in the dynamic parameters. 

The data could be fitted using a Cole-Cole model for homonuclear 'H-'H dipolar 

spectral densities only. This indicates that proton motion in these materials is slightly 

correlated. Using dynamic, z,, and structural, THH, parameters extracted using this 

model an 'NMR' conductivity could be calculated. This is systematically greater than 

the conductivity obtained from impedence spectroscopy. However, the activation 

energy for conduction from NMR is in good agreement. It is surprising that the NMR 

analysis suggests that the conductivity increase is largely due to expansion of the 

lattice, and that the correlation time for proton motion is very weakly temperature 

dependent in this narrow temperature range. It is unfortunate that the accessible 

temperature range is too narrow to fully explore this finding 

The NMR data can also be fitted to a model incorporating heteronuclear ' H - ~ ~ P  and 
1 H - ' ~ ~ c s  interactions. However, these changes do not significantly improve the fit or 

alter the z, values. Thus the homonuclear only model is preferred to the homo- plus 

heteronuclear model. The extracted, weak, H-Cs interaction varies spuriously with 

even minor noise in the data and the rHH and rm values cannot be independently 

assigned from these fits. This is unfortunate given the poor quality of the x-ray 



diffiaction data for this material in the superprotonic phase and the inherent difficulty 

in accurately determining the proton positions by that technique. 



Chapter 5 - Amorphous Conducting Polyaniline 



5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Inherently conducting polymers 

Until about 30 years ago all carbon-based polymers were rigidly regarded as 

insulators. Plastics have been extensively utilised by the electronics industry as 

inactive packaging and insulating material. This perspective is rapidly changing as a 

new class of polymers known as inherently conductive polymers (ICP) or 

electroactive polymers are being developed. 

Conductive polymers were discovered by accident. In the early 1970's while working 

on polyacetylene, Hideki Shirakawa added a large excess of catalyst producing a 

silvery film; pure trans-polyacetylene. [I091 It was found to be possible to control the 

ratio of cis- and trans- isomers by changing the reaction temperature. Around the 

same time a chemist Alan MacDiarmaid and a physicist Alan Heeger in the USA were 

experimenting with an inorganic polymer sulphur nitride (SN),. Shirakawa began a 

collaboration with MacDiarmaid where they modified polyacetylene by oxidation 

with iodine vapour. [I101 Heeger was asked to investigate changes in optical 

properties of the new material. Conductivity measurements on iodine-doped trans- 

acetylene showed an increase of ten million times the original conductivity and so the 

field of conducting polymers was born. [24] 

5.1.2 Conductivity 

Conductivity depends on the number density of charge carriers (number of electrons) 

and how fast they can move in the material. To become electrically conductive a 

polymer must imitate a metal in that its charge carriers have a mean free path 

significantly greater than the internuclear distance. A key property of conducting 

polymers is the presence of conjugated double bonds along the backbone of the 

polymer. In conjugation, there are alternately single and double bonds between 

adjacent carbon atoms. Every bond contains a localised o-bond which forms a strong 

chemical bond. In addition, every double bond also contains a less strongly localised 

.n-bond which is weaker. However,, the presence of conjugation is not enough to 

make the polymer material conductive. All known conducting polymers are 

semiconductors in their unperturbed or pristine state. 



The conductivity of conducting polymers spans a very wide range (40- l2  to lo5 Scm- 

l) depending on oxidation state, pH, counterion type and concentration and physical 

morphology. [17] The source of this variety is the quasi-one-dimensional (Q-ID) 

nature of the materials. The chain deformation that results from adding electrons (or 

consequently holes) to a chain produces a variety of 'particles'; polarons, bipolarons 

and solitons. Generally the conductivities of the pristine electronic polymers are 

transfonned from insulating to conducting through the process of doping, with the 

conductivity increasing as the doping level increases. Both p-type oxidative and n- 

type reductive dopants have been utilised to induce an insulator-to-conductor 

transition in electronic polymers. Dopants induce a 'hole' on the conductance band 

side of the band gap which facilitates electron motion. Charge transport in polaron- 

doped polymers occurs via electron transfer between localised states either on one 

chain or between neighbouring chains. [19] The conduction mechanism of conducting 

polymers arises from the interchain hopping of polarons and bi-polarons, as described 

in Chapter 1. 

5.1.3 Polyaniline 

Polyaniline was the first intrinsically conducting polymer (ICP) to be commercially 

availabile worldwide. It has achieved importance among conducting polymers due to 

its ease of processability, environmental stability and of course high conductivity. 

[ I l l ]  The polyaniline class of conducting polymer has been widely investigated for 

potential applications in fuel cells, rechargeable batteries, protection coatings, 

electrochromic displays, conducting composite materials, gas sensors, corrosion 

protection, electronic, biosensor and optical devices. [36, 112-1 151 

Polyaniline is the oxidative polymeric product of aniline under acidic conditions and 

has been known since 1892 as aniline black. As early as 1862 Letheby obtained a 

partly conductive material by anodic oxidation of aniline in sulphuric acid which was 

probably polyaniline. Polyaniline is a typical phenylene based polymer having an 

secondary arnine group flanked either side by phenyl rings. While much work was 

done at the beginning of the 2oth century to elucidate the structure and conformation 

of polyaniline, it wasn't until 1968 when Jezzard et a1 [I161 reported the influence of 

water on the conductivity in polyaniline that interest was revived in the potential 

application of these materials. Further development of polyaniline and its derivatives 



soared with the ground breaking discovery of the high conductivity in iodindoped 

polyacetylene. For their work Shirakawa, Heeger, and MacDiarmid [24] won the 

Nobel Prize in 2000. 

5.1.3.1 Synthesis ofpolyaniline 

Polyaniline is prepared in its protonated form by the polymerisation of aniline in an 

acidic medium. The acidic medium is necessary as it causes the formation of anilium 

cations which can undergo polymerisation. Polyaniline can be prepared either by 

chemical or electrochemical means. One of the key factors in controlling the rate of 

polymerisation and hence the yield, is the pKa of the acid used. Protonation in 

polyaniline occurs at the quinone diamine segment which has a pKal = 1.05 and pKa2 

= 2.55 so any acid with pKa within that range is a potential dopant. [I171 The most 

studied synthetic route is the polymerisation of aniline in HCl. The synthesis involves 

mixing distilled aniline, HCl and ammonium peroxydisulphate (APS) at room 

temperature, and subsequent filtration and washing, to fonn polyaniline 

hydrochloride. [18] It has been suggested that synthesis at reduced temperatures (- 

273-278 K) yields higher molar mass polymers. [ l  181 A simple oxidising agent such 

as APS is used as an oxidant to remove a proton from the aniline molecule in 

preference to a metal-based oxidant (eg cobalt salts) to avoid the problem of metal co- 

ordination. [119] Also the ammonium salt is preferred to its potassium counterpart 

due to its greater solubility. The optimum stoichiometric peroxydisulphate/aniline 

ratio is -1 : 1.15, as at higher ratios overoxidation leads to loss of conductivity. [120] 

The doping process produces a stable nitrogen base salt. 

The protonated form is the most common form of polyaniline, it is green coloured 

(and hence is referred to as the emeraldine salt) and has conductivity in the 

semiconductor range, of the order of 10 Scm-'. This is many orders of magnitude 

higher than that of common polymers (<lo-' ~cm-') but is lower than that of typical 

metals (>lo4 Scm-I). Fully protonated polyaniline doped with HC1 was found, on 

average, to have conductivity of 4.4 * 1.75 Scm-l. [I101 The emeraldine salt can, on 

addition of most bases, be reduced to the emeraldine base. The blue-coloured 

corresponding polyaniline base is almost non-conducting with an average 

conductivity of 1.4~10" ~cm- ' .  By using a suitably functionalised protonic acid to 

protonate polyaniline, the counter ion can induce processibility of the resulting doped 

polymer. Camphor sulphonic acid (CSA) has been used as a solvent in the doping of 



polyaniline and the resulting material, following processing, has improved 

morphology with very high conductivities (100-400 ~cm-I).  It is thought that this is 

due to the acid acting as a secondary dopant stabilising the polaron and charge 

carriers. Also the surfactant counterions render the doped polymer soluble in common 

non-polar solvents. [121] 

There has been significant interest recently in the preparation of polyaniline 

composites. Composites are conducting polymers incorporated into a suitable 

insulating or conducting matrix. Composites can help overcome problems with poor 

processing and mechanical properties. Composites may be prepared by a number of 

methods; block or graft copolymerisation, by synthesis of conducting polymer within 

the host matrix or by simple blending. [122- 1241 

5.1.3.2 Conductivity of Polyaniline 

The emeraldine form of polyaniline exists in many oxidation states and specific 

structures have been proposed for each of the different phases to correlate with 

electronic and other properties. The non-conducting emeraldine base form (figure 

5.l(i)) differs fiom other conducting polymers in that it is of the A-B type where the 

A component is the aromatic ring and the B component is the nitrogen heteroatom as 

compared with the A-A type, observed in polyppole and polyacetylene. In 

polyaniline the B component is involved in the conjugation with the aromatic carbon 

rings. Also the polymer is not 'charge conjugation symmetric' [I251 in that it consists 

of amine (-NH-) and imine (=N-) sites in equal proportions. Among ICP's polyaniline 

has a unique doping mechanism, which involves protonation as well as the addition of 

a p-dopant. [126] Therefore, conductivity is dependent on both the oxidation state of 

the polymer and the degree of protonation. 

In doping to the conducting emeraldine salt, the imine sites are protonated by [127] 

acids to the bipolaron form (figure S.l(iii)). However, the polymer chain undergoes 

further rearrangement to a metallic delocalised polaron lattice (figure 5.1 (ii)) which is 

the salt of a nitrogen base rather than the carboniurn ion present in other ICP's. [126] 

However,, on the basis of optical [I251 and micro-transport [I281 studies it was 

proposed that partial protonation leads to phase segregation between the doped and 

undoped regions [I281 yielding highly conducting domains separated by regions of 

lower conductivity. In such a scenario the charge transport mechanism is limited by 

the flow of charge carriers between domains. 
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Figure 5.1 Three of the oxidation states of polyaniline (i) undoped emeraldine base, 
(ii) and (iii) doped emeraldine salt, where ii) is the metallic delocalised polaron lattice 
and iii) the initial bipolaron form. 

Although theoretical calculations have predicted that the bipolaron state is more 

energetically favoured than the polaron state, [127] it is widely accepted that polarons 

are the charge carriers responsible for the high conductivity in polyaniline. [17, 1291 

It has been proposed that coulombic interactions, dielectric screening, and local 

disorder stabilise the delocalised polaron state. [130] 

Polarons may diffuse fieely along the polymer chain at the on-chain diffusion rate, 

D 11, so the limiting factor of bulk conductivity is thought to be the polaron inter-chain 

hopping rate DL. Thus the preparation conditions, 1131, 1321 particularly as they 

determine structural morphology [133] and structural defects [I341 influence 

conductivity. It has also been reported that the conductivity of polyaniline is 

dependent on the solvent it is cast fiom. This phenomenon is known as 'secondary 

doping'. [I211 The solvent is thought to cause a change in the polymer conformation 

altering the conductivity. 

However, the most significant determinant of the conductivity of polyaniline is the 

proton doping level. [18] Maximum conductivity occurs when polyaniline is 50% 

doped (one dopant molecule every second monomer unit) to give the full polaron 

lattice structure. Under these conditions, the conduction mechanism is similar to other 

polymers with polaron states overlapping to form mid-gap bands facilitating charge 

transfer between the valance and conduction bands across the band gap. 



5.1.4 NMR Studies of Conducting Polymers 

5.1.4.1 Spectroscopy 

NMR spectroscopy has been applied extensively for polymer characterisation and 

development. This is due to the short range nature of NMR interactions which are 

sensitive to different molecular environments in polymers. However, the 

interpretation of the results is complex and conclusions are generally not definitive, 

especially with low-resolution NMR. 

High-field NMR was used initially for structural determination and elucidation of 

ICP's. Kaplan and McConwell [I351 compared 13c and 2~ solid state NMR MAS 

spectra to show that the emeraldine base is an alternating copolymer of reduced [- 

(C6H4)-N(H)-(C6H4)-N@)-] and oxidised [-(C6H4)-N=(C6H4)=N-] units. These 

conclusions were supported by "N solid-state NMR studies by Richter et al. [I361 

Mathew et a1 characterised polyaniline by solid state MAS 'H NMR. [ I l l ]  

Comparing the spectra of polyaniline in its most reduced (leucoemeraldine base) form 

with annealed polyaniline, they clearly observed the conversion of quinoid rings to 

benzenoid rings on heating. This study showed that heating produced a single cross- 

linked product with a N,N7-diphenylphenazine structure. 

In polyaniline the emeraldine base and emeraldine salt forms (see figure 5.1) were 

studied using 'H NMR and compared by Kaplan et al. [I351 The primary chain 

motion is 180" flips of rings about their 1,4-axes which can be further separated into 

fast and slow flippers, the ratio of which is an indication of polymer dynamics. For 

the conducting salt (polyaniline hydrochloride) the ratio of the number of slow to fast 

flippers is approximately three times the ratio for the non-conducting base 

(emeraldine base). This decrease in fast flippers can be attributed to steric hindrance 

by adjacent Cl-counterions. 

5.1.4.2 Polymer Relaxometery 

The inherent morphological complexity of solid polymers is an impediment for use of 

NMR to characterise microscopic events. Complexity arises in several ways; a 

number of co-operative andlor discrete motions may occur on the same timescale 

which can lead to a broad distribution of correlation times and spectral densities 

which can be only dealt with semi-quantitatively. Defects in the polymer chains also 

promote extraneous motion in their immediate vicinity. Add to this the charge transfer 



dynamics of ICP's and it becomes apparent that the range of motions in a polymer 

sample is large and it is very difficult to isolate individual mechanisms or apply a 

single spectral density function using, for example, a BPP analysis. [I371 

Despite these difficulties a number of idealised models have been devised in an 

attempt to interpret experimental data in a manner consistent with structural 

morphology. A two-phase model was proposed by Wilson in 1953 [I381 for the 

differing behaviour of crystalline and amorphous regions in a partially crystalline 

polymer. This is also applicable to block co-polymers and heterogeneous blends. 

However, this approach did not take into account the interaction between the phases. 

[I391 Spin diffusion (see section 5.1.4.3) can affect the magnitudes of magnetisation 

and complicate the quantitative analysis of these systems. TI and TIP measurements 

have been used to assess different crystalline phases in the polymer. Glowinkowski et 

al's [140] study into the change in relaxation times of polyethylene co-polymers with 

temperature yielded a three-phase structure (crystalline, amorphous and intermediate) 

and three main relaxation processes (a, p, and y) observed as multiple minima in the 

temperature dependence of TI. The a-process is observed in the crystalline phase 

while the y-process is associated with the glass transition in the amorphous phase. 

These features have been observed in polymers using other techniques, in particular 

by differential scanning calorimetery. [14 11 

The proton frequency range accessible by a combination of FFC-NMR and high-field 

relaxometry is - 1 02-1 o9 Hz. This window matches the dynamic range of chain modes 

of polymers with molecular masses up to lo5. [50] There are three main models for 

chain motion in polymers; the tubelreptation model [I421 the Rouse model [I431 and 

the renormalised Rouse model. [I441 The Rouse model reflects chain dynamics below 

a polymer specific critical molecular weight, M,, where neighbouring polymer chains 

effectively form a homogeneous viscous medium. Relaxation is driven mainly by 

hydrodynamic chain dynamics and can be represented by; 

where w is the angular frequency and z, is the characteristic time for local in-chain 

motions. [145, 1461 

The renormalised Rouse model accounts for entanglements whereby the chain 

dynamics are hampered by neighbouring chains. The tubelreptation model assumes 



the chain in question is in a constraining tube representing these entanglements. Both 

of these models show power law dependences of relaxation time on frequency; 

cc M , m X  15-21 

where Mw is the molecular weight of the polymer. The power, x, is dependent on 

whether the motion is in the inter-chain or intra-chain regime and also on the 

structural morphology. 

In their review of 13c and 'H NMR studies of chain motion Bovey and Jelinski [I471 

examined different NMR methods for studying molecular motion along a polymer 
13 backbone. C NMR TI and TI, (spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame) 

experiments were used to observe chain motions in polymers. TI, is sensitive to 

molecular motion in amorphous and most glassy materials. Selective deuteration for 

2~ NMR experiments was found to sometimes clarify multiple overlapping chain 

motions and eliminate spin-diffusion and so simplify the NMR interpretation. 

5.1.4.2 NMR Studies of Polyaniline 

Conducting polymers add fiuther complexity; the motions of mobile charge carriers in 

highly conducting doped domains provide an additional relaxation mechanism. 

However,, a lot of work has been carried out to characterise both the morphology and 

charge carrier dynamics in these polymers. 

Metallic conductance is the main goal for producers of conducting polymers. The first 

condition for metallic behaviour is a high charge carrier density at the Fermi level 

(band gap), magnetic susceptibility (x) measurements are used to study this. 

xtot = Xcurie + X ~ a u l i  P.31 

Xcurie arises from localised spins and Xpauli is proportional to electronic density at the 

Fermi level. Sariciftci et a1 [I481 found evidence that polyaniline doped with CSA 

yields a material that exhibits metallic-like conduction i.e. with a Pauli susceptibility 

that was temperature independent as observed for metals. The 13c NMR relaxation 

rate was observed to increase linearly with temperature obeying a Korringa (metal- 

like) relationship. However, Wessling et a1 [I241 have postulated that this effect may 

be due to a solvent mediated secondary doping due to processing with m-cresol. A 

similar material using CSA as a dopant synthesised by Lee at a1 [I491 using a self- 

stabilised dispersion technique showed highly crystalline morphology and 



conductivity of the order of 1000 ~ c m - '  at room-temperature which increased 

monotonically with decreased temperature down to 5 K, as observed for metals. Clark 

et a1 [I501 have examined the related conducting polymer polypyrrole-PF6, and found 

that there is a substantial contribution to the temperature dependence of TI at very low 

temperatures (I 10 K) which could only be due to motion of the conducting electrons 

as is expected in a metallic state. 

5.1.4.3 Spin Diffusion 

NMR relaxation data of motionally heterogeneous polymers (most conducting 

polymers) is complicated by magnetic transport via spin diffusion. The measurements 

can sometimes be internally inconsistent, incompatible with other NMR 

measurements or disagree with measurements from other sources such as dielectric 

relaxation. Spin diffusion is the diffusion of coherent magnetisation without diffusion 

of matter. It occurs among abundant like spins ('H in polymers) via dipolar coupling 

and is pronounced in solid-state NMR. Spin diffusion evens out the spatial gradients 

in magnetisation typically observed in polymers and can average out relaxation 

information. The gradients are analogous to temperature gradients and can be 

described in terms of spin temperatures. The spin temperatures describe the deviation 

from an equilibrium Boltzmann distribution of spin states in a given region of a spin 

?4 system. 

Diffusion , I 

Region a Spins Region b Spins 

Assuming TI (a)<< TI (b) 

Figure 5.2 Illustration of the method by which the efficiently relaxing spins in region 
a can relax the region b spins which are weakly bound to the lattice, redrawn from 
[151]. 

NMR spin diffusion measurements can provide information on structural and dynamic 

heterogeneities in a range of about 10-2000 !I. [I521 These measurements are based 



on the magnetisation exchange after production of the z-magnetisation gradient by a 

suitable filter [69]. Variations of this method for measuring spin-diffusion employing 

double-quantum (DQ) dipolar filters have been used to measure domain sizes in 

heterogeneous polymers. [I531 A method of analysis of motionally heterogeneous 

polymers proposed by Geppi et al [I541 is to plot the population weighted rate 

average (PWRA) of the intrinsic components as a function of temperature. NMR 

relaxation behaviour is determined both by the intrinsic relaxation behaviour of the 

different regions in the polymer and by the effects of magnetisation transport. For T1 

relaxation, where intrinsic relaxation times are relatively long, this often leads to the 

observation of a single exponential decay whose time constant is given by the inverse 

of the PWRA. However, TIP often yields multi-exponential temperature dependence, 

each component of which is assumed to be due to a motionally heterogeneous region 

in the polymer. Using a stretched exponential spectral density function the population 

of each region can be calculated and the motions of processes can be assigned to 

different sub-phases in the polymer. 

5.1.4.5 Spin Dynamics 

N M R  is also a useful tool in the study of spin dynamics. Spin dynamics studies the 

motion of spin carriers along the polymer chain. Spin carriers, in this case polarons, 

are also charge carriers and so the transport properties in conducting polymers may be 

examined. In conducting polymers the spin-lattice relaxation of nuclear spins is 

largely due to fluctuations in local fields caused by the nearby moving electronic 

spins. 

The shape of the spectral density, and hence the characteristics of charge carrier 

dynamics, can be determined fiom the frequency dependence of T1. A straight line 

dependence of TI on co~" indicates one-dimensional diffusion of spin carriers along 

the polymer. The on-chain diffusion rate D I I can then be obtained fiom the slope. 

[I551 T1 and also T2 measurements can be used to calculate the intrachain @I 1) and 

interchain (Dl) spin diffusion co-efficients. These parameters characterise the 

microscopic hopping rates along the chain and between the chains respectively. [18] 

However, polymers are not perfectly homogeneous along the chain length. Mabboux 

et al [156] studied the proposition that the non-exponential relaxation curves they 

observed at 15 and 83 MHz in partially doped polyaniline (pH = 3) were due to phase 

segregation into fully protonated conducting regions and insulated non-protonated 



regions. They postulated that the conducting regions have a high concentration of , 

mobile electronic spins and that nuclear spin relaxation is controlled by electron spin 

dynamics but that the non-protonated region had a low concentration of mobile 

electronic spins and its relaxation was due to spin diffusion with the doped regions. 

Beau et a1 [I571 showed that highly conducting polyaniline-CSA is composed of well 

ordered regions in which spin carriers diffuse quickly and amorphous regions where 

they difise more slowly. Conductivity data shows probable metallic conductance in 

the well-ordered regions and conductance due to interchain hopping in the disordered 

region. This hopping motion appeared to be a limiting factor in conduction. The 

prevalence of the disordered regions is due to a large number of synthetic factors 

including the effects of different dopants on the electron localisation lengths, dopant 

size, oxidant/monomer ratio, catalyst type, solution pH, solvent type, secondary 

doping, and synthesis temperature. [ l  581 

The spectral density for the dynamics and dimensionality of diffusive charge carriers 

can be developed according to the following argument. [I551 In spin dynamics a 

random walk, or incoherent motion, for the spin carrier is assumed. In a homogeneous 

space the walker has the same probability P(t) of being at any point within an infinite 

volume V(t). 

V(t), is related to the distance covered r(t) and to the dimensionality of the motions, d: 

Therefore, the probability is inversely related to the distance travelled and the 

dimensionality. 

For a classical diffusion process the distance travelled increases linearly with time and 

so there is a direct relationship between P(t) and the diffusion coefficient D: 

[r (t )2 ] = ~ ( t  ) 3 ~ ( t  ) - [D(t)]-f [5 -71 

From this relationship the spectral density functions can be derived: 

~ ( w  ) m (D(O))-: for d= 1 



( )  D -  1 for d=2 [5.8b] 

J(w) constant for d=3 [5.8c] 

In nature only quasi-ldimensional rather than the ideal one-dimensional motions 

exist. This is due to the presence of interchain coupling (the particle has a non-zero 

probability of hopping to a neighbouring chain), defects and finite chain length, all of 

which intempt both D I 1 and Dl. [I551 This results in the probability of the walker 

coming back to the starting point decreasing rapidly. 

There is a discontinuity in the low frequency divergence of J(a) which can be 

interpreted in a crossover from one-dimensional to three-dimensional diffusion with a 

characteristic crossover frequency (a,) which is directly proportional to DL. This 

gives a spectral density function for quasi-1-dimensional diffusion: 

Devreux and Lecavalier [I591 proposed an anomalous diffusion model to account for 

relaxation in polypyrrole, a very disordered system. In this theory if the walker is not 

moving in classical space but on a fractal network, the probablility of returning to the 

starting site is much reduced; 

where d is the spectral dimensionality of motions within a fractal network, it 

characterises the anomalous diffusion. The diffusion coefficient is then given by: 

[ ~ ( ~ y ] =  D ~ V  [5.11] 

where v = adfi with df being the fractal dimensionality of the spatial distribution of 

protons. d is assumed to be less than df and so v < 1. Thus diffusion in a fractal 

network is anomalous and is less efficient then normal diffusion due to fact that the 

some of the diffusion paths are unavailable. From this approach the spectral density 

for a random walk on a fractal network may be obtained: 



where A is related to the dipolar coupling strength and B is a constant. Preliminary 

relaxation measurements on polyaniline by Travers indicated a o-'" dependence of TI 

as expected for one-dimensional charge carrier motion. [I401 In a detailed study of 

spin dynamics in polyaniline by this group in collaboration with Mizoguchi [I601 

NMR relaxation and ESR data was obtained for a number of polyaniline samples with 

a range of dopant contents. This is characterised by the y-values, the mole ratio of 

dopant to monomer units. The theoretical maximum is one dopant molecule every two 

monomer units (y-value = 0.5). The amine nitrogen cannot normally be protonated as 

this would disrupt the conjugation along the chain. The spin-lattice relaxation profile 

from 6-300 MHz showed an increase in relaxation rate at low frequency. This data 

was fitted with both a quasi-1-dimensional spectral density function (similar to 

equation 5.9) and a model for anomalous diffusion in a fractal plane (equation 5.12a). 

[159, 1611 The NMR data could be fitted with either function but the ESR data could 

only be fitted with the quasi-1-dimensional model. Values for Dl1 and Dl were 

extracted from the fits. It was observed that Dl1 was independent of dopant 

concentration and hence the concentration of conducting chains. Therefore, 

neighbouring chains do not affect the on-chain diffusion as expected. The Dl values 

drop rapidly at around y = 0.2, suggesting the presence of a percolation threshold. 

This is supported by the fact that the drop in Dl was consistent with a decrease in o ~ c ,  

which suggests that conductivity is governed by interchain hoppings. However, the 

extracted D I 1 values are strongly dependent on the dipolar coupling constant used and 

hence on the internuclear distance (rHH). AS there is no crystallographic data available 

the internuclear spacing between relaxing protons for amorphous polyaniline the 

value for the coupling constant, and hence D 1 1 ,  is subjective. DL on the other hand can 

be obtained from the shape of the spectral density. Mizoguchi 11601 also proposed 

that protonation is not homogeneous and that a conducting domain consists of a single 

chain surrounded by non-doped non-conducting chains. 

Epstein et a1 [I 62- 1641 had slightly different interpretation, from x-ray diffraction and 

low-temperature EPR measurements they describe the system in terms of three- 

dimensional metallic islands which grow in size with increasing dopant concentration, 

up to -50 A at high dopant contents. Below the percolation threshold the slow 

increase in conductivity is due to the spacing between the polymer chains in the 

conducting islands decreasing with increasing dopant concentration. Above the 



percolation threshold the inter-chain spacing in the islands remains constant but the 

conducting islands increase in size, decreasing the space between the islands. 

5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Synthesis of Polyaniline HPFs 

5.2.1.1 Oxidative polymerisation ofpolyaniline using HPF6 

An initial sample of polyaniline doped with hexfluorophosphoric acid (HPF6) was 

prepared by our collaborators in Dr Dermot Diamonds group in the NCSR, DCU. The 

reaction involved the simultaneous polymerisation and doping of distilled aniline by 

stirring overnight in the oxidant ammonium persulphate (APS) and the dopant HPF6 

at room temperature. A blue to green colour change indicated the presence of a 

significant proportion of emeraldine salt. The resulting green-black solution was 

filtered, washed with room temperature distilled water to remove excess free acid and 

air-dried. The final product was a fine green-black powder (sample HPF61), which 

was characterised by FFC-NMR relaxometry 

5.2.1.2 Reduced dopant levels by sample washing 

In order to obtain a stable compound with a lower dopant level, 0.52 g of the highly 

doped polyaniline HPF6 from the previous synthesis was washed with distilled water 

at room temperature until the pH of the washings was -4 and unchanging. This 

required approximately 2 L of water. At this point it was assumed that no further 

dopant was being removed. Following air drying the product was again a fine green 

powder (sample HPF62), which was characterised by FFC-NMR. 

5.2.1.3 Doping ofpolyaniline emeraldine base with HPF6 

Due to the unpredictable nature of polymerisation reactions which can give rise to 

different chain lengths, molecular weights, branching etc., it was thought that by 

doping undoped polyaniline emeraldine base of known molecular weight, greater 

control of the sample properties could be obtained. In a typical synthesis, 0.55 g of 

polyaniline emeraldine base (MW -65,000, Aldrich) was stirred overnight in 1 M 

HPF6 at room temperature, following the procedure described in Kahol et al. [I581 

The solution was then filtered and washed with -100 ml of distilled water, air-dried 



for two hours then oven-dried overnight in a 3 13 K oven. The product was a fine 

green powder (sample HPF63), which was characterised by FFC-NMR. 

5.2.2 Synthesis of Polyaniline TFSA 

5.2.2.1 Doping ofpolyaniline emeraldine base with LiTFSA 

A sample of 0.26 g Polyaniline base (MW -65,000 Aldrich) was dissolved in a 

minimum (<30 ml) of n-methyl pyrrolidone (nMP) yielding a viscous blue liquid. 

Polyaniline is insoluble in most organic solvents and only sparingly soluble in nMP. 

A half-molar equivalent of lithium triflate (0.04 g) was added and the reaction mixture 

stirred overnight at room temperature. The mixture remained blue so it was assumed 

that no reaction had occurred. The suspension was left stirring for another 48 hours 

and no further change was observed. As an attempt to start the reaction -3 ml of 1 M 

triflic acid was added to the mixture which was then stirred overnight at room 

temperature. This suspension turned green on addition of 1 M TFSA but the green 

colour disappeared on stirring. The apparent doping on addition of acid is consistent 

with the unique doping mechanism of polyaniline in which doping is by protonation. 

Finally the resulting blue-black solution was filtered, washed with room temperature 

distilled water to remove excess free acidlsalt and air-dried. The final product was a 

fine blue-black powder which suggests that the attempt at doping was unsuccessful. 

5.2.2.2 Doping ofpolyaniline emeraldine base with TFSA 

The synthetic procedure was adapted from the method of Kahol et al. [I581 In a 

typical reaction -0.55 g polyaniline emeraldine base (Aldrich, MW-65,000) was 

stirred overnight in 60 ml of 0.5 M aqueous solution of the dopant triflic acid 

(trifluoromethanesulphonic acid, TFSA) at room temperature. The resulting green- 

black solution was filtered and washed with -100 ml of distilled water, air-dried for 4 

hours then oven-dried overnight in a 40' C oven. The product was fine green powder. 

10 samples were synthesised using a similar synthetic route to produce a range of 

samples of different dopant concentration. Samples TFSA1, TFSA2, TFSA4, TFSA5, 

TFSA7, TFSA8 and TFSAlO used -0.5 M triflic acid while sample TFSA6 used -0.7 

M, TFSA3 used 0.35 M and TFSA9 used 0.2 M triflic acid during the synthesis. 

These samples were characterised by a number of techniques including FFC-NMR, 

conductivity, microanalysis, Raman, and SEM. 



5.2.2.3 Synthesis ofpolyaniline with a reduced dopant level 

In order to obtain a sample with a lower dopant concentration, -0.25 g of the highly 

doped material from the TFSA4 synthesis was washed with distilled water at room 

temperature until the pH of the washings was -4 and unchanging. This required 

approximately 2 L of water. The product was a fine green powder and was labelled 

TFSA4a. Again this sample was characterised by FFC-NMR, conductivity, 

microanalysis, raman, and SEM. 

5.2.3 Conductivity measurements 

Conductivity measurements were performed using the four-point probe method. [54] 

The four-point probe method is appropriate for measuring resistivity and hence 

conductivity across a wafer or thin film. The four point probe consists of two current 

carrying probes (1 and 4), and two voltage measuring probes (2 and 3). Since very 

little contact and spreading resistance is associated with the voltage probes, one can 

obtain a fairly accurate calculation of the sheet resistance which is then used to 

calculate the resistivity. The resistivity (p) of a semi-infinite wafer is given by: 

where p is the resistivity (R cm-l), s is the pin spacing (cm), V is the measured voltage 

(volts) and I is the source current (Amperes). The conductivity is simply the inverse 

of the resistivity and is measured in ~cm- ' .  

Polyaniline samples were pressed into pellets -1 cm diameter. For most of the 

samples the current was varied from -20 to 20 mA and voltages were measured in that 

range. The pin spacing was 0.1 mm. 

5.2.4 FFC-NMR 

The NMR measurements were carried out on the Stelar spinmaster FFC-NMR 2000 

relaxometer using pre-polarised and non-polarised sequences, as described in Chapter 

2. The magnetisation recovery curves were mono-exponential at all fields and at all 

temperatures for all of the samples. 



(a) (b) 
Figure 5.3 Magnetisation equilibration curves for highly doped polyaniline TFSA 
(sample TFSA2) at 323 K (m) and 263 K (o) at a)10 MHz and b) 0.1 MHz. 

A Bruker minispec is a high resolution single low field spectrometer with much better 

Bo homogeneity than the field cycling magnet. A free induction decay recorded for 

an amorphous polyaniline TFSA (TFSA2) sample at 60 MHz (figure 5.4a) clearly 

shows two components which may be assigned to contributions from the undoped and 

doped regions of the polymer. However, the T ~ *  of the field cycling magnet is -250 ps 

so the FID measured for doped polyaniline using this magnet contains contributions 

from both magnetisation components. However, the fact that the magnetisation is 

mono-exponential suggests that contributions from both regions are averaged by rapid 

spin diffusion between the regions. The magnetisation was sampled by summing the 

intensity in the time range indicated by dashed lines (3-30 ps) in figure 5.4. The 

extracted T1 was always insensitive to the interval used for this summation, although 

extending the interval to longer times (greater than 30 ps) increased the error in TI. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.4 (a) Free induction decay of sample TFSA2 recorded using a Bruker minispec 
showing the crystalline and amorphous parts of the FID and (b) FIDs recorded on the field- 
cycling magnet for samples TFSA2 (-), TFSA6 (-) and TFSA3 (-), each recorded with 64 
scans, showing monoexponential decays. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 'H NMR of Polyaniline HPFs 

Preliminary measurements on sample HPF61 were made at ambient temperature (297 

K). The 'H profile exhibited a pseudo-Lorentzian shape. The measurements were 

repeated immediately and showed good reproducibility. However, on repeating the 

measurement a number of days later the profile changed and etching of sample tube 

was apparent. This was probably due to the dopant, as HPF6, leaching from sample 

into the glass. The observed increased in relaxation rate (figure 5.5) is consistent with 

reduced dopant levels, as observed in the 'H profile of a water-washed sample. 

Heating the sample accelerated the leaching. 
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Figure 5.5 'H relaxation profiles of highly doped polyaniline PF6 (HPF61) at 297 K 
recorded shortly after synthesis (m), after heating to 323 K (n) and after 4 weeks (e). 
Also shown is the relaxation profile of a less doped water-washed sample (A). 

A number of approaches were then taken to try to prevent the loss of dopant. The first 

involved fitting a drying tube to the NMR tube in order to exclude water. However, 

NMR experiments conducted over a number of weeks showed that water was not a 

factor. Another approach involved using a PTFE tube liner inside the glass NMR 

tube. The sample was placed inside the PTFE tube. This tube is inert to acid and it 

was hoped that the dopant would not leach out in the liner. Again, however, the NMR 

experiments showed that over a number of weeks the sample was not stable. 

Relaxation profiles were measured over a wide temperature range (233-348 K). 

Inspection of the profiles recorded above ambient temperature suggests a relaxation 

mechanism that is temperature activated and where the approximately Lorentzian 

dispersion moves to higher frequency with increased temperature 
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Figure 5.6 'H relaxation profiles of sample HPF61 at 297 K (m), 308 K (A), 323 K 
(A) and 348 K\(@). 

However,, as the material is cooled below room temperature very different behaviour 

is observed. The spectral density functions shift to higher frequency as the 

temperature is decreased. Hence they cannot be simply related to a thermally 

controlled motional process. It is likely that in addition to relaxation due to polymer 

chain dynamics modulating 'H-~H dipolar interactions a second relaxation mechanism 

is operating, presumably related to the presence of mobile charge carriers. This is also 

indicated by the decrease in R1 on loss of dopant. 
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Figure 5.7 'H Nh4R profiles of sample HPF61 at 297 K (m), 273 K (A), 263 K (4) 
and 253 K(@). 



However, a sample, prepared by water-washing the highly doped polyaniline HPF6 to 

remove dopant, showed very little temperature dependence in the accessible range. 

All the samples prepared using PF6 showed continuous gradual leaching of dopant. 

For this reason this data cannot be analysed further. 

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 5.8 'H relaxation profiles of water washed sample HPF62 at 323 K (a), 297 K 
(m), 273 K (A) and 253 K (A). 

5.3.3 'H NMR of Polyaniline TFSA 

To prevent dopant leaching a different less mobile dopant was used in the subsequent 

polyaniline samples. The critieria for choosing an alternative dopant were, as with 

HPF6; moderate to high conductivity of the doped polymer, and the dopant should 

contain fluorine, but no hydrogen atoms, so the 'H NMR response can be solely 

attributed to the polymer and the ' 9 ~  NMR response to the anion. To this end the 

dopant trifluoromethanesulphonic acid (triflic acid or TFSA) was chosen. To ensure 

reproducible polymer structure, the synthesis was by doping of emeraldine base of a 

known molecular weight (-65,000 MW). 

5.3.3.1 High Dopant Content 

The first sample, TFSA2, appeared to be stable over a period of a week. Following 

this time the sample was heated and cooled in order to obtain profiles at different 

temperatures and after each period of heating the profile at ambient temperature (297 



K) was recorded and was found to match the original profile (figure 5.9). Similar 

thermal exposure had resulted in significant leaching of HPF6 in the previous samples. 

The TFSA sample remained stable over a period of several weeks, which was found 

to be the case for all of the TFSA doped samples regardless of dopant content. 

Proton Larmor Frequency ( M k )  

Figure 5.9 'H relaxation profiles of sample TFSA 2 at 297 K recorded shortly after 
synthesis (m), after heating to 323 K ( A )  after cooling to 263 K ( 0 )  and after two 
weeks (A). 

The relaxation profiles showed similarly shaped curves to the polyaniline HPF6 

samples but the value of Rl is substantially different, which may indicate increased 

dopant content. 
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Figure 5.10 'H NMR profiles comparing the polyaniline doped with TFSA (TFSA2) 
(m) and HPF6 (HPF61) (@). 



A number of relaxation profiles were recorded over the temperature range 253 - 348 

K. Subsequent microanalysis showed that this sample was relatively highly doped. Its 

relaxation response showed similar temperature dependence to the highly protonated 

polyaniline PF6 sample. The dispersion moved to lower frequency as the temperature 

was increased, over the whole temperature range. This is strong evidence that 

relaxation is not due to the modulation of the 'H-'H dipolar interaction by molecular 

motion. 
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Figure 5.11 'H relaxation profiles of the highly doped sample TFSA2 at 253 K (A),  
297 K (B), and 343 K ( 0 ) .  

5.3.3.2 Intermediate Dopant Content 

A sample, TFSA3, was synthesised using an acid concentration of 0.35 M as 

compared to 0.5 M for the previous samples. A number of NMR profiles were 

recorded over the temperature range 253 - 348 K. Microanalysis showed that this 

sample had an intermediate dopant content and, as observed previously for lower 

dopant content samples, the observed NMR response is closer to that of an undoped 

polymer. The FID shows that T2 is shorter and as a result the signal-to-noise ratio of 

the data is poorer. The NMR response is weakly temperature dependent in the 

accessible temperature range. 
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Figure 5.12 'H relaxation profiles of the low dopant content sample TFSA3 at 253 K 
(A), 268 K (A), 297 K (H), and 323 K (0 ) .  

5.3.3.3 Low Dopant Content 

Another route to producing samples with lower dopant levels is to dedope the highly 

doped polyaniline TFSA samples by water washing. The synthesis described for 

TFSA2 was repeated and yielded a highly doped material (sample TFSA4) with a 

similar temperature response. This material was then water washed until the washings 

had a constant pH 4. The resulting green-black solution was then redried and the 

relaxation profile was recorded. This sample was labelled TFSA4a. The shape and 

temperature dependence of the 'H profile of this water-washed sample are different to 

that of the highly doped sample. There is no measurable temperature dependence of 

the spin lattice relaxation as expected for a sample of low dopant concentration. 



Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) Proton Larrnor Frequency (MHz) 

(a) (b> 
Figure 5.13 'H relaxation profiles showing of (a) highly doped sample TFSA4 and (b) 
reduced dopant content TFSA4a at 297 K (m), 318 P (A) and 323 K (m). 

5.3.4 19F NMR of Polyaniline TFSA 

As only the dopant anion contained fluorine it was possible to use NMR 

relaxometry to probe dopant mobility. It was found that changing the dopant 

concentration made little difference to the 1 9 ~  NMR response. All of the samples gave 

similar, apparently pseudo-Lorentzian, profiles at ambient temperature. There was 

little or no temperature dependence measurable in the accessible range. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5.14 1 9 ~  relaxation profiles of (a) highly doped TFSA2 (m), reduced acid 
concentration sample TFSA3 (A)  and water-washed sample 4a (a) at 297 K and (b) highly 
doped sample TFSA2 at 297 K (w), 318 K (A) and 323 K (a). 
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5.3.5 Dopant Concentration (y-values) 

The dopant concentration or y-value is the number of dopant molecules per monomer 

unit along the polymer backbone. The theoretical maximum is one dopant molecule 

every two monomer units (y-value = 0.5). The imine nitrogen cannot normally be 

protonated as this would disrupt the conjugation along the chain. The dopant 

concentration is calculated by CHN elemental microanalysis. This involves the flash 

oxidation of samples (at -1000 K) followed by chromatographic separation, detection 

with a thermal conductivity detector and comparison to a standard. The average error 

is usually 0.2 % but clearly the sample must be pure and solvent free. From this 

technique the %weights of C, H and N in each sample were determined. The F 

content was determined by fluorometric titration. By comparing the %wt of N, one 

per monomer unit, to the %wt of F, three per dopant anion, and scaling for the atomic 

weights the number of dopant molecules per monomer unit, or the y-value, can be 

calculated. Table 5.1 shows the y-values for all of the samples prepared using triflic 

acid as the dopant and the concentration of acid used in the synthesis. 

5.3.6 Conductivity Measurements 

Conductivity is the inverse of resistivity and resistivity is proportional to 

voltage(V)/current(I). The following V/I curves recorded for various TFSA samples 

are all linear ( R ~  = 0.999) and pass through the origin, proving the validity of both the 

method and our home-built equipment for use in this application. 

Current (A) 
06 

Voltage (v) 

Figure 5.15 Typical V/I curves for samples TFSA5 (A), TFSA6 (m), TFSA7 (a), 
TFSA9 (o) and TFSAlO (0). 



Using this data and equation 5.5, the conductivity for each of the TFSA samples was 

determined. As our current source is accurate to nA and the voltmeter to pV the 

results are accurate to the third decimal place. The table below shows the 

conductivities for all of the samples prepared using triflic acid as dopant and other 

relevant parameters. The y-value varies from preparation to preparation, even for 

those performed with similar reaction conditions, for a number of reasons, one of 

which was that triflic acid fumes heavily in air and preparing an acid solution with a 

consistent concentration was difficult. 

Table 5.1 Bulk physical properties of polyaniline TFSA samples 

Sample 

Pani TFSA 1 

Pani TFSA 2 

Pani TFSA 3 

Pani TFSA 4 

Pani TFSA 4a 

Pani TFSA 5 

Pani TFSA 6 

Pani TFSA 7 

Pani TFSA 9 

Pani TFSA 10 

TFSA conc Conductivity y-value 

5.3.7 Raman Spectroscopy 

Rarnan spectroscopy has been used to study the structure of polyaniline in the solid 

state. [165, 1661 The Raman spectra of polyaniline TFSA (figure 5.16) were similar to 

that presented in the literature for polyaniline doped with HC1 and the main features 

were assigned to the relevant functional groups (table 5.2). 



Wavenumber (cm-I) 

Figure 5.16 Raman spectra of sample TFSA2 showing polymer region (> 1 160 cm") 
and the dopant region (200-1 160 cm-l). 

Table 5.2 Assignment of vibrations from Rarnan spectra of highly doped polyaniline 

TFSA (figure 5.16) 

I 

Assigment 

C-C in-plane (ip) stretching of benzoid 

C-C ip stretching of benzoid and quinoid 

C-C stretching + ip C-H deformation 

ip N-H bending 

C-N stretching (polaronic-radical cation) I 

C-N stretching (polaronic radical cation) 

Ring vibration 

ip C-H bending modes of benzoid ring 

Symmetric SO stretch 

Ring vibration 

Ring vibration 

C-S stretch 

Ring vibration p-disubstituted benzene1 C-S 

asymmetric stretch 

Sulphoxide C-S stretch 

SOz def (covalent sulphonates) 

SOz deformation 

C-S-0 deformation 

I 

Features 
(cm- l) 
1625 

1593 

15 13 

1485 

1350 

1328 

1247 

1 177 

1 154 

1026 

978 

869 

8 12 

728 

5 85 

52 1 

429 



The spectra can be divided into two regions; the low wavenumber range (300-1 100 

cm-') can be assigned solely to the dopant and the higher wavenumber range (1 100- 

1800 cm-') to the polymer. The peaks at -1350 and 1328 cm" can be assigned to the 

polaronic radical cation and the relative intensity of these peaks has been used as a 

qualitative monitor of the concentration of charge carriers and hence oxidation levels. 

[81] The spectra of the polymer region, (figure 5.17), show the relative decrease in 

intensity of the band at -1330 cm-' and an increase in intensity of the band at 1370 

cm-' with decreasing dopant content. 

Wavenumber (cm-') 

Figure 5.17 Raman spectra of polymer region, norrnalised W the band at 1587cm-' 
of samples TFSA4 (black, y-value = 0.399), TFSA2 (green, y-value = 0.389), TFSA3 
(blue, y-value = 0.346), TFSA4a (red, y-value = 0.268). 

5.3.8 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM images of the samples were recorded to ascertain if there as any correlation 

between the polymer morphology and the conductivity or the NMR response. 

According to the model for conductivity due to polaron motion, the matrix consists of 

highly crystalline conducting regions (1-1 00 nm) which are separated by large regions 

of amorphous undoped polymer. [18] Transport through the amorphous regions limits 

the conductivity. Thus if the crystallinity increased one would expect the bulk 

conductivity to increase. SEM images were recorded on a number of samples across 

the range of dopant content. However, no increase in crystallinity was observed, the 

samples were amorphous irrespective of the dopant content. 



(a) (b) 
Figure 5.18 SEM images showing consistent amorphous morphology of (a) high 
dopant concentration sample (TFSA2), and (b) low dopant concentration sample 
(TFSA4a). 

5.4 Discussion 

While the NMR results are interesting in their own right, interpretation requires that 

they are placed in context with other known physical properties. In this section the 

NMR data and other measurements performed on polyaniline TFSA will be discussed. 

5.4.1 Bulk Analysis (y-values and conductivity) 

As expected the y-values and conductivity were found to be related, an increase in 

dopant levels generally results in an increase in conductivity. This is due to the fact 

that the limiting factor in ICP conductivity is thought to be charge carrier motion 

between conducting regions through the amorphous non-conducting regions. An 

increase in dopant concentration should result in either an increase in the number of 

conducting domains andlor their size. Thus, increasing dopant content results in 

shorter paths through the non-conducting region, and increased conductivity. 



Figure 5.19 Plot showing the dependence of conductivity of polyaniline TFSA on the 
dopant content. 
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5.4.2 'H NMR Analysis 

5.4.3. I Quadrupolar Dips 

The expected gradual, smooth increase in T1 with field strength, for doped ICP 

samples is often superimposed by three pronounced 'dips' (figure 5.20) where the T1 

value drops by 10% or even more over a small range of field strengths at well-defined 

frequencies (0.74 MHz, 1.56 MHz and 2.30 MHz). These are quadrupolar dips 

[77] and occur in the spin-lattice relaxation dispersion when the 'H magnetisation 

additionally relaxes to the lattice through a quadrupole transition ( 1 4 ~ )  via a level 

crossing. Spin k112 nuclei, like 'H do not have quadrupole moments but nuclei with 

spin >l/2, like 1 4 ~ ,  almost always do. An I = 112 spin system such as a 'H exhibits 

two Zeeman levels. However, at these level crossings there will be more than the 

allowed two Zeeman levels and a static electric field gradient will perturb these levels. 

The 'H nuclei can undergo a second relaxation process when the resonant fkequencies 

of the 'H and spin systems match. The additional quadrupole interactions 

experienced at these field strengths cause enhanced spin-lattice relaxation. [I671 TI is 



reduced at these field strengths because the nuclear spins of hydrogen atoms on the 

'backbone' of the molecules are strongly coupled to the nuclear spins of adjacent 

nitrogen atoms, and this enhances the efficiency of proton NMR relaxation at the 

quadrupole resonance frequencies and produces a dip in the TI dispersion curve. 

Kimmich and Anoardo [50] have shown that the observation of quadrupolar dips in 

organic macromolecules and biopolymers with restricted side-group motions is due to 

a relaxation mechanism arising from backbone fluctuations. The observation of a 

similar effect in doped polyaniline suggests that the relaxation mechanism is at least 

partially due to backbone fluctuations. 

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 5.20 'H NMR profile of TFSA 2 showing 1 4 ~  quadrupolar dips. 

5.4.3.2 Fractal networks and dimensionality 

The rates and characteristics of chain motions in polymers are not determined by local 

barriers to motion, but are better modelled by scaling laws. As a result the spectral 

densities conform to power law functions. BPP or even Cole-Cole, spectral density 

functions usually fail to reproduce the 'H profile (figure 5.21). 
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Figure 5.21 'H NMR profile of TFSA 2 (m) fitted with BPP (..a), Cole-Cole (--) and a 
power-law (-) spectral density functions. For the purpose of fitting the quadrupolar 
dip region was ommitted (o). 

Travers early work on spin dynamics by NMR in polyaniline showed one- 

dimensional diffusion of spin carriers. [I551 However, this paper describes a single 

poylaniline sample of unknown dopant concentration measured in a limited field 

range. In a more detailed study of spin difhsion in a range of emeraldine salts with 

varying dopant levels, Mizoguchi at a1 [I601 observed several low-dimensional 

features. 'H relaxation profiles recorded from 6-300 MHz were fitted to both a quasi- 

1-dimensional model and a power-law model for anomalous diffusion, i.e. a random 

walk on a fractal network. 

Fitting the relaxation profile of a highly doped polyaniline-HCl (y = 0.62) sample to 

the fiactal model (equation 5.12b) showed an apparent dimensionality of almost two. 

It was also possible to fit this data using a model for quasi-1-dimensional behaviour 

(equation 5.9). The ESR linewidth data suggested quasi-1-dimensional motion of 

charge carriers, in good agreement with the NMR data. However, a y-value >0.5 

indicates overdoping and there may be partial chlorination of the benzyl rings which 

may cause structural changes that could alter the morphology and conductivity. [I621 

The accessible frequency range in ow study is from 0.001-20 MHz depending on 

experimental conditions, whereas the frequency range in Mizoguchi's study was 6- 

300 MHz. Below the minimum field in the earlier work and in our working field 

range a further relaxation dispersion is apparent. This can be observed quite clearly 

from the normalised relaxation plot (figure 5.22b). 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.22 (a) 'H NMR data (o) for polyaniline doped with HCl (y = 0.62) from 
Mizoguchi et al, [I601 and data at lower field from this work on polyaniline TFSA (m, y 
= 0.389, sample TFSA2) (b) data for both samples normalised to Rl =1 s", at 10 MHz. 
The solid black line is the ideal fit to three-dimensional behaviour. 

Mizoguchi et a1 showed that the frequency dependence of the relaxation for all the 

samples in their study approached a-ln at high frequency, which is characteristic of 
11 -1 one-dimensional diffusion. At a cut-off frequency (a,) of the order of 10'-10 s , a 

crossover from one-dimensional diffusion at high field to three-dimensional diffusion 

at lower field was inferred from by a change in the frequency dependence, as 

indicated in figure 5.22b. This cross-over frequency is outside the frequency window 

of the field-cycling experiments presented in this thesis (10~-10* s-I). Thus the 

expected one dimensional diffusion regime is not observed and the second low field 

dispersion is either due to a slower dynamic process or a mechanism, other than 

diffusion of charge carriers, driving relaxation in this field range. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.23 (a) 'H NMR profiles of polyaniline TFSA at selected y-values 0.49 (m), 0.38 
( 0 )  and 0.27 ( A )  fitted using a power-law spectral density function. The open symbols 
are the points in the quadrupole dip region which were omitted from the fit, and (b) the 
powers extracted from the power-law fits as a function of dopant content. 

It is possible to fit our field cycling NMR data for polyaniline TFSA to a power law 

spectral density function (figure 5.23a). The region containing the quadropolar dips 

was omitted from the data sets when fitting in order to obtain accurate fits. The highly 

doped samples conformed well to this model but, due to the smaller signal-to-noise 

ratio and associated errors, analysing data for samples with low dopant concentrations 

was more problematic. 

Interpreting the power-law dependence of the NMR data by applying the spectral 

density function used in Mizoguchi's published work (equation 5.12b) yields sub-one- 

dimensional behaviour. The spatial dimensionality extracted is inversely dependent on 

the y-value (figure 5.24). Therefore, an alternative interpretation of the power law 

dependence is required. Addressing the issue remains important as we observe the 

power law dependence to be related to the doping level and the bulk conductivity. 

Interpretation 1. Polaron transport through undoped regions. 

The spectral density is given by equation 5.13a, which is a power law that 

corresponds to fractal dimensionality of charge carriers. Unlike Mizoguchi's 

published results, the R1 data for all of our TFSA-doped samples indicates a power 

law dependence in excess of o-l" at low frequency. Mizoguchi observed similar (> o- 

'I2) behaviour over a higher field range in samples with very low dopant levels (y < 

0.02) and attributed this to nuclear-spin diffusion assisted relaxation due to fixed 



paramagnetic centres in the non-conducting part of the matrix. This suggests that the 
> 03-1/2 behaviour observed in our materials may be due to the motion of charge 

carriers through the undoped part of the material. The nuclear spins are relaxed by the 

nearby mobile electronic spins of the polarons. 

Dopant Mole Fraction 

Figure 5.24 Conductivity (0 )  and fractal dimensionality (m) as a function of dopant 
mole fraction showing three regimes. 

This hypothesis would explain the low spatial dimensionality, d, implied by the 

power-law fits. Polaron on-chain motion through the undoped regions occurs only 

through the conjugation of the polymer backbone and inter-chain hopping is 

restricted. This results in low-dimensionality charge carrier motion, at a much slower 

rate than through the doped regions. Increasing the dopant content results reduces the 

spacing between, and connectivity of, the undoped regions. Thus, the dimensionality 

of charge carrier motion decreases with increasing y-value. 

The dimensionality of polaron motion can be related to the data from the bulk 

conductivity measurements. By plotting both conductivity and dimensionality as a 

function of dopant concentration, figure 5.24. suggests that the microscopic NMR 

dimensionality of motion through the undoped region is inversely related to the 

macroscopic conductivity, as might be expected. 

Three distinct regimes depending on dopant concentration, are apparent: 

i) At low dopant concentrations the conductivity is low and the network of 

undoped regions has relatively high dimensionality. 



ii) At moderate dopant concentrations the conductivity increases dramatically 

and the dimensionality of charge carriers decreases simultaneously. 

iii) At high dopant concentrations the dimensionality is lower. The 

dependence of dimensionality of addition of further dopant is weaker. 

However, the fraction of the material undoped is now very low. In this 

interpretation, the mechanism for relaxation of the sampled magnetisation 

is due to fluctuations in local fields caused by the nearby moving 

electronic spins. The intensity of the FIDs does not decrease in this y-value 

range. Therefore, the magnetisation sampled is that of the bulk polymer 

and there is a common spin temperature across the sample. 

Interpretation 2. Backbone fluctuations. 

From field-cycling experiments on proteins, Korb and Bryant [168, 1691 extracted a 

spectral density function for relaxation due to the modulation of the homonuclear 'H 

dipolar interactions due to structural fluctuations localised along the polymer 

backbone. This was derived from a model for anomalous diffusion in a fractal 

network: 

1 
- = A @ - b + ~  [5.13] 
T 

where A is related to the dipolar coupling strength and c is a constant. b is related to 

the fractal dimensionality of the spatial distribution of protons (df) and to the spectral 

dimensionality that characterises the motion due to anomalous diffusion (d) by 

equation 5.14: 

26 b=3---6 [5.14] 
d f 

Thus the NMR relaxation can be related to both the structural (df) and dynamical (d) 

characteristics of the material studied. 

As was discussed in section 5.4.3.1 Kimmich and Anoardo have shown that 

quadrupolar dips are an indication of backbone fluctuations in macromolecules. This 

suggests that the low-field dispersion in our NMR relaxation profiles for polyaniline 

TFSA is due to structural fluctuations localised along the backbone. The data was 

again fitted with a spectral density function derived from the model for anomalous 

diffusion (equation 5.14). 



The b-values, of between -0.7-0.4 derived from the fits are within the range described 

by Korb and Bryant. [168, 1691 Allowing both dimensionality parameters to go free 

during fitting results in unphysical fractal dimensionality, df, values greater than three. 

However, for a percolating system with 3N degrees of freedom, d can be assumed to 

be 413. [I651 The relaxation data was fitted with d fixed as 1.33 and the resulting 

structural fractal dimensionalities, df, plotted as a function of dopant mole fraction are 

presented in figure 5.25. As expected the structural dimensionality, df, was always 

greater than the spatial dimensionality of motion, 8. 

At the minimum possible value of b = 0, df would be 1.6, which, is indicative of an 

ensemble of self avoiding chains with no interactions. At the maximum possible value 

of b = 0.785, df = 3 which corresponds to uniform distribution of protons equivalent to 

a homogeneously doped material. For very high dopant levels (y-value = 0.49) in 

polyaniline TFSA, df - 2.7 which is indicative of a very homogeneously doped 

material. At low dopant concentrations (y-value = 0.23) in polyaniline TFSA, df - 
2.05 which is indicative of a more heterogeneous material with greatly reduced 

interchain interaction. 

The parameters extracted from the NMR analysis can be related to the bulk 

conductivity measurements. From the graph of both conductivity and the fractal 

dimensionality, df, as a function of dopant concentration (y-value), figure 5.25, it is 

apparent that the microscopic NMR measurements follow the same trend as the 

macroscopic conductivity measurements. This suggests that the backbone fluctuations 

in question arise from, or are associated with, polaron motion through the polymer. 
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Figure 5.25 Conductivity ( 0 )  and fractal dimensionality, df, (m) as a function of 
dopant mole fraction showing three regimes. 

A key aspect of conduction of polyaniline is the presence of conjugated double bonds 

along the backbone of the polymer. When an electron is added to the chain by 

addition of dopants, it causes a characteristic bond deformation in the chain about 

twenty monomer sites long, the electron plus the deformation 'pattern' constitute a 

polaron. 11491 In the case of conducting polyaniline this conformational change 

generally takes the form of a switch between single and double bonds which diffuse 

freely along the polymer chain at the on-chain diffusion rate, Dl1 and may hop 

occasionally between chains at the inter-chain diffusion rate, DL, It is thought that 

interchain hopping is the limiting factor in- conductivity. The increase in 

dimensionality with increasing dopant content is probably due to an increase in 

interchain hopping. 

The backbone fluctuations due to polaron motions would be expected to be on the 

same timescale as the polaron motion and hence io give rise to features at the same 

frequency range in the NMR relaxation profile. However, the motions driving 

relaxation in this field range are slow; they are on a timescale close to, but as far as 

we can tell, below that of the off-chain polaron motion. As the on-chain diffusion 

must be on the 10-l2 s timescale, we can infer that the motions observable below 1 

MHz arise from the increased polymer mobility due to the introduction of dopants. 

The increase in T2 observed for the high dopant concentration samples in figure 5.4 is 

consistent with this interpretation. 



From figure 5.25 it is apparent that at dopant concentration, y, = 0.32-0.35, there is an 

onset of percolation and the interchain-hopping and hence the conductivity increases. 

According to this interpretation the three distinct regimes are explainable as follows 

i) At low dopant concentrations (y-value < 0.35) conductivity is low and the 

dimensionality of the backbone fluctuations is low indicating a rigid 

heterogeneous material with very little interchain interaction. 

ii) At moderate dopant concentrations (y-value - 0.35-0.4) both the 

conductivity and fractal dimensionality increase, indicating increasing 

homogeneity in proton distribution, increasing interaction with 

neighbouring chains and increasing polymer backbone motion. 

iii) At high dopant concentrations (y-value > 0.4) the dimensionality becomes 

less strongly dependent on dopant content as the system approaches the 

condition for homogeneous doping. It can be assumed that the sample is 

almost fully doped with one dopant molecule per monomer unit and the 

percolation network is complete. However, the conductivity continues to 

rise indicating that there is an increase in charge carrier mobility. This is 

probably due to the spin system becoming saturated and polarons 

beginning to form bipolarons and polaron pairs. These will increase the 

conductivity, but as the bipolarons have spin, I = 0, they do not affect the 

'H relaxation. 

5.3.4.3 Temperature dependence 

For samples in regime i, figure 5.25, there is very little dependence of the NMR 

response on temperature and the dimensionality does not change significantly on 

increasing the temperature. However, at higher dopant levels, in regime iii, the 

relaxation profiles exhibit temperature dependence and the power extracted from the 

power-law fits decreases approximately linearly with temperature. As has been stated 

previously a decrease in the extracted power is linked to an increase in conductivity. 

As the temperature is increased polaron diffusion increases and as a result more of the 

network is explored by a given polaron. This results in increased conductivity. 

Previously Mizoguchi [160, 1701 observed linear increases in the conductivity of 

doped polyaniline across a wide temperature range, which he explained as an increase 

in quasi- 1 -dimensional diffusion detectable through ESR and NMR. Unfortunately, 



due to to technical restraints, temperature dependent conductivity measurements could 

not be performed on our samples. 
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Figure 5.26 Temperature dependence of samples TFSA4a (A), TFSA4 (e) and 
TFSAlO (w). The solid lines are linear fits to each data set. 

5.4.2 1917 NMR Analysis 

The NMR relaxation response of polyaniline TFSA is solely driven by the dopant 

anion molecular motion and as a result 1 9 ~  NMR could be used as a probe for dopant 

dynamics. The 1 9 ~  NMR profiles exhibited a pseudo-Lorentzian shape and were 

apparently insensitive to both dopant concentration and temperature change. The 

relaxation profiles were fitted using the Cole-Cole [5, 81 spectral density (figure 5.27): 

where o is the angular frequency in rad s-' and z, is the motional correlation time. 6 is 

the degree of correlated motion where 6 = 0 is uncorrelated motion and 6 = 1 is the 

highest degree of correlation possible. 
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Figure 5.27 relaxation profiles of doped polyaniline with high dopant 
concentration (H) and low dopant concentration (a) fitted with a model for the Cole- 
Cole spectral density. 

The extracted 3.69(8)x10m8 s correlation time for TFSA anion tumbling is on the 

expected timescale for molecular tumbling in a moderately restricted environment at 

this temperature. A 6 value of 0.38(8) is indicative of a relatively strongly correlated 

motion. These results were similar to those observed for polyaniline PF6 indicating 

that dopant dynamics are similar for dopants of similar size and pK,. 

The most unexpected result from the studies is that the reorientational correlation 

time of the dopant molecules is independent of dopant concentration. 19F profiles 

were measured across a wide dopant concentration range, although it was not possible 

to measure a profile for samples with low dopant,content as the fluorine signal was 

too weak. 

The fact that the reorientational correlation time for the anion is independent of 

concentration suggests that the barrier to motion is locally determined by the 

interaction of the anion with the adjacent chain. However, the correlation time 

extracted from the Cole-Cole fit is much slower than the picosecond timescale of on- 

chain polaron diffusion, indicating that the anion does not directly participate in the 

conduction process. It is important to note that there are no features in the 19F spectral 

density in the sub-megahertz range. Thus the dopant concentration dependent low 

field dispersion observed in the 'H profiles, is not due to a slow-charge transfer or 

other dynamical process associated with polymer-anion interactions. 



5.5 Conclusions 

The aim of this project was to examine whether NMR relaxometery is a suitable tool 

for the analysis of charge carrier transport in ICP's and to develop experimental 

methodologies and theoretical models to measure rates and obtain insights into the 

nature of the motions. In this we have been mostly successful. NMR relaxation data 

was recorded for a number of polyaniline samples with varying dopant content and 

compared to results fiom macroscopic analytical techniques such as conductivity and 

microanalysis. 

The theoretical model describing quasi-one-dimensional diffusion of charge carriers 

developed for high field NMR relaxometery studies of polyaniline was shown not to 

be applicable to low-field relaxation profiles. Two new interpretations of the power 

law frequency dependence of 'H NMR relaxation profiles were proposed to explain 

the low-field behaviour. In the first interpretation sub-one-dimensional behaviour is 

ascribed to restricted charge carrier diffusion through the undoped part of the 

polymer. The spatial dimensionality of this motion decreases with increasing dopant 

content as the connectivity of the undoped regions decreases and as expected this 

change mirrors an increase in conductivity. 

In the second interpretation the fractal dimensionality is attributed to backbone 

fluctuations in the polymer chain. Below the percolation threshold the dimensionality 

is low, indicating a rigid heterogeneous material with relatively little interaction 

between chains. Above this threshold the 'H networks structural dimensionality and 

conductivity increase, indicating an increase in the homogeneity of the distribution of 

the protons and increased polymer motions. Increasing the dopant content can also be 

associated with increasing the rate of charge carrier motion. Approaching the 

condition for the homogeneous distribution of protons, the dimensionality is less 

strongly dopant content dependent. The conductivity continues to increase in this 

range indicating the formation of bipolarons or polaron pairs which, while assisting 

conductivity do not affect the 'H relaxation. 

Both of these interpretations are consistent with the established model for 

conductivity of a heterogeneous material with conducting regions and non-conducting 

regions averaged by spin diffusion. In order to definitively distinguish between these 

models the undoped part of the material must be removed. In the next chapter 



methods for the synthesis of highly crystalline, highly doped polyaniline and the 

effect of this change in morphology are examined. 

One of the major results of this study is the observation that '?F relaxation response is 

unaffected by dopant levels or changes in temperature. The fact that dopant dynamics 

are independent of dopant content suggests that the barrier to motion is locally 

determined by the interaction of the anion with the adjacent chain. It is also 

interesting to note that the (lw9 s) timescale for dopant dynamics are several orders of 

magnitude less than the on-chain polaron propagation timescale (10-l2 s) determined 

by Mizoguchi. [I581 Thus, the anion is essentially a bystander to the conductivity. 



Chapter 6 - Crystalline Conducting Polyaniline 



6.1 Introduction 

The production and application of inorganic nano-materials in diverse fields such as 

optics, electronics and medical imaging has been long established. However, the 

application of nano-structured ICP's and other related organic semi-conductors to 

these fields is relatively new. Polyaniline and other ICP nanostructures are of great 

interest since they combine relatively high conductivity with high surface area. This 

can lead to enhanced optical, electronic and physical properties [I711 resulting in 

applications such as gas-sensors and biosensors. 1172, 1731 However, development of 

these applications is restrained by the poor reproducibility of the materials 

irrespective of the synthetic route used. 

The enhanced attributes in nanostructured ICPs are thought to be due to the fact that 

increasing the degree of crystallinity results in greater conductivity. The main 

motivation for this work is that by increasing the crystallinity if possible to 100 %, the 

interpretation of the NMR profiles of the amorphous polyaniline, presented in the 

previous chapter, might be clarified. 

6.1.1 Synthesis of Nanocrystalline Polymers 

There are many synthetic routes to nanostructured ICP's which yield a wide range of 

morphologies. Synthetic methods of producing nano-structured highly crystalline 

conducting polymers can be divided into four categories; physical templated methods, 

steric stabiliserlco-polymer assisted routes, surfactant and microemulsion routes, and 

other methods. A comprehensive overview of these routes is presented below. 

6.1.1.1 Physical Template Methods 

One of the simplest and most effective methods to synthesise ICP nanoparticles is to 

use physical templates. These are generally nanosized inert substances on which the 

ICP is grown or coated. Physical templates have provided easily accessible and 

controllable methods for the production of nano-particles. 

Nano-sized metal particles are a well-established template for nanoparticulate ICPs. 

Indeed, one of the first usuable nano-structures was created by using a photocatalyst 

to reduce metals onto Ti02 particles [174] which were then used as nanoreactors to 

catalyse redox reactions. The standard route to produce polyaniline nanoparticles 

using Ti02 involved the normal oxidative polymerisation of aniline with APS and 



acid in the presence of Ti02 nanocrystals. However, both Li [I751 and Qi Wang [I761 

showed that by polymerisation of aniline under ultrasonic irradiation, in the presence 

of 20-30 nm nanocrystalline Ti02, the aggregation of nano Ti02 can be reduced, and 

the nanoparticles can be redispersed in the aqueous solution. There is an interfacial 

interaction between polyaniline and Ti02, as polyaniline deposits on the surface of the 

nanoparticle, leading to a core-shell structure. The resulting polyanilinelnano Ti02 

composite particles are spherical, and the sizes vary from 30-45 nm with the content 

of Ti02. 

Carbon nanotubes exhibit high conductivities and high tensile strength and form one 

of the easiest and most effective methods for the formation of ICP nanoparticles. Feng 

et a1 [I771 used the oxidative polymerization of aniline in the presence of aligned 

carbon multi-walled nanotubes (MWNT) to produce MWNTs coated in polyaniline. 

These structures showed greater conductivity than simple polyaniline and exhibited 

the temperature dependence expected for semi-conductors. Corio et a1 [178] observed 

similar behaviour with single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT). They reported 

increased solubility and processability over simple doped polyaniline and increased 

conductivity over pure SWNT. More recently Wei et a1 [I791 used TEM and XRD to 

show that when the monomer-MWNT ratio 4, polyaniline is formed coated on the 

MWNT, but if it is >2 filled polyaniline nanotubes form by self-assembly. 

Other common syntheses using physical templates are the surface polymerisation of 

aniline on silica gel. [I801 The surface of several types of particle can catalyse aniline 

polymerisation. These materials act as heterogeneous catalysts for the polymerisation 

of polyaniline, which form on the surface far more readily than in the suspending 

media. If a sufficiently large amount of silica with a large specific surface area is 

added into the reaction mixture, virtually all the polyaniline is produced by surface 

polymerisation leading to core-shell nanoparticles. Ni nanoparticles have also been 

used as inorganic templates [18 11 to produce long polyaniline fibres about -1 pm long 

and 50 nm in diameter, usually by an inverse microemulsion polymerization. 

ICP's have also been grown in zeolites with pore sizes of >l nm allowing formation 

of single molecular wires. [182] Membranes with a specific pore size have been used 

to grow mats of nano-sized ICP fibres both chemically and electrochemically.[l83] 

Synthetic opals are polystyrene or silica spheres which are arranged on a surface in a 

close packed template. In the gaps of the opals, ICP's have been producedby chemical 

polymerisation. The host is then removed to form a polymer inverse opal. [184] 



Polyaniline nanotubes have also been obtained by using both chemical and 

electrochemical synthesis using polycarbonate filtration membranes as templates. 

[I661 Nanowires and nanonetworks have been formed by the polymerisation of 

polyaniline with fullerene derivatives. [185, 1861 

Other syntheses using physical templates include; the intercalation of polyanline in 

mesostructured V205 11871 and the use of V205 as the oxidising agent in an oxidative 

polymerisation reaction [188], the preparation of conducting polyaniline-coated 

barium sulphate nanoparticles in inverse microemulsions [189], and the preparation of 

uniform and ordered polyaniline nano-fibrils by synthesising within an anodic 

aluminum oxide (AAO) template. [I901 

6.1.1.2 Steric Stabiliser and Co-polymer Methods 

One of the major difficulties in developing applications for ICPYs is in the materials 

processing, which can be difficult as the polymers are infusible and insoluble in most 

common solvents. Although solubility can be increased by doping with CSA or 

DBSA, toxicity prevents the widespread use of these dopants. In order to enhance the 

processability, a range of colloidal composites of various polymeric materials have 

been developed. The conventional approach is the chemical oxidation~polymerisation 

of the monomer in an aqueous acidic solution containing a suitable polymeric 

stabiliser to produce stable colloidal dispersions with particle sizes <100nrn. 

The traditional methods for stabilisation involve long-chain polymer stabilisers such 

as poly(acry1ic acid) (PAA) [191, 1921 poly(viny1 alcohol) (PVA) [135, 193, 1941 or 

poly-(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSSA) [193-1951 which act as polymeric stabiliser 

and doping agent, due to their acidity. This is a simple synthesis involving the 

dissolution of monomers in an aqueous solution and subsequent oxidative dispersion 

polymerisation. 

Accurate size control of nanostructured polyaniline was demonstrated by Kim et al 

[I961 by using polymers as micellar templates. In this approach amphiphilic polymer 

molecules, hydrophobically end-capped polyethylene oxides (HEURs) of variable 

length, can be used to produce micelles of controlled size. The HEUR polymers form 

"flower type" micelles at low concentrations. Since the polymerisation reaction 

proceeds in the micellar solution, the size of the micelle controls the size and structure 

of the PAN1 particles. 



A simplified variation of this approach is interfacial synthesis which was used by 

Hopkins at a1 [197] to produce polyaniline/poly(sulfonated styrene) (Pani-PSS) 

nanofibre composites. Aniline was dissolved in an organic layer and APS was mixed 

in the upper aqueous layer with PSS. This in situ polymerisation of polyaniline 

nanofibres in the presence of PSS produced polyaniline nanostructures embedded in 

the polymerised sulfonated host. 

The morphology of the polyaniline nanoparticles is dependent not only on the dopant 

but on the synthetic technique. Bannerjee et a1 [I981 found that blends of hydrochloric 

acid-doped polyaniline nanoparticles and poly(viny1 chloride) (PVC), prepared by 

redispersing sedimented colloidal particles of polyaniline in tetrahydrofuran solutions 

of PVC using ultrasound, show globular morphology. This is in contrast to the fibre 

network observed previously for polyaniline-PVC blends prepared by traditional 

synthesis. [I991 

6.1.1.3 Surfactant- based Microemulsion Methods 

The self-assembly of surfactant molecules to create structured hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic domains makes them ideal substrates in the development and synthesis of 

nano-sized polymers. The main advantage of this approach is that the particle size and 

shape can be predefined by using the appropriate geometry of the templating micelle. 

The disadvantage is the insulating effect of the stabilising surfactant detracts from the 

inherent conductivity of the polymer sample. [200] However, by careful washing the 

surfactant may be removed. 

Formation of ICP nano-particles with sizes in the range 10-30 nm has been achieved 

by oxidation of aniline with ammonium peroxydisulphate (APS) in sodium dodecyl 

sulphate (SDS) [201, 2021 and dodecylbenzene sulphonic acid (DBSA) [202, 2031 

micellar solutions. Coalescence and coagulation of the micelles was prevented by 

electrostatic repulsive interactions between anionic surfactant micelles. Particle 

morphology is dependent on the initial shape of surfactant aggregates (micelles) and 

the molar ratio of surfactant to aniline monomer. Spherical particles would be 

obtained at very low monomer concentration and the shape of particles began to be 

distorted from the spherical shape as monomer concentration was increased, at 

constant 0.2 M surfactant concentration. Dynamic light scattering was used to probe 

the change in the size of SDS micelles in the presence of growing polyaniline. [204] 

A direct correlation between micelle size and the size of the polyaniline particles was 



observed. The conductivities increase with increased surfactant concentration [205] in 

the range of -1-100 ~ c m - '  for materials produced fiom this route, probably due to the 

fact that these acidic surfactants are also the dopant for the system. 

Modifications to this approach have been suggested with a view to optimising in the 

resulting particle size. Chemical oxidative polymerization of aniline was performed in 

a (DBSAF(2,2,4- trimethy1pentane)-(isooctane)-water reversed micelle system. 

[206] The particles of polyaniline-DBSA obtained had nano-sized (10-30 nm), 

needle-like morphology and were size monodisperse. The reverse micellar solution 

was formed by dropping an isooctane solution of DBSA and the oxidant (APS) into 

an isooctane solution of aniline. A similar technique using horseradish peroxidase has 

found use as an enzyme biosensor. 12071 

Zhang et a1 [208] attempted the chemical oxidative polymerization of aniline in 1.0 M 

D,L-camphorsulfonic acid (CSA) using APS as the oxidant, and carried out in the 

presence of added non-ionic surfactant (polyoxyethylene(l0) isooctylphenyl ether, 

Triton-X 100 (TX100)) [209] which resulted in a precipitate of doped emeraldine salt 

composed almost entirely of nanofibres having average fibre diameter in the range 

30-50 nm and a length of -0.5-1 pm which exhibited a room temperature DC 

conductivity of 1 - 5 ~cm- ' .  Kim at a1 [210] compared polymerisation of aniline in a 

conventional aqueous solution and in micellar solutions of sodium dodecyl sulphate 

(SDS) an anionic surfactant and nonylphenol ethoxylate (NP-9) a nonionic surfactant. 

Xia and Wang prepared polyaniline nano-particles via an ultrasonic assisted inverse 

microemulsion technique. [211] They exposed a CTABIn-hexanol/APS/HClaq 

microemulsion to ultrasonic radiation while adding an anilineln-hexanol solution. 

This produced spherical nanoparticles 10-50 nm diameter with a conductivity of -10 

~cm- ' .  Polyaniline 'nanobelts' with diameter in the range of 40- 50 nm and lengths up 

to several micrometers were synthesised by chemical oxidative polyrnerisation of 

aniline in a surfactant gel (CTAB). [212] Dendritic polyaniline nanofibers with 

diameters between 60 and 90 nm were formed by chemical oxidative polymerisation 

of aniline in a surfactant gel, which was formed by a mixture of 

hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (cl6TMA), acetic acid, aniline, and water at 

265 K. [209] Synthesis of doped polyaniline using lipid bilayers resulted in nanotubes 

which were on the millimetre scale in length. This reaction involved the preparation 

of DOPC-cholesterol giant vesicles (30 pm) and the subsequent polymerisation and 

coating of polyaniline onto these vesicles. [213] 



6.1.1.4 Other Methods 

There are many other methods for producing nanopolymers. One of the most common 

methods is by optimising well-known techniques. For instance Chiou et a1 [214] 

observed that a normal oxidative polymerisation at very dilute aniline concentration 

(<8 mM) using a anilinelAPS ratio of 2: 1 yielded nanofibres in the range of 30 - 200 

nm depending on the dopant used. Another modification of the simple 

anilinelAPS1aq acid synthesis involves seeding the solution with oligimers. [215] 

Polymerisation of aniline was carried out in concentrated camphor sulfonic acid 

(CSA) solutions and aniline oligimers were used to accelerate the polymerisation. 

TEM showed that 20-40 nm nanoparticles were formed. Similarly, seeding 

conventional chemical oxidative polymerisation reactions of aniline with very small 

amounts of biological, inorganic, or organic nanofibers (usually <1 %) dramatically 

changes the morphology of the resulting doped polyaniline powder. [216] 

Some dopants and initiators display tendencies to form specific nanostructures. 

Synthesis using carboxylic acids yields nanofibres whose diameters increase with 

increasing numbers of carboxylic fuctional groups in the acid. This is because long- 

chain carboxylic acids can form micelles due to their amphiphilic character and 

polymerisation can occur at the waterlmicelle interface. [217] 

Wang et a1 [52] described a facile route to the synthesis of polyaniline nanofibres by 

polymerisation of aniline using chloroaurate acid (HAuC14) as the oxidant leading to 

uniform polyaniline nanofibres with a diameter of 35 nm. Use of 

PAMAM4[naphthyl(S03H)2]24 or C60(OS03H)6 as protonic acid dopants yields 

polyaniline nanotubes with a diameter on the order of hundreds of nanometres and a 

length up to several micrometres. [218] Branched nanofibers of conducting 

polyaniline buried in crystals of camphor sulfonic acid (CSA) were prepared from an 

m-cresol solution of PAN1 and exces CSA. [219] 

Kaner [220] observed that aqueous polyaniline colloids can be readily prepared by 

purifying polyaniline nanofibers and controlling the pH without the need for any 

chemical modification or steric stabiliser. Polyaniline nanofibres were prepared by 

rapidly mixing a solution of aniline, APS and HCl followed by centrifugation to 

purify the product. The centrifugation lead to the formation of stable polyaniline 

colloids. It is though that these were stabilised by electrostatic repulsion, due to the 

introduction of a charge to the particle surface, as opposed to steric repulsion, due to 

the addition of a polymeric or surfactant stabiliser. 



Synthesis of nanostructured polymers using chiral molecular templates has been 

shown to produce optically active polymers with high conductivity. By physical 

adsorption of aniline monomer onto poly(acry1ic acid) particles in the presence of (+) 

or (-)CSA and susbsequent polymerisation, nanoparticles of water-soluble optically 

active polyaniline were formed. [22 11 

Electrochemical synthesis is a low yield process which has been used to form oriented 

nano-wires on substrates including Au and Si, grown galvanostatically without a 

template. [222] Optically active polyaniline colloids have been generated by the 

electrohydrodynamic polymerisation of aniline in the presence of CSA, as the dopant, 

using colloidal silica (5 %wt/wt) as the dispersant, at an applied potential of + 0.8 V 

vs. AgIAgCl. [223] There are also a number of non-templated routes using deposition 

between two nano-electrodes [224] or electron-beam lithography to produce 

nanopatterns but these are again low yield processes. 

The template-free reaction most suitable for this work is an interfacial synthesis 

whose mechanism is well described by Kaner. [225] In a typical synthesis, aniline is 

dissolved in an organic solvent, (CC14, benzene, toluene, or CS2), while APS is 

dissolved in water with its dopant acid. The two solutions are then carefully 

transferred to a beaker, generating an interface between the two layers. 

Polymerisation takes place at the interface [I721 and the resulting nanofibers have 

diameters between 30 and 50 nm, with lengths varying fiom 500 nm to several pm. 

The ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate [C4mim] PF6 has 

been used, in place of the usual organic solvent, in an interfacial polymerisation 

reaction. This is an interesting approach as ionic liquids have low toxicity. Polyaniline 

particles with diameters from about 30-80 nm were produced. [226] From this 

interfacial synthetic technique a general strategy for nanocrystal synthesis of a 

number of organic and inorganic systems has been devised. This is based on a phase 

transfer and separation occurring at the interfaces of the liquid, solid and solution 

phases present during synthesis, it provides a simple and convenient route to a variety 

of nanosystems. [227] 

6.1.2 Nanosynthetic Routes to Polyaniline TFSA 

In the work presented in this chapter, several of the approaches to synthetic 

nanocrystalline polyaniline were applied. In selecting the synthetic routes it became 



apparent that many of the electrosynthetic and non-templated routes could not be 

adapted to yield -0.5 g of bulk powder required for NMR analysis. The use of steric 

stabilisers and co-polymers was rejected in this case as the co-polymers, such as PVC 

and PVA, contain complex NMR signals of their own and contribute significantly to 

the 'H NMR response. Similarly approaches involving metallic or superparamagnetic 

templates were ignored. The following approaches were attempted: 

(i) Optimised standard synthesis: It has been shown that optimising the physical 

parameters (sonication, temperatures, flow rates, reactant ratios etc) of a standard 

solution state oxidative polymerisation can yield nano-structures. This would be 

the simplest and most efficient route. 

(ii) Electrochemical synthesis: Electrochemical synthesis would be a suitable route to 

nano-structured polymers providing that films could be grown sufficiently thick to 

yield enough material for NMR analysis. 

(iii) Surfactant synthesis: Surfactant-based synthesis could be useful if the surfactant 

could be removed by washing fiom the polymer and replaced with TFSA. This 

would allow direct comparison of the analysis with that reported for amorphous 

polyaniline in the previous chapter. 

(iv) Interfacial synthesis: This is a relatively easy approach that has been shown to 

yield nanostructures on a large scale. 

6.2 Experimental 

6.2.1 Ultrasonicated chemical synthesis 

This preparation is a variation of the procedure by Xia and Wang [36] forming 

polyaniline nanoparticles by the chemical oxidation of the monomer under 

ultrasonication. Xia and Wang used dodecylbenzenesulphonic acid (DBSA) as a 

surfactant and dopant but in order to compare the results with previous work on 

amorphous polyaniline TFSA (Chapter 5) the synthesis was performed here without 

the surfactant. The reaction was the chemical polymerisation of distilled aniline 

monomer in TFSI (bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide acid) with very slow addition of 

the oxidant APS (ammonium persulphate) at 273 K with constant ultrasonication over 

a number of hours (at least 4 hr) to prevent aggregation of particles. 

To form the acid, 74.125 g of LiTFSI was dissolved in 500 ml of H20 yielding a 0.52 

M salt solution. A cation exchange column (Dowex 500W-X2 200-400) was used to 



exchange Li for H'. The column was reslurried, repacked, and prepared with HC1 and 

LiTFSI solutions. Then 300 ml of the aqueous LiTFSI solution was run through the 

column resulting in an acidic solution (pH -1). 

150 ml of a 0.2 M aniline solution in 250 ml of 0.5 M TFSI was placed in a slim 250 

ml beaker and clamped in a cooling bath at 273 K. An ultrasonication horn was placed 

in the solution. A micro-pump was set up to deliver 37 ml of a 0.2M APS solution in 

250ml 0.5M TFSI at 0.25 mllmin to the aniline solution. The ultrasonicator pulsed at 

35 % amplitude with a 50 % workload (to prevent localised heating effects). The 

addition of the oxidant took 150 mins and the reaction mixture was sonicated for a 

further 6 hours. Following sonication, the reaction was left stirring overnight at 273 

K (-13 hr). A dark green coloured solution indicated that doping/polymerisation had 

occurred. 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of the apparatus used in the aqueous oxidative 
polymerisation synthesis. 

6.2.2 Electrochemical Synthesis 

The electrochemical technique represents one of the simplest and most direct methods 

of carrying out oxidation or reduction reactions because the removal or addition of 

electrons can be achieved without the attendant complications involved in the addition 

of redox reagents. It was thought that a thin film of polyaniline nanoparticles could be 

grown electrochemically on a large enough scale to be useful for NMR analysis, 



providing the plate on which the sample was grown was sufficiently large. Thus a 

large platinum-coated stainless steel plate, of approximately 10 cm2, was used as a 

working electrode. 

6.2.2.1 Potentiostatic growth 

The first attempt at electrosynthesis was to grow the polymer potentiostatically. 50 ml 

of the 0.2 M aniline in 0.5 M TFSI was placed in a 250 ml beaker with a platinum 

coated plate as working electrode, carbon wetted with deionised H20 as counter 

electrode and a double junction AgIAgC1 as the reference electrode. The potential was 

kept constant at 0.8 V. The plot of voltage against time showed an initial increase but 

then the curve plateaued and did not increase further. This indicates that the film 

pacified as it was growing and was not an electroactive/conducting polymer. This was 

possibly due to increase in hydrophobicity after the first layer of film was deposited 

which limited further growth. The process was repeated changing both solution 

concentrations and voltages but invariably produced the same result. 

6.2.2.2 Galvanostatic growth 

The next attempt at electrosynthesis was to grow the polymer galvanostatically. 50 ml 

of the 0.2 M aniline in 0.5 M TFSI was placed in a 250 ml beaker with a platinum 

coated plate as working electrode, carbon wetted with deionised H20 as counter 

electrode and a double junction AgIAgC1 as the reference electrode. The sample was 

grown at a current of 1.8 A. However, the voltage grew to 1.7 V immediately and 

remained constant throughout. Electrolysis of water occurs at close to this potential 

and bubbles were apparent in the solution during growth, probably due to splitting 

H20. The solution turned yellow instead of the expected green and this approach was 

abandoned. 

6.2.2.3 Growth by cyclic voltammetery 

The final attempt to grow polyaniline TFSI by electrochemical methods was to grow 

by cyclic voltammetery. This is generally seen as a highly inefficient synthesis in 

terms of both time and yield. The plot of voltage against time showed consistent 

growth of redox curve over time, indicating the growth of a conducting polymer. The 

initial growth on the working electrode was a clear green film and after 10 hours a 

thicker dark green film was present. The film was thicker than with previous 



electrochemical growth methods but did not form in the quantities needed for analysis 

by NMR methods. 

6.2.3 Surfactant synthesis 

One of the more established routes to nanoparticulate conducting polymers is through 

the use of surfactant systems. The use of DBSA as a micellar surfactant to synthesise 

polyaniline was established by Han et a1 and Moulton et a1 [67, 681. Both groups 

reported the production of highly conducting nanodispersions of the order of 20 nrn 

(by TEM and FE-SEM) and in high yield and large quantities. 

The synthesis was carried out using the method from Moulton et al. [203] 6 ml of 

aniline (0.65 M) was dissolved in 100 ml of water. This was added to a solution 

containing 21 ml (0.65 M) DBSA in 100 ml water and stirred for one hour to form a 

colloidal suspension. 16.5 g APS (0.65 M) was dissolved in 100 ml water and slowly 

dropped into the micellar solution with vigorous stirring. The solution turned yellow, 

then on doping turned dark green and was left stirring for 3 hours. A small amount of 

the resultant solution was retained for particle sizing by photon correlation 

spectroscopy (PCS) and the remainder was dialysed against deionised water using 

12,000-15,000 MW cutoff dialysis tubing to remove small unpolymerised monomers 

and oligomers. Following dialysis the sample was centrifuged for 20 mins at 4000 

rpm and the supernatant was decanted. The precipitate was resuspended in deionised 

water and a small amount was drop-coated onto an SEM stub. The suspension was 

then vacuum filtered and water washed and the resultant green-black powder was 

oven-dried at 323 K overnight. The synthesis was carried out three times using 0.65 

M, 0.3 M and 1 M DBSA solutions to yield a number of samples with different 

dopant concentrations (DBSA1, DBSA2 and DBSA3 respectively). These samples 

were then analysed using DSC, SEM and NMR methods. 

In order to compare these nanostructured materials with the amorphous polyaniline 

samples fiom the previous chapter it was necessary to replace all of the DBSA with 

TFSA. A sample was synthesised using the synthetic route as above with 0.65 M 

DBSA. The dried powder was resuspended in 0.5 M NaOH and stirred overnight to 

remove the dopant. The suspension remained green indicating that the material was 

still doped to some extent. The sample was then filtered, resuspended and stirred 



overnight in 1 M NaOH but again the sample still appeared green and was assumed to 

be still doped with DBSA. 

6.2.4 Interfacial synthesis 

A recently reported route to producing nanoparticulate conducting polymers is 

interfacial synthesis. In this approach the monomer aniline is dissolved in an organic 

solvent (in this case toluene or chloroform) and mixed with the oxidant (APS) which 

is dissolved in aqueous solution of the dopant acid. This approach has resulted in 

solutions with high concentrations of polyaniline nanorods on the hundreds of 

nanometre scale. The optimisation of the syntheses were performed on a small scale 

(20 ml) and later scaled up to produce sufficient material for NMR analysis (100-200 

ml total reaction volume). 

6.2.4.1 Acid optimisation 

0.285 g (0.125 M) APS was dissolved in 10 ml of 0.5 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) and 

0.51 ml (0.5 M) aniline was dissolved in 10 ml of chloroform. The acid solution was 

poured carefully onto the chloroform solution in a 25 ml glass vial. Within 5 minutes 

the interface between the two previously clear solutions turned bluehlack, indicating 

polymerisation was taking place. After 10 minutes the bluehlack colour had spread 

throughout the upper aqueous layer and after 2 hours the upper layer had turned 

greedblack indicating the presence of doped polyaniline. The lower organic layer was 

straw-coloured suggesting the presence of unreacted monomer and partially 

polymerised oligomers. The sample was left overnight to complete polymerisation 

then a small amount of the upper green solution was drop-coated onto a stub for SEM 

analysis. This process was repeated using identical concentrations of APS, aniline and 

triflic acid (TFSA). SEM images showed the similar concentrations of micro- 

crystalline rods in an amorphous matrix for both samples. 

To examine the effect of the acid concentration on the yield and morphology of the 

polymerisation reaction, the acid (TFSA) concentration was varied while maintaining 

the oxidant to monomer ratio constant. Five solutions were made up with varying acid 

concentration; 0.01M, 0.05 M, 0.10 M, 0.25 M and 0.50 M TFSA. 0.285 g (0.125 M) 

APS was dissolved in 10 ml of each acid as above and these solutions were added to a 

solution of 0.51 ml (0.5 M) aniline dissolved in 10 ml of chloroform in a 25 ml glass 



vial. Polymerisation occurred more quickly with increased acid concentration and an 

acid concentration in excess of 0.01 M was required for the reaction to proceed. SEM 

images of the material fiom the upper layer showed that increasing the acid 

concentration had the effect of increasing the concentration of crystalline material in 

the sample. However,, there was always a large amount of non-crystalline amorphous 

material in the resulting materials. I 

0.01 M 0.05 M 0.10 M 0.25 M 0.50 M Aqueous acid/APS layer 

(a) 5 min 
-Chloroform/aniline layer 

Figure 6.2 Scheme showing the progress of parallel interfacial synthesis with varying 
acid concentrations. The green colour is indicative of a doped polyaniline suspension. 

6.2.4.2 Solvent optimisation 

In order to examine the effect of the solvent on the yield and morphology of the 

polymerisation reaction, the synthesis was repeated using toluene instead of 

chloroform as the organic layer. Toluene, unlike chloroform, is less dense than water 

so the polymer migrates to the lower aqueous layer fiom the interface. 0.285 g (0.125 

M) APS was dissolved in 10 ml of 0.5 M TFSA and combined with 0.5 1 ml (0.5 M) 

aniline dissolved in 10 ml of toluene and sealed in a 25 ml glass vial. SEM images 



showed that changing the solvent to toluene had little effect on the sample 

morphology. 

6.2.4.3 Monomer optimisation 

In order to examine the effect of the monomer concentration on the yield and 

morphology of the polymerisation reaction, the monomer (aniline) concentration was 

varied while maintaining the oxidant to acid ratio using the optimum acid 

concentration fiom the previous experiment (0.5 M). Chiou [214] saw that much 

reduced aniline concentrations during the oxidative polymerisation reaction can lead 

to high concentrations of nanofibrous polymer. However, the concentration used (8 

mM) was too low to yield sufficient polymer for NMR analysis. A reaction was 

carried out with reduced aniline concentration: 0.285 g (0.125 M) APS was dissolved 

in 10 ml of 0.5 M TFSA and combined with 0.05 1 ml(0.05 M) aniline dissolved in 10 

ml of toluene and sealed in a 25 ml glass vial. A similar reaction was carried out with 

an increased aniline concentration (1.0 M). SEM images showed that altering the 

aniline concentration, within the range where producing hundreds of milligrams of 

polyaniline was possible, had no obvious effect on sample morphology. 

6.2.4.4 Oxidant optimisation 

To examine the effect of the oxidant concentration on the yield and morphology of the 

polymerisation reaction, the oxidant (APS) concentration was increased to 0.25 M 

while maintaining the monomer to acid ratio constant using the optimum acid 

concentration (0.5 M) and the optimum monomer ratio (0.5 M) determined fiom the 

previous experiments. Increasing the concentration of the oxidant had the effect of 

favouring the growth of crystalline flakes instead of crystalline rods in an amorphous 

matrix. Further increases in oxidant concentration to 0.5 M and 0.75 M resulted in the 

formation of crystalline flakes in a mixed crystalline/amorphous material, but no 

crystalline nanon-rods were observed. 

6.2.4.5 Polymerisation in a magnetic field 

A number of small scale interfacial syntheses was carried out in a large magnetic field 

in the hope of promoting more ordered polymerisation at the interface and hence the 

growth of crystalline nanorods over amorphous materials. The reaction was scaled 

down to fit in a 10 mm ID NMR tube. 0.5 1 ml(0.5 M) of aniline was dissolved in 10 

ml chloroform and 1 ml of this was placed in an NMR tube. To this was added 1 ml of 



a solution of 0.125 M APS in 0.5 M TFSA. This was placed in a modified variable 

field Bruker WP80 NMR magnet at room temperature (293 K) and 0 T field. A blue 

colour formed at the interface after 5 minutes which spread within 10 minutes to the 

whole of the upper aqueous layer. The sample was removed from the magnet after 30 

minutes and a drop was removed fiom the upper aqueous layer and drop-coated onto 

an SEM stub. This process was repeated for two similar fields at 0.5 T and 1 T. SEM 

images showed no change in the morphology with increasing magnetic field. It also 

showed no change due to the reduced sample volume. 

6.2.4.6 Large scale reactions 

In order to obtain samples in the quantities needed for NMR analysis (0.5-1 g) it was 

necessary to increase the synthesis scale from 20 ml total volume to 150-300 ml total 

volume. A general synthetic route was followed and only the acid concentration was 

varied. Acid concentrations of 0.5 M, 0.4 M, 0.2 M and 0.7 M, were used to obtain 

samples nano2, nano3, nano4 and nano7, respectively, which had different degrees of 

doping and crystallinity. 

In each case 6.59 ml (0.5 M) of aniline was dispersed in 150 ml chloroform and to 

this was slowly added a solution of 4.27 g (0.125 M) APS in TFSA of varying 

concentration to form an interface. A blue colour formed at the interface after 5 

minutes, which spread within 10 mins to the whole of the upper aqueous layer. After 

24 hours the upper layer had turned to a greenhlack colour, indicating the presence of 

doped polyaniline. The upper phase was then carefully removed and the by-products 

were removed by overnight dialysis against deionised water, with 12,000-1 5,000 MW 

cutoff dialysis tubing. Some of the resultant dispersion was drop-coated onto an SEM 

stub. The dialysed sample was filtered, water washed and the resultant greenblack 

fine powder was dried in an oven at 323 K overnight. 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to probe the nano-crystalline structure of 

the polymers synthesised using the interfacial synthetic route. It proved difficult to 

image these heterogeneous powders by AFM, so a number of methods of sample 

preparation were used. Initially the samples were analysed as pellets -0.7 mm in 

diameter and -0.1 mm thick. These pellets were formed by pressing a small amount 



of the dried polymer powder into a small pellet using a hand-press, using the same 

technique previously described for pressing pellets for conductivity measurements. 

However, the surface crystalline morphology was lost due to the pressure exerted 

during pelletisation. 

A small aliquot, <1 ml, of the concentrated reaction solution was drop coated onto a 

glass slide and allowed to air dry. The drop-coated slide was then analysed using 

AFM but no crystalline material was observed. This is probably due to the fact that 

the overall sample area was so much larger than the relative area of the crystalline 

material and the maximum scan area of the AFM that random placement of the tip 

was unlikely to land on an area containing nano-structures. Spin-coating a glass slide 

with the same reaction solution produced similar results. 

The most effective method of sample preparation was drop-coating onto an SEM stub. 

A small aliquot, <1 ml, of the concentrated reaction solution was drop-coated onto the 

carbon-pad covered aluminium stubs used for SEM. These drop-coated stubs were 

examined using SEM and the position of areas of high concentration of crystalline 

material was noted. This made AFM tip-placement more efficient. 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Review of Synthetic Methods 

A number of synthetic routes to produce nanocrystalline polyaniline were attempted 

with varying degrees of success. 

6.3.1.1 Ultrasound assisted chemical synthesis 

By using modifications of published aqueous oxidative polymerisation procedures 

involving lower temperatures, slower addition rates of oxidant and ultrasonication, 

large quantities of doped polyaniline could be produced. Raman spectra were, as 

expected, very similar to the spectra of the amorphous materials from previous 

syntheses and the main functional groups were similarly assigned. Bulk conductivity 

measurements showed a DC-conductivity of 1.57 ~cm- ' .  

However these samples were invariably amorphous. Particle sizing of the samples 

from the ultrasound assisted chemical synthesis using a Malvern Zetasizer showed a 

particle size of >l pm. Dilution of the concentrated aqueous polymer reaction solution 

and resizing using the Zetasizer did not result in any change in size. Filtration of the 



concentrated reaction solution through a 1.5 pm membrane filter and resizing using 

the zetasizer showed a bimodal distribution centered on -100 nrn and >1 p.m. Indeed 

recent work by Innis [74] shows that rapid addition and vigorous stirring is more 

effective than slow additions for formation of nanocrystalline material. 

6.3.1.2 Electrosynthesis 

On the other hand electrochemical synthetic routes did not produce sufficient 

quantities of polymer. Polymer growth via cyclic voltammetry produced a small 

amount (< 50 mg) of conducting polyaniline. Raman spectroscopy showed similar 

response to the amorphous polyaniline and that of the ultrasound assisted chemical 

synthesis and the bulk conductivity was 0.52 ~cm- ' .  Particle sizing showed a particle 

size of > l  pm. 

Wavenumber 

Figure 6.3 Raman spectra of polymer region of the ultrasound assisted chemical 
synthesis (-) and electrochemical synthesis (-), nonnalised with respect to the band at 
1570 cm-I showing differences in the polaron bands at -1330cm-' and 1380 crnm1. 

6.3.1.3 Surfactant based synthesis 

Polymerisation from a colloidal microemulsion with DBSA, apparently produced 

aggregated nanoparticles. Particle sizing by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) of 

the concentrated solution from the centrifugation of the DBSA doped polyaniline 

showed a broad distribution with a polydispersity index (PDI) of 0.83. Dilution did 

not change the distribution significantly. Filtration through a 450 nm membrane filter 

resulted in a broad peak around 138 nm with a PDI of 0.39 indicating a range of 



particle sizes of around 138 nm. It is possible that the broad distribution in the 

concentrated solution was due to the aggregation of the small -120 nm particles. 
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Figure 6.4 The intensity distribution and correlation data fits from PCS for the 
concentrated polyaniline DBSA with a z-average 959 nm (PDI 0.830) (-) and filtered 
polyaniline DBSA with a z-average 13 8 nm (PDI 0.399) (-). 

The scanning electron microscopy images of a sample of DBSA doped polyaniline 

show that it is composed of small spherical particles on the -100 nm scale and larger 

aggregates. 



Figure 6.5 SEM images of sample polyaniline DBSAl showing small spherical 
nanoparticles (-100nm) and larger clusters. 

However, due to the nature of the synthetic route the surfactant DBSA was present as 

both the surfactant and the dopant. The initial scope of this work was to compare 

these nanostructured materials with the TFSA doped amorphous polyaniline samples 

from the previous chapter. For this it was necessary to replace all of the DBSA with 

TFSA while retaining nanostructure. Normal methods of dopant removal by washing 

in basic solution were unsuccessful in this case and this synthetic route was not 

pursued. 

Two interesting observations were noted in the NMR profiles of DBSA doped 

polyaniline; the profiles obtained are not sensitive to dopant concentration and the 1 4 ~  

quadrupolar dips (observed at frequencies between 3.5 and 0.3 MHz) in polyaniline 

doped with TFSA and HPF6 are suppressed. Kimmich and Anoardo [50] have shown 

that, for organic macromolecules and proteins, quadrupolar dips arise due to backbone 

fluctuations. This indicates that doping with DBSA results in a polymer with reduced 

backbone fluctuations relative to TFSA doped polyaniline. This is probably due to the 

steric restraints imposed by the larger surfactant molecule. Also the dopant has a large 

number of protons which may add to the NMR relaxation response. 
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Figure 6.6 Relaxation profiles of polyaniline DBSA samples at 298 K; DBSAl (w, y- 
value = 0.59), DBSA2 (a, y-value = 0.46) and DBSA3 ( A ,  y-value = 0.63). 

6.3.1.4 Interfacial synthesis 

Interfacial synthesis yielded semi-crystalline materials all of which retained some 

amorphous component. The goal of a completely nano-structured material was not 

achieved. However, this synthetic route produced the most consistent and useful 

nano-structured materials and the following detailed results section and subsequent 

discussion will therefore, focus on the materials synthesised by interfacial methods. 

6.3.2 Analysis of ICP's produced by interfacial synthesis 

6.3.2.1 Particle Sizing 

Particle sizing by PCS of the concentrated solution of the top layer of the interfacial 

synthesis showed large particles on the order of >5 p.m. Dilution and filtration did not 

change this result significantly. This is probably due to the agglomeration of 

amorphous material or, as PCS provides the diameter of the sphere of equivalent 

volume, rod of length -1 mm and diameter of >1 pm could be present, which would 

have the equivalent volume of a very large sphere. 



Figure 6.7 The correlation data from PCS for concentrated polyaniline TFSA from 
interfacial synthesis with a z-average=373 nm (PDI=l) (-). Note the multi-exponential 
correlation data indicating multiple particle sizes across a wide range. 

6.3.2.2 SEM 

Scanning electron microscopy was used to estimate the degree of crystallinity of the 

samples. Imaging was carried out with a general voltage of 20 kV, without gold- 

coating as the samples are conducting. The major feature of these preparations was 

the presence of crystalline rods 0.1-2 pm in diameter with length on the order of 

microns to millimetres. However, it was not possible to synthesise a sample consisting 

purely of micro-rods, there was always a significant amorphous component detectable 

by SEM. 

(a> (b) 
Figure 6.8 SEM images of (a) polyaniline HCl and (b) polyaniline TFSA showing 
crystalline rods of the order of 0.1-2 pm in diameter and millimetres in length. 



The acid type, solvent type, monomer concentration and the presence of a strong 

magnetic field during synthesis had little or no effect on the nanorod size, shape or 

relative content of nanocrystalline to amorphous polymer. 

(a) (b) ( 4  
Figure 6.9 SEM images showing nanorods in an amorphous polymer matrix for samples 
(a) normal conditions (0.5:0.5:0.125 M acid:monomer:oxidant ratio at room temperature) 
(b) with increased monomer concentration (1 M) and (c) under a 1 T magnetic field. 

However, increasing the oxidant concentration resulted in the formation of crystalline 

flakes -2 pm in diameter, as opposed to the rods produced in the syntheses with 

monomer:oxidant ratios of 4: 1 or less. Figure 6.1 1 shows SEM images for samples 

synthesised on a small scale with constant acid and monomer concentrations (0.5 M) 

but with increasing oxidant concentration. 

(a) (b) ( 4  
Figure 6.10 SEM images of polyaniline TFSA grown using constant acid and monomer 
concentrations and an oxidant concentration of (a) 0.25 M, (b) 0.5 M and (c) 0.75 M 
showing an increase in the proportion of flake-like crystalline phase embedded in 
amorphous polyaniline. 

For both the smaller and larger scale preparations increasing the acid concentration 

had the effect of increasing the amount of crystalline material in the sample. The 

sample fiom large scale synthesis, nano2 was estimated to have -60 % crystalline 

material, nano3 -30 %, nano4 -20 % and nano7 -70 %. 



Figure 6.11 Low magnification SEM images of (a) nano2 (b) nano3 (c) nano4 and (d) 
nano7. 

6.3.2.3 AFM 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to further probe the nano-crystalline 

structure of these polymers. However, the heterogeneous nature of the materials made 

it difficult to obtain clear AFM images. SEM had shown that most of the crystalline 

structure was covered by amorphous polymer. Smooth rastering of the AFM tip 

across the crystalline rod surface was impeded by amorphous material and the 

crystalline nanostructures were not clearly observable. The effect of amorphous 

polymer on the AFM image of nanocrystalline material is shown in figure 6.12. 



Rigure 6.12 AFM (upper) and SEM (lower) images of sample nano2 showing 
crystalline structure underneath amorphous material. 

To overcome this problem SEM was used to find regions in the stub where the 

crystalline material was not covered by amorphous polymer. These areas were noted 

and examined by AFM. AFM images showed that the crystalline rods were generally 

<1 pm in diameter (figure 6.13). 



Figure 6.13 SEM (top), AFM (middle) and AFM derivative (bottom) images of 
sample nano4 showing crystalline rods -1 pm in diameter. 

A more detailed examination of nanocrystalline rods using AFM was carried out on 

the highly crystalline nano7 sample. A much slower scan speed was used to obtain 

higher resolution AFM images, which clearly showed a number of rods of -1 pm 

diameter. It also showed that the larger rods, those > 1 wm, actually consisted of a 

number of sub micron-sized rods joined together. 
- 

(a) (b) (c) ( 4  
Figure 6.14 (a) Original AFM image, (b) derivative, (c) three-dimensional image and (d) 
cross-sectional size plot of nanorods in the highly crystalline sample nano7. 

The fine structure of the amorphous material observed by AFM was found to consist 

of agglomerations of small spherical nanoparticles with a diameter of 4 0 0  ntn. These 



nanoparticles were also observable in some cases using SEM but were however at the 

limit of the resolution of the SEM equipment. 

N 
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Figure 6.15 SEM (right top) and AFM (left) images and a cross-section from AFM 
(right bottom) showing spherical nano-crystalline particles of about 90-200 nm 
diameter. 

A feature of the small scale preparations with a high oxidant concentration was the 

presence of highly crystalline flakes -1 pm in diameter. SEM and AFM images of a 

sample synthesised with four times the normal concentration of oxidant both showed 

the presence of crystalline flakes in an amorphous matrix and did not show any rod- 

like morphology. 

Figure 6.16 AFM (left), cross-sections (centre) and SEM (right) images showing the 
micro-crystalline flake morphology in samples grown with high oxidant 
concentrations. 



6.3.2.4 Conductivity 

Conductivity measurements were attempted on all samples using the 4-point probe 

apparatus described in Chapter 2. The pin spacing was 0.9 mm and currents ranging 

from 0.01-20 mA were applied. However, a stable, repeatable voltage, and therefore 

conductivity value, could not be obtained. This is probably due to the heterogeneous 

nature of these materials. 

6.3.2.5 Dopant concentration (y-value) 

The table below shows the y-values for all of the samples analysed by NMR 

relaxometry prepared by large-scale interfacial synthesis. A number of powder 

samples from the same preparation were analysed by CHN microanalysis and the 

resulting y-values were found to be within -3 % of each other indicating whilethe 

samples are spatially heterogeneous the quantities used for microanalysis are 

statistically representative of the bulk material. 

Table 6.3 Dopant concentration of polyaniline TFSA grown by large scale interfacial 
synthesis 

6.3.2.6 NMR 

The FFC-NMR measurements were carried out on the Stelar spinmaster FFC-NMR 

2000 relaxometer using pre-polarised and non-polarised sequences. The 

magnetisation recovery curves were mono-exponential at all fields and at all 

temperatures for all dopant and crystallinity levels. 

y-value 

0.379 

0.294 

0.28 1 

0.395 

Sample %N %F 

13.42 

10.34 

9.3 1 

13.65 

Nan02 

Nan03 

Nan04 

Nan07 

8.7 

8.62 

8.15 

8.53 



(a) (b) 
Figure 6.17 Mono-exponential magnetisation recovery curves of samples nano4 (a) and 
nano7 (m) at 298 K at (a) 10 MHz and (b) 0.1 MHz. 

It is immediately apparent that T2 is much larger for the highly crystalline materials 

and as a result the signal to noise ratio of the FID is much greater than for the less 

crystalline samples (figure 6.17). The data recorded is also of better quality than that 

obtained for amorphous preparations of similar dopant content, Chapter 5. The FID of 

mixed crystalline and amorphous polymer blends usually exhibit multi-exponentiality. 

However, due to efficient spin-diffusion between the crystalline and amorphous 

regions in polyaniline the FID is probably mono-exponential. The magnetisation was 

sampled by summing the intensity in the time range indicated by dashed lines in 

figure 5.4. The TI value obtained is insensitive to the interval used for this 

summation, although extending the interval to longer times (greater than 0.0003 s) 

increased the error in TI. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.18 Free induction decays of (a) nano7 (-, y-value = 0.395) and the less crystalline 
nano4 (-, y-value = 0.281) and (b) nano7 (-) and an amorphous sample with similar dopant 
concentration TFSA2 (-, y-value = 0.389), each with 32 scans, showing monoexponential 
decays. 

NMR relaxation profiles showed that the nano-crystalline samples had good 

reproducibility and stability. A number of NMR profiles were recorded over the 

temperature range (253 - 348 K) and the ambient temperature response (298 K) was 

rerecorded between each experiment to confirm sample stability. The samples 

remained stable over a number of weeks. L W  

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 6.19 Relaxation profiles recorded at 298 K showing the stability of samples 
nano7 initially (m) and after 9 weeks (o), and for nano2 initially (A)  and after 3 
weeks (A). 



The samples with lower levels of crystallinity and with lower dopant levels (nano3 

and nano4) showed little observable temperature dependence. This was as expected 

from previous experiments on low dopant concentration amorphous polyaniline. 

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 6.20 Relaxation profiles of low crystallinity content sample nano3 recorded at 
298 K (m), 323 K (a), and 348 K (A). 

The samples with higher dopant concentrations and higher levels of crystallinity 

(nano7 and nano2) show temperature dependence at higher temperatures similar to 

that observed for highly doped amorphous polymers. 

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 6.21 Relaxation profiles of sample nano7 recorded at 298 K (m), 323 K ; 
and 348 K (A). 



As was observed for the amorphous polymers, the relaxation profiles are dependent 

on the dopant concentration as TI decreases across the frequency range with dopant 

concentration. 

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

I I 

Figure 6.22 Relaxation profiles recorded at 298 K of samples nano2(.), nano3 (A),  
nano4 (A) and nano7 (m). 

6.4 Discussion 

6.4.1 19F NMR 

Triflic acid, the dopant used in this work, was chosen as it contains fluorine. As a 

result 19F NMR relaxation times could be used as a probe for dopant motion. As was 

observed for amorphous polymers, in Chapter 5, the 19F NMR response is insensitive 

to both dopant concentration and temperature change. The relaxation profiles do show 

a slight change from the amorphous response, but when the curves are fitted with the 

Cole-Cole spectral density function the correlation times and degree of correlation 

obtained are very similar ( T ~ ~ ~ ~  = 3.6(8)~10-~ s T,N,, = 2.9(2)~10-~ s and 6~,,,,, = 

0.36(4) = 0.35(2)). The measured 29 ns correlation time for TFSA anion 

tumbling is again on the expected timescale for molecular tumbling in a moderately 

restricted environment at this temperature and a correlation value of 0.35 indicates a 

significantly correlated motion. Thus the anion motion is not restricted or controlled 

by the bulk crystallinity, or the dopant level. 
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Figure 6.23 "F relaxation profiles of samples nano7 (m), nano3 (A), and TFSA2 (X) 
at 298 K and sample nano7 (o) at 323 K. 

6.4.2 'H NMR 

6.4.2.1 Quadrupolar Dips 

As was observed for the amorphous samples, the smooth gradual increase of TI with 

field strength is interrupted by three peaks at defined frequencies (0.74 MHz, 1.56 

MHz and 2.30 MHz). These are quadrupolar dips and the affected frequency 

range is omitted from the data analysis which follows. 

0.01 0.1 1 10 

Proton Lamor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 6.24 Relaxation profile of nano7 showing three quadrupolar dips (inset). 



6.4.2.2 Effects of crystallinity on NMR response 

It is currently accepted that conduction of ICP's is limited by charge carrier diffusion 

though the less doped amorphous regions. This FID measured for the amorphous 

sample with the Bruker minispec (Chapter 5) shows that there is a contribution to the 

NMR signal from the crystalline part for a mostly amorphous material. The FID 

recorded on the field-cycling magnet for the polyaniline TFSA samples from 

interfacial synthesis shows a large increase in signal intensity due to longer T2 values 

associated with increasing crystallinity of the material. 
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Figure 6.25 Free induction decays of semi-crystalline samples nano7 (-, y-value = 

0.395), nano2 (-, y-value = 0.379) nano3 (-, y-value = 0.294), nano4 (-, y-value = 

0.281) and amorphous sample TFSA4 (---, y-value = 0.399), each with 32 scans, 
showing the effect of increases in bulk crystallinity on the NMR signal. 

6.4.2.3 Dimensionality 

The crystalline or partially crystalline polyaniline TFSA samples were analysed in the 

same manner to the amorphous polymers from the previous chapter. A power-law 

spectral density function was applied succesfully to fit the data. For the purposes of 

the fit the region containing the quadropole dips was omitted from the data sets. The 

highly crystalline samples were fit accurately but the due to the smaller signal-to- 

noise ratio and associated errors, analysing data with low dopant concentrations was 

more problematic. 



Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 6.26 'H relaxation profiles for samples nano2 (a), nano3 (A), nano4 (V) and 
nano7 (H) fit with the power-law function for fractal dimensionality. The regions 
containing quadrupole dips were omitted from the fits and are represented by open 
markers. 

The samples exhibiting lower crystallinity (nano3 and nano4) share similar 

characteristics to amorphous samples with low dopant content from regime (i) 

(figures 5.24 and 5.25); low signal-to-noise and no temperature dependence of the 

power law. The samples with higher dopant content (nano2 and nano7) share similar 

characteristics with similarly doped amorphous materials, regime (ii) and (iii), such as 

high signal-to-noise and temperature dependence of the power law, despite having 

much higher bulk crystallinity. 

Interpretation 1. Polaron transport through undoped regions. 

As with the data from the amorphous samples, the power-law dependence of the 'H 

profiles can be interpreted in two ways. In the first interpretation it is suggested that 

the behaviour arises from the relaxation of the nuclear spins coupling to 

electronic spins modulated by the motion of charge carriers through the undoped part 

of the material. The resulting dimensionalities for charge carrier motion plotted as a 

function of dopant mole fraction and overlaid with the equivalent results for the 

amorphous samples are presented in figure 6.27. Surprisingly, the values for the nano- 

crystalline polymers correspond very closely to those of the amorphous materials 
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Figure 6.27 Spatial dimensionality, d, as a function of dopant mole fraction from fits 
to spectral density functions for fractal dimensionality for the amorphous samples 
from the previous chapter (o) and the nanocrystalline samples (m). 

The nanocrystalline samples have extensive crystalline nanostructure, detectable by 

SEM, but show similar NMR characteristics to the amorphous samples of comparable 

dopant levels. This indicates that the dimensionality of the charge carriers through the 

undoped, amorphous regions is not affected by the bulk crystallinity. It suggests that 

the improved conductivity observed in some of these materials is not due to increased 

diffusion through the amorphous regions, but probably is due to increased diffusion 

rates through the crystalline regions possibly arising from enhanced chain ordering. 

Due to the limitations of the synthesis fully crystalline polyaniline samples could not 

be prepared. Films of a fully crystalline, fully doped polyaniline material were 

synthesised using a self-stabilised dispersion technique by Lee at a1 [69] and were 

shown to have metallic-like conduction and a room-temperature conductivity of 

>I000 ~cm- ' .  The temperature dependence and large increase in bulk conductivity 

suggests this material exhibits three-dimensional diffusion. This indicates that such a 

fully crystalline material does not have non-conducting regions to limit polaron 

motion. The NMR dispersion of such a motion might be expected to be frequency 

independent at low frequency. 

Interpretation 2. Backbone fluctuations. 

The second interpretation suggests that the NMR relaxation is due to 'H-'H relaxation 

modulated by backbone fluctuations caused by polaron motion through the material. 



The powers, or b-values, from the fits to the power law spectral density model can 

then be related to the structural (df) and dynamic (it) dimensionality characteristics of 

the material. [168, 1691 As in the last chapter d can be assumed to be 4/3. [I651 The 

resulting fractal dimensionalities, df, for backbone fluctuations were plotted as a 

function of dopant mole fraction and were overlaid with the equivalent results for the 

amorphous samples, figure 6.28. 
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Figure 6.28 Fractal dimensionality, df, as a function of dopant mole fraction for the 
amorphous samples from the previous chapter (n) and the nanocrystalline samples (m) 

For both amorphous and crystalline polymers as the y-value approaches 0.5, the 

distribution of the protons becomes uniform where the dimensionality is -3. This 

suggests that the dimensionality of the network is the same for both amorphous and 

crystalline phases, and is determined by the dopant level. Unfortunately attempts 

made to use EDAX and Auger spectroscopy to measure dopant levels in the 

crystalline and amorphous regions separately were inconclusive. 



6.5 Conclusions 

The aim of this project was to prepare pure nanocrystalline polyaniline to determine 

how changes in crystallinity affects the physical properties of these polymers. A 

number of synthetic approaches were used in an attempt to produce a highly 

crystalline material. The simplest was a modified aqueous polymerisation, which 

while producing the required yield of polymer showed no obvious crystalline 

morphology. Electrochemical methods proved less successful, as the polymer could 

not be grown in sufficient quantities for NMR analysis. Surfactant synthesis 

succeeded in producing large amounts of nano-structured polymer. However, the 

surfactant proved difficult to remove and attempted replacement with a TFSA anion 

proved ineffective. 

The most successful route to nanocrystalline polymers was by interfacial synthesis. In 

this approach the polymer is grown at the interface of a monomer/organic solvent 

solution and oxidant/aqueous acid solution. SEM and AFM analysis showed that this 

route yielded materials with > 60 % of the sample consisting of crystalline rods of 

0.1-2 pm diameter and millimetres long. However, the remaining part of the sample 

was amorphous. The relative concentration of the crystalline material could be 

increased with increasing acid concentration, but as triflic acid fumes strongly in air it 

is difficult to make accurate or highly concentrated acid solutions and a fully 

crystalline material could not be synthesised with this dopant. 

A number of samples of varying crystallinity were synthesised, analysed by CHN 

microanalysis and NMR and compared with amorphous polymers of similar dopant 

levels. The T2 of the samples increases greatly with increasing crystallinity. This 

indicates that the NMR response arises from the crystalline part of the material. 

However, when the TI profiles were examined they showed very similar behaviour to 

the amorphous materials; the low-dopant concentration samples showed no 

temperature response and poor data quality whereas the high dopant concentration 

samples the dimensionality increased with temperature. Therefore, the increase in T2 

may be explained as due to increased motion in the crystalline regions, which is 

averaged by efficient spin diffusion between regions of the polymer. 

The TI profiles were fitted using a power-law spectral density function. This power 

law behaviour was interpreted as being due to relaxation by electronic spins of slow 

charge carrier dynamics through the undoped regions of the material or as 



homonuclear dipolar interactions modulated by slow backbone fluctuations arising 

from doped chains. In both cases the extracted dirnensionalities showed very similar 

behaviour to the amorphous materials. This indicates that the dimensionality is not 

governed by the bulk crystallinity but by the dopant concentration and that the dopant 

is just as likely to reside in the amorphous regions as the crystalline regions. It also 

suggests that the enhanced electrical properties of these materials are not due to 

increased diffusion through the undoped part of the polymer but to increased difXlsion 

rates through the highly doped regions, possibly due to enhanced chain ordering. 

Contrary to our expectations, analysis of crystalline samples cannot be used to 

differentiate between the two interpretations. 



Overall Conclusions and Future Work 

It has been shown that field-cycling NMR is an effective analytical tool in the study 

of the mechanisms of transport in a number of solid conducting systems. A detailed 

mechanism for fluoride ion conduction in superionic PbSnF4 was developed from 1 9 ~  

NMR relaxometry data that is consistent with the diffraction and conductivity 

measurements. Using the fluoride jump distances and Arrhenius prefactors extracted 

from the analysis of the NMR data, a slower correlated motion was assigned to in- 

plane fluoride translational motion, while a fast correlated motion was assigned to 

non-translational out-of-plane fluoride jumps into nominally vacant sites. We propose 

that conductivity in PbSnF4 is due to translational fluoride jumps in the conducting 

plane, facilitated by the fast exchange process that creates vacancies in the conducting 

plane which act as Frenkel defects. 

Similar correlated charge carrier transport dynamics were observed in the high 

temperature phase of the superprotonic solid acid, C S ~ ( H S ~ ~ ) ~ ( H ~ P ~ ~ ) ~ .  Using 

dynamic and structural parameters extracted from the 'H NMR data, an 'NMR' 

conductivity was calculated. While this is systematically greater than the conductivity 

obtained from impedence spectroscopy, the activation energy for conduction from 

NMR is in good agreement. The NMR analysis suggests that the conductivity 

increase, going from the low-temperature to the high-temperature superprotonic 

phase, is largely due to a large expansion of the lattice, and that the correlation time 

for proton motion is very weakly temperature dependent. 

A number of doped polyaniline samples were synthesised with a range of dopant 

contents. Fitting the 'H NMR analysis to a power law function showed that a change 

in the power with dopant content that could be interpreted in two ways. The first 

interpretation assumes that the power is related to the dimensionality of charge 

carriers through the undoped, less conducting part of the material. This dimensionality 

is inversely related to the conductivity which indicates that conductivity increase with 

a decrease in transport through the non-conducting regions. The second interpretation 

assumes that the power is related to the structural dimensionality of the backbone 

fluctuations of the polymer. This can be assigned to increases polymer motion with 

increasing dopant content. There is also a direct correlation to the conductivity 



suggesting that conductivity increases as the homogeneity of the proton distribution, 

and hence doping, increases. 

Nanocrystalline doped polyaniline was synthesised by a number of methods, of which 

interfacial synthesis proved most useful for our needs. A number of samples were 

synthesised with varying crystallinity levels which were analysed by microscopy and 

NMR. The 'H NMR data resulted in very little change, with increasing crystallinity, 

to the trends observed in related amorphous samples. "F NMR was used to 

characterise dopant mobility in both amorphous and crystalline materials and it was 

shown that in both materials the anion is not directly involved in the conductivity. 

The limited time and the vastness of the field of field solid conducting materials 

leaves scope for much future work. In the area of solid ionic conductors future work 

could involve investigation into related fluoride ion conductors such as BaSnF4 and 

PbF2. Other possibilities including studies of conducting lithium solid electrolytes 

could be of tremendous scientific importance, as many of the electrolytes used today 

are based on lithium. There is also a large range of superprotonic conductors in the 

solid acid and perskovite family with well defined structures that would lend 

themselves well to study by field-cycling NMR. A more detailed study of crystalline 

conducting polymers and related carbon nanotube materials could be carried out by 

field-cycling methods, as this area is gaining commercial recognition in the field of 

biomedicine and consumer goods as well as fuel cell applications. 
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Appendix 1 - Ionic Liquids 

Al . l  Introduction 
Ionic liquids are derived from surfactants and typically consist of a large organic 

cation such as pyridiniurn, imidazolium or quaternary ammonium ions (figure Al.  1) 

and an anion such as a halide, BF i  or CF3S03. [228] They are defined as salts with a 

melting temperature below the boiling point of water (373 K). Many ionic liquids 

have a melting point far below this temperature and some are in the liquid state at 

room temperature. The latter are referred to as room temperature ionic liquids 

(RTILs) and much of the recent work on ionic liquids has been concerned with these 

materials. [229] Ionic liquids also have a wide liquid range (-300 K), and have high 

thermal, electrochemical and chemical stability. The physical properties of ionic 

liquids are influenced by many factors such as molecular weight and stoichiometery, 

anionic and cationic charges and charge distribution. One of the main points of 

interest of these compounds is the variability of their physicochemical properties as 

function of cationic and anionic components and the ease with which these may be 

varied. 

Figure A l . l  Cations commonly used in ionic liquids. 

Ionic liquids have found use in many branches of chemical research including 

synthesis, separation and electrochemistry. One of the most extensively utilised 

applications of these materials was their use as replacements for organic solvents in 

chemical syntheses. The main advantages of ionic liquids over the traditional solvents 

are their extremely low vapour pressure, wide solubility, miscibility, non-volatility or 

flammability and low toxicity. It has been reported that the use of ionic liquids in 

Diels-Alder, Friedel-Crafts [230, 23 11 and metal-catalysed reactions [232] can give 

rise to greater yields, higher reaction rates and improved product selectivity. 

Ionic liquids have also shown promise in separation applications. Methylimidazole 

based compounds have been used as low-polarity stationary phases for GC and 

showed good thermal stability and good sample retention properties. [233] Similar 



materials have been used in HPLC experiments where they showed decreased band 

tailing and band broadening and improved resolution. They have also been used as 

solvents for liquid-liquid extractions, as they can give rise to pH-dependent 

liquidiliquid partitioning, and also as matrices for mass spectrometry due to their 

excellent vacuum stability and solubilising properties. [234] 

One of the most recent applications of ionic liquids is in sensor devices, which use 

ionic liquids as sensing materials for organic vapours and are based on the variable 

viscosity of ionic liquid membranes with increased dissolution of analytes in the 

membrane. [235] Similar materials have also found use in electrochemical devices as 

electrolytes, photochemical solar cells and capacitors. [236] 

Most of the research in this field, including the present work, has focused on 

imidazoliurn-based ionic liquids. This class of ionic liquids possess all of the 

properties desired in these compounds, good stability, low vapour pressure, wide 

solubility, miscibility, non-volatility or flammability, low toxicity, low cost and the 

anions are easily exchanged by either lewis acid or anion metathesis routes. These 

compounds are generally synthesised fiom 1 -methylimidazole, 1 -ethyl-3- 

methylimidazole or a similar related compound. One drawback of these imidazole 

based compounds is they tend to be hygroscopic. This problem can be overcome by 

preparing ionic liquids using dialkylimidazolium cations with water stable anions 

such as nitrates, sulphates and tetrafluoroborates. [229,237] 

A1.2 Experimental 

A1.2.1 Synthesis 

Figure A1.2 Synthesis of 3-Methyl- 1 -(alkyl)imidazolium bromide. 

A range of compounds was prepared by our collaborators in Dr Nick Gathergoods 

group in the School of Chemical Sciences in DCU. The synthesis was similar for each 

compound and the general synthetic route was as follows. To a stirred solution of 

lOmmol 1-methylimidazole in 15ml of dry diethyl ether at 268 K under nitrogen, 

12mmol of alkyl bromoacetate was added dropwise. The reaction mixture was stirred 

vigorously at 268 K for 90 mins and left overnight at room temperature. The diethyl 



ether phase was carefully removed and the ionic liquid was washed with diethyl ether, 

the residual solvent was removed in vacuo, and the product was dried at 333 K to 

yield a viscous liquid. 

Figure A1.3 Anion Exchange reaction of 3-Methyl-1-(alky1)imidazoliurn bromide to 
form 3-Methyl-1 -(alkyl)imidazolium NTfy 

To form the trifluoromethane sulfonimide salt (NTf2) an anion exchange reaction (Br- 

to NTfd was set up. 2.5mmol of the ionic liquid from the first step was dissolved in 

5ml water and 3mmol of lithium trifluoromethane sulfonirnide (LiNTf2) was added 

and stirred vigorously at room temperature overnight. The product was washed with 

water, any solvent was removed by rotary evaporation and the product was dried 

yielding a viscous liquid. 

A number of compounds were synthesised with varying chain lengths, anions and 

number of oxygen atoms in the aliphatic backbone. The following compounds were 

synthesised: 



Table Al.1 Table of structures and physical characteristics of the ionic liquids in this 

A1.2.3 NMR relaxometry 

study 
Label Cation Structure Appearance Anion 

4CO-Tf 

viscous oil 

0 

I O C - ~ f  \NAN? Yellow NT~; 

w 
0 

- 
1 OCO-Tf NTfY 

J viscous oil 

0 

All 'H relaxation measurements were carried out on the Stelar spinmaster FFC-NMR 

2000 relaxometer using pre-polarised and non-polarised sequences. The 

magnetisation recovery curves were mono-exponential for all samples at all fields and 

at all temperatures. 

5C-Br 

viscous oil 

0 

Yellow Br- 
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Figure A1.4 Magnetisation recovery curves recorded at 298 K at (a) 16MHz and (b) O.1MHz 
for ionic liquids 10C-Tf ( 0 )  and 10CO-Tf (m). 
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A1.3 Results 
Approximately 1 cm3 of each sample was placed in a 10 mm ID NMR tube under 

nitrogen and sealed. In order to test the thermal stability of the samples, a relaxation 

profile of each sample was collected initially at 298 K. The sample was heated and 

cooled in order to obtain profiles at different temperatures and after each 

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 090 0.25 

Time (s) 

heatingicooling cycle the profile at 298 K was recorded and was found to show no 

significant change from the original profile recorded at this temperature. 

Proton Larrnor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure A1.5 'H NMR profiles at 298K showing the stability of samples 10C-Tf (e o) 
and 7CO-Br (mu) initially (solid marks) and after heating the sample to 348 K (open 
marks) for a number of hours. 



Relaxation profiles, over the 'H frequency range 20-O.OlMHz, were recorded for each 

sample at a number of temperatures. All of the samples, regardless of cation structure 

or anion type showed similar changes in the behaviour of their relaxation profiles with 

increasing temperature. The TI increased considerably with temperature across the 

field range from 298-348 K demonstrating that the systems are in the extreme 

narrowing dynamic regime. L :  

r l t  0 01 0.1 1 10 
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Figure A1.6 Relaxation profiles of samples 4CO-Tf (o), 10C-Tf (e), 10CO-Tf (m) 
5C-Br ( ), 5C-Tf ( ), 7CO-Br (0) and 7CO-Tf (A) at (a) 298, (b) 323 and (c) 348 K. 

Several relationships between the structure and the NMR response were apparent. 

These are important as many of the physicochemical properties of ionic liquids are 



related to the structure and dynamics of the cation and also on the nature of the anion. 

The ionic liquids 10CO-Tf and 10C-Tf are very similar with the same anion and 

imidazoliurn head group. Their aliphatic backbones are similar, however unlike 10C- 

Tf which contains a decane group, 10CO-Tf has three carbamoyl groups in the 

backbone. The effect of this modification to the cation structure is that the 'H 

relaxation rate is greater for 1 OCO-Tf across the field range at all temperatures. 

U) 

2 
10C-Tf 

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure A1.7 Relaxation profiles showing the temmrature dependence of 'H 
relaxation for samples 10CO-Tf (moo) and 10C-Tf ( 3, recorded at 298, 323 and 
348 K, respectively. 

For the ionic liquids with similar anions (NTffi and carbomoyl groups in the aliphatic 

backbone (samples 10CO-Tf, 7CO-Tf and 4CO-Tf) a decrease in the backbone chain 

length resulted in a decrease in relaxation rate (R1). This relationship was noted at all 

temperatures at which relaxation profiles were recorded. 
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Figure A1.8 Relaxation profiles of samples IOCO-Tf (m), 7CO-Tf (m) and 4CO-Tf(o) 
recorded at 298 K. 

L 

A similar relationship was also observed for samples with the NTfi anion and an 

alkyl chain (samples 5C-Tf and 10C-TO. A decrease in the backbone chain length 

resulted in a decrease in relaxation rate (RI) and this relationship was also apparent at 

all temperatures at which relaxation profiles were recorded. 

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure A1.9 Relaxation profiles of samples IOC-Tf (.),and 5C-Tf . ), recorded at 298 
K. 

The physicochemical properties may also be altered by changing the anion, which can 

be accomplished by an anion exchange reaction. For both 7CO- and 5C- samples a 

higher relaxation rate was observed at all temperatures for the bromide than for the 

NTf2 salt (figure A 1.10). 



Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure A1.10 'H NMR profiles, recorded at 298 K, showing the dependence of the 
NMR response on the anion, for 7CO-Br (o), 7CO-Tf (A), 5C-Br ( A )  and SC-Tf (*). 

A1.4 Discussion 

The NMR profiles were fitted with a multi-Lorentzian model derived from the 

Bloemenberg-Purcell-Pound (BPP) spectral density function, as described earlier in 

this thesis. Fitting the NMR data to this model indicates there are two independent 'H 

motions. However, the fits were poor, indicating that a better model for the spectral 

density is required. 

Proton Larmor Frequency (MHz) 

Figure A l . l l  'H NMR profiles of sample 5C-Br (m) at 298 K fitted with BPP (-) and 
multi-Lorentzian (-) spectral density functions. Also shown are the contributions from 
the two components in the multi-Lorentzian fit (-). 



The relaxation curves were then analysed using a Cole-Cole model as described 

elsewhere in this thesis to that used earlier in this thesis. All of the NMR data could be 

fitted using this model and correlation times (z,), dipolar coupling constants (P values) 

and correlation co-efficients (6 values) were extracted. 

Table A1.2 Table of correlation parameters extracted from Cole-Cole fits of 
relaxation profiles of ionic liquids at multiple temperatures. 
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Figure A1.12 'H NMR profiles, recorded at 298 K, for samples 7CO-Br (o), 7CO-Tf 
(A) and 10CO-Tf ( )  fitted with a Cole-Cole spectral density function. 

Using the dipolar coupling constants obtained from these fits 'H-'H internuclear 

distances were calculated. Most of the samples show similar behaviour; a surprisingly 

large increase in the average internuclear spacing obtained, of -20% over the 

measured temperature range. 

4 Q I - I n 1 . 1 r I * 1 .  
290 300 31 0  320 330 340 350 

Temperature (K) 

Figure A1.13 Temperature dependence of the 'H-IH internuclear distance from the 
Cole-Cole fits of samples 4CO-Tf (o), 10C-Tf (a), 10CO-Tf (a) 5C-Br (A),  5C-Tf 
(X), 7CO-Br (0) and 7CO-Tf (A). 



The correlation times generally decrease with increasing temperature as expected for 

a thermally activated process. Similar effects have been observed in NMR 

relaxation experiments on ionic liquids and other viscous liquids and glasses by 

Antony. [15, 161 

Temperature (K) 

Figure A1.14 Temperature dependence of the correlation time from the Cole-Cole 
fits of samples 4CO-Tf (o), 10C-Tf (e), 1OCO-Tf (m) 5C-Br (A), 5C-Tf (X), 7CO-Br 
(0) and 7CO-Tf (A). 

Dynamic parameters extracted by NMR relaxometry can be interpreted in terms of 

changes in viscosity [238,239] using the Stokes-Eintstein-Debye relationship: 

[Al. 11 

where z is the dielctric dispersion time (7, = d3), r is the radius of the molecule and 

is the viscosity. The internuclear distances and correlation times extracted from the 

NMR analysis were used to calculate the viscosity of all samples at a number of 

temperatures. The resulting viscosities showed good agreement with the trend in 

viscosity of similar liquids measured traditional methods in the literature (-1 10-10 

mPa s from 300-380 K for bmim[NTf2], a short chain imidazoliurn based RTIL). [12] 



Figure A1.15 Temperature dependence of the viscosities derived from the NMR 
profiles of (a}, 10C-Tf (a), 10CO-Tf In) 5C-Br (A), SC-Tf (S), 7CO-Br (0) and 
7CO-Tf (A) fitted with an Arrhenius function. 

The viscosity of ionic liquids has previously been shown to display an Arrhenius-like 

temperature dependence [240,241] according to the equation: 

Where EAct is the activation energy of the thermally activated process and q.. is the 

viscosity at infinite temperature. An empirical extension of the Arrhenius law, the 

Vogel-Fulcher-Tamrnan (VFT) equation, has been used by some authors to interpret 

the temperature dependence of viscosity in ionic liquids with small symmetric cations 

[lo, 121. The relationship is described as: 

q = Aexp +- [ T B T 0 )  

where A (mPa s), B (K) and To (K) are constants. However, in this case the viscosity 

data derived from NMR data fits to a simple Arrhenius model. This is possibly due to 

the small data sets recorded (figure A1.15 ). 



The main result from this work is the observation that the viscosities calculated from 

NMR data generally increase with chain length for ionic liquids with oxygen atoms in 

the backbone. However, this is not observed for the alkyl analogues. A similar result 

was observed by Tokuda et a1 studying [ R I ~ ~ ~ ] [ ( C F ~ S O ~ ) ~ N ]  ionic liquids at 303 K 

by traditional bulk viscosity measurement techniques. [242] 

Table A1.3 NMR derived viscosities, activation energies and prefactors from the 

ITTernperature (K") No of Carbon Atoms in Alkyl Chain 

Figure A1.16 (a) Temperature dependence of NMR viscosity for samples 4CO-Tf (o), 
7CO-Tf (A) and 10CO-Tf (m) and (b) dependence of NMR viscosity on the number of 
carbons in carbamoyl chain for the same samples 

Another result is that the type of anion has very little effect on the activation energy of 

EAct (kJ ~ o K ' )  49(2) 35(1) 29(2) 63(7) 1 73(5) 24(2) 25 (4) 

7CO-Br 

118.2 

48.7 

27.9 

5C-Tf ----- 
398.1 

1OCO-Tf 

70.1 

the temperature activated change in viscosity. B r  and NTf2- analogues of samples 5C- 

7CO-Tf 

52 

19.5 

11.1 

5C-Br 

300.4 

and 7CO- were compared and showed very similar viscosity changes with anion type. 

VNMR 

338 

348 2.6 11.8 

23.1 

12.1 

45.7 

6.3 

130.9 

43.3 

6.9 

6.5 



Figure A1.17 Temperature dependence of the viscosities of samples 5C-Br (A), 5C- 
Tf (X), 7CO-Br (0) and 7CO-Tf (A). 

Table A1.4 Trends in the behaviour of ionic liquids analysed by NMR methods. 

A1..5 Conclusions 

The aim of this part of the project was to examine whether field-cycling relaxometry 

is a suitable tool for the analysis of ionic liquids. In summary it can be seen fiom this 

preliminary study that FFC-NMR can be used as a probe of proton dynamics and 

molecular motion in ionic liquids. Analysis of the NMR profiles using a Cole-Cole 

spectral density model yielded correlation times and internuclear distances for 

molecular motions, which were sensitive to the identity of both the anion and cation. 

Using the correlation times and internuclear distances fiom the NMR fits physical 

properties such as diffusion rates and viscosity can be approximated. The resulting 

viscosities showed good agreement with the trend in viscosity of similar liquids 

measured traditional methods in the literature. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Fast-field cycling NMR relaxometry has been applied to investigate fluoride ion 

dynamics in the layered anionic conductor PbSnF4. Two dynamic processes, on 

different timescales, are observed to modulate the 1 9 ~  T1 values. By considering the 

temperature dependencies of the NMR relaxometry, conductivity and diffraction data 

together we propose the following mechanism for fluoride transport. The slower 

process is due to anion exchange between anions on equivalent sites (F2) in the 



conducting fluoride plane, which lies between Sn and Pb layers. This is a difhsive 

process related directly to the mechanism of electrical conduction. The activation 

barriers for this motion agree closely with those determined from the temperature 

dependence of the DC conductivity. The faster process is due to non-diffusive 

exchange between the occupied sites (F2) and nominally vacant sites (Fl), which lie 

between Sn planes. This process does not directly limit conductivity, but it does 

generate vacancies in the F2 sites and partial occupancy of the F1 sites. Above 340 K 

the fast process shows an increase in activation energy, as increased occupancy of F1 

sites necessitates the formation of a Frenkel defect on a significant proportion of the 

F1 sites prior to an F2-F1 jump. In this temperature range the slow process shows a 

decrease in the activation energy, also observed in the conductivity data, which is due 

to increased numbers of vacancies in the F2 sites, which facilitate alternative diffusive 

pathways through the conducting fluoride plane. 

KEYWORDS; 

PbSnF4, superionic conductors, fluoride conductor, NMR, relaxometry, diffraction 

INTRODUCTION: 

PbSnF4, is a member of the MSnF4 family (M = Pb, Sn and Sr) of layered anionic 

conducting solids. The conduction mechanisms across this family are of interest due 

to their high conductivities. PbSnF4 has the highest ambient temperature anionic 

conductivity, 10" S cm-', of any known material and has been studied using a range 

of techniques focusing on structural, thermal, electrical and dynamic properties. 1-3 

Technologically PbSnF4 is a viable electrolyte in solid-state oxygen sensors, as the 



alternative oxides have low room temperature conductivity, which limits the sensor 

response time. 

a-PbSnF4 was first reported by Donaldson and senior,' while Reau et a1 were the 

first to experimentally determine its conductivity. The reported activation energy for 

conduction in PbSbF4 is between 0.41 to 0.52 e ~ . '  More recently, Reau and 

Chadwick, and Ahrnad observed a discontinuity in the temperature dependence of 

the conductivity at around 350K and reported barriers to conductivity of 22 k~mol-' 

(0.23 eV) in the low temperature range, and 30 k~mol-' (0.31 eV) in the high 

temperature range. Several authors have reported phase transitions or other anomalous 

behaviour between 340-350K in PbSnF4. Reau suggested a transition from a 

monoclinic (a) to a tetragonal (P) phase. Denes et a t  had previously shown that there 

are no symmetry changes, or phase transition at this temperature. 

In a recent detailed neutron diffraction study Castiglione and Hull confirmed that 

PbSnF4 has the fluorite structure and is tetragonal, in the space group P4/nmm, over 

the temperature range 298 - 591 K. This is a common structure for fast ion 

conductors, other notable examples include 8-Bi203 and the stablised zirconias 

including Zr1-xYxOZ-x~2 and Zrl,CaXO2.,. The PbSnF4 structure may be described as 

being based on an ordered cubic close packed (ccp) array of cations (sn2+ and pb2+), 

resulting in a layered tetragonal structure (Fig.1). In the ideal fluorite structure, 

fluoride ions fully occupy all the available tetrahedral interstices in the ccp lattice, 

with octahedral interstices remaining vacant. In a-PbSnF4, the room temperature 

distribution of fluoride ions was found to deviate from the ideal fluorite structure 

with three quarters of the fluoride ions located in two crystallographic sites F2 (40 

and F3 (2b) corresponding to those in the ideal fluorite structure and the remaining 

fluoride ions located in an octahedral site F4 (2c) between the Sn and Pb layers. Ions 



located in the F4 site were found to be preferentially coordinated to the Sn atoms. The 

remaining tetrahedral site (Fl) between adjacent Sn layers shows no measurable 

occupancy at 298 K. The structure remains tetragonal above 340K, but there is 

increased fluoride disorder, with greater anion density linking the F2 and F4 sites. 

While critical in determining the structure of the fluoride sub-lattice, diffraction 

studies can only provide spatially and temporally averaged atomic positions. 

Furthermore, refinement of the diffraction data is difficult due to large anisotropic 

thermal parameters and partial site-occupancies. "F NMR spectroscopy is sensitive to 

the fluoride motions and has been used by to determine the mechanism of 

conductivity in some members of the MSnF4 group. In particular, TI relaxometry and 

"F and l19sn MAS NMR was used recently to determine that conductivity in 

B a s s 4  is due to two-dimensional fluoride motion between the Ba and Sn layers, with 

exchange between the static and mobile sub-lattices occurring on a much slower 

(millisecond) timescale. These sub-lattices are identifiable in the "F spectrum. 

Previous NMR studies of PbSnF4 show that, unlike B a s s 4 ,  rapid fluoride motion 

makes identification of the mobile and rigid sub-lattices difficult even at room 

temperature. Second moment analysis5, of data from the temperature range 160 - 295 

K, yielded a barrier of 18.5 k~mol-I (0.193 eV), which is somewhat less than is 

obtained from conductivity indicating that local motions contribute to the line 

narrowing. Yamada and coworkers have also published conductivity, impedance 

spectroscopy and "F, 'l9sn and 8 7 ~ b  NMR data on RbSn2Fs. This analysis 

conclusively demonstrated that this material exhibits two-dimensional fluoride 

conduction. A discontinuity in the temperature dependence of the conductivity was 

observed at 368 K. 



Figure 1 Structure of PbSnF4 showing the cation layers and the four fluoride sites; F1 

vacant; F2 and F4 (mobile) between the Sn and Pb layers; and F3 (static) between two 

Pb layers. 

Using field-cycling NMR techniques the magnetic field dependence of the spin- 

lattice relaxation time, Tl(co), can be measured. For each temperature, the field- 

cycling relaxation rate, Rl(co) = l/Tl(co), profile maps out the spectral density for the 

motional spin system in the frequency range from several kHz to about 10 MHz 

[Kimmich]. Thus Rl(co) is sensitive to dynamic processes with correlation times that 

range from 10 '~  to lo-' s. Interpretation of fixed frequency NMR relaxometry data 

requires a model for the spectral density functions. The BPP formalism lo which 

assumes a single random dynamic process is normally adopted, and the process is 

assumed to be Arrhenius activated. By taking this approach, dynamic information 

(activation energies and pre-factors) can be extracted obtained from analysis of the 

temperature dependence of the relaxation, R1(T), but their physical interpretation may 

be compromised. The advantages of field-cycling relaxometry are that (i) the number 



and shape of the spectral density functions are apparent from the relaxation profile; 

and (ii) the adherence of the dynamics to Arrhenius, or other activation models, can 

be tested by recording profiles at a number of temperatures, Rl(co,T). A field-cycling 

NMR study has been reported for the high temperature the fluoride conductor, L~F,." 

Slow and fast motions were observed within the fluoride sublattices which did not 

conform to the BPP formalism. 

In this paper we report the first study of field-cycling 1 9 ~  NMR relaxometry in 

layered fluoride ion conductors. We demonstrate that the technique provides insight 

into the transport mechanism beyond that obtainable from other techniques. The 

proposed mechanism is validated by the excellent agreement of the dynamic and 

structural parameters obtained from the NMR analysis, with those obtained from 

conductivity measurements and diffraction analysis, respectively. This approach may 

lead to greater understanding of the role of lattice vacancies in the conduction 

mechanisms of this important class of layered anionic conductors. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Preparation 

PbSnF4 was prepared by conventional solid state methods. Stoichiometric amounts 

of SnF2 and PbF2 were ground as a slurry in methylated spirits using an agate mortar 

and pestle. After drying the mixture was sealed in an evacuated pyrex tube and heated 

in a tube furnace at 523 K for ca 18 h. After cooling, the sample was reground as a 

slurry in methylated spirits and dried at 353 K for 3 h. The dry sample was then 

resealed in a Pyrex glass tube and heated for a further 18h at 523 K, before being 

cooled to room temperature. 

X-ray diffraction 



X-ray powder diffraction data were collected at room temperature on an automated 

Philips PW1050130 X-ray diffractometer, using Ni filtered CuKa radiation (h = 

1.5418 A), in flat plate 8/28 geometry. Data were collected in the range 5-120" 20, in 

steps of 0.02", with a scan time of 7 s per step. Calibration was with an external Si 

standard. The structure of PbSnF4 was refined using data in the range 20 to 120' 28 

by the Rietveld method using the GSAS suite of programs.12 The structure described 

by Castiglione et a1 was used a starting model for refinement. 

Neutron diffraction 

Neutron diffraction data were collected on the Polaris diffiactometer at the ISIS 

facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK. Data were collected on back-scattering 

and low angle detectors over the respective time of flight ranges 1.0 to 20 and 0.5 to 

20 ms. 200 pA or greater were collected in each case. The samples were contained in 

cylindrical 11 mm vanadium cans located in front of the back-scattering detectors. 

The structure of PbSnF4 was refined using data in the range 20 to 120° 20 by the 

Rietveld method using the GSAS suite of programs.'2 The structure described by 

Castiglione et a1 was used a starting model for refinement. 

Field-cycling NMR relaxometry 

19 F spin-lattice relaxation data was recorded in the range from 10kHz-18MHz on a 

Stelar FFC2000 [stelar] operating at a 1 9 ~  measuring frequency of 9.81 MHz. 

Standard field cycling experiments were applied. A field slew rate of 20MHzIms was 

used in all cases with a switching time of lms, to allow the electromagnet to settle. A 

digitisation rate of 1 MHz was used, the dead time of the spectrometer is about 24 ps. 

The FID was sampled with 512 points in the time range 25-540 ps after the 90' pulse 

which was of 7 ps duration. The relaxation rates, R1, were determined from the 

magnetisation recovery curves by least squares fitting. The R1 values were not 



sensitive to time window applied to the FID. The "F field range 18-75 MHz was 

accessed with a Bruker WP80 electromagnet. In a typical experiment c. 1 g of 

polycrystalline PbSnF4 was used. The sample temperature was controlled using a 

thermostatted flow of dried air that ensured temperature precision within 1K over the 

full temperature range, 22 8-423K. Temperatures were calibrated externally using a 

Cu-A1 thermocouple in a 10mm NMR tube. 

RESULTS 

Crystallography 

Crystallographic and refinement parameters are summarised in Table 1. The refined 

structural parameters are presented in Table 2, with the corresponding fitted X-ray 

diffiaction profile in Fig. 1. Significant contact distances are given in Table 3. The 

data show a much higher level of purity than in the previous sample. Fig. 2 shows 

detail of the fitted diffiaction data. There are still small amounts of the monoclinic 

phase present suggesting some loss of SnF2. However, the amount of this impurity is 

estimated to be quite low. 

Table 1 Crystal and Refinement Parameters for PbSnF4 

Chemical formula 

Formula weight 

Crystal system 

Space group 

PbSnF4 

401.88 

Tetragonal 

P4/nmm 



Unit cell dimensions 

Volume 

Density (calculated) 

Absorption coefficient p (CuKa) 130.13 mm-' 

F(000) 336 

Sample description 

R-factors* 

Beige powder 

Rp= 0.1131, Rq = 0.0897, 

R, -0.0308, RF2 = 0.1405 

Total no. of variables 30 

No of profile points used 4999 

*For definition of R-factors see reference 3 

Tabk 2 Final Refined Parameters for PbSrzE4 

A ~ O ~  M U I ~ .  x Y Z a,, cA2)a 

Pb 2 0.25 0.25 0.3742(7) 0,003(2) 

Sn 2 0.25 0.25 0.8630(9) 0.007(3) 

F u r  4 0.75 0.25 0.237(6) 0.090(9) 

F(2) 2 0.75 0.25 0.5 0,090(9) 

F(3) 2 0.25 0.25 0.658(6) 0.090(9) 

Table 3 Significant contact distances (A) in PbSnF4, at 298 K 



Sn-F(2) 2.321(4) Sn-F(4) 2.0062(9) 

F(l)-F(2) 2.476" F(2)-F(2) 2.992(1) 

F(2)-F(3) 3.237(8) F(2)-F(4) 2.3 88(5) 

*not refined on basis of scattering; set to ideal position 

PbSnF4 Polaris data Hist 1 
Lambda 1.5406 A, L-S cycle 336 Obsd. and Diff. Profiles 
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Figure 2. Fitted X-ray diffraction profile for PbSnF4, showing observed (points), 

calculated (line) and difference (lower) profiles. Reflection positions are indicated by 

markers. 
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Both Sn and Pb are in their subvalent state and exhibit asymmetric coordination 

environments as a result of stereochemical distortion fiom the lone pairs of electrons 

on these atoms. As is often seen, the degree of stereochemical distortion is more 

pronounced in Sn, which may essentially be described as five coordinate with one 

short and four longer bonds, constituting a capped square pyramidal coordination 
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environment (Fig.2a). Pb shows distorted cubic coordination with four short and four 

longer bonds to fluoride ions (Fig. 2b). 

PbSnF4 Polaris data Hist 1 
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Figure 3. Detail of fitted X-ray diffraction profile for PbSnF4, (a) 20 to 40' 20 

and (b) 40 to 60' 20. Observed (points), calculated (line) and difference (lower) 

profiles are shown. Reflection positions are indicated by markers. 

NMR 



Field-cycling N M R  profiles for samples A and B were collected at various 

temperatures in the range from 228 K to 423 K. For both samples, the magnetisation 

recovery curves were mono-exponential at all fields and at all temperatures. Data at 

selected temperatures for sample B are presented in Fig. 8. This sample showed 

significant dependence of spin-lattice relaxation on temperature across the 1 9 ~  

frequency range 0.01-20 MHz. Visual inspection of the data indicates a broad 

dispersion, which moves to higher frequencies with increasing temperature (Fig. 8a). 

At temperatures above 273 K, a second spectral density contribution becomes visible 

at the lower end of the accessible frequency range. This dispersion is also observed to 

move to higher frequency as with increasing temperature. Comparison of the NMR 

profiles for samples A and B (supplementary information) reveals that the overall 

shape of the profiles is very similar and the curves are almost superimposable at all 

temperatures. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4. 1 9 ~  NMR data for sample b, showing the change in relaxation at (a) reduced 

temperature (m 228 K, 248 K, A 263 K, * 273 K, 7 283 K), and (b) elevated 

temperatures (n 298 K,o 323 K, A 373 K and V 423 K). 



It is possible to measure Rl values above 1000 s-I by field-cycling techniques. 

However,, given the magnetic field slew rate used, 20 MHz mi1, the conservative 

approach of removing all R1 values in excess of this value (TI < 1 ms) was adopted to 

avoid possible systematic errors. 

DISCUSSION 

' 9 ~  NMR relaxation data analysis 

The observation of mono-exponential relaxation at all frequencies and temperatures 

strongly supports the assumption that the measured relaxation rates are representative 

of the bulk material and that all motional fluoride ions are at a common spin 

temperature due to fast spin diffusion [refl. In analysing the data, it was assumed that 

the relaxation is driven by modulation of the homonuclear dipolar 19F-19F interactions 

arising fiom anion dynamics. Calculations based on the crystallographic data [refl 

show that, given the low isotopic abundance and weaker gyromagnetic ratios of these 

19 119 19 207 nuclei, the heteronuclear dipolar l 9 ~ - l l 7 ~ n ,  F- Sn and F- Pb interactions are too 

weak to contribute significantly to the observed fast 1 9 ~  relaxation. The Bloembergen, 

Purcell and Pound (BPP) theory of relaxation in polycrystalline solids can therefore 

be applied and the spin-lattice relaxation rate, R1, is given by: 

Where, is the vacuum permeability, y~ the gyromagnetic ratio for the ' 9 ~  nucleus, 

TFF is the fluoride ion jump distance, and J(co) is the spectral density at frequency, co. 

It is possible to fit the NMR data successfully using spectral density functions based 

on a multi-Lorentzian or a modified Lorentzian model. However,, the only approach 



that fits the NMR data at all temperatures and which is consistent with the known 

crystallography and the temperature dependence of the DC conductivity is a two- 

process model. In this, it is assumed that there are two dynamic processes driving the 

observed relaxation at all temperatures above 263 K. It is possible to generate a good 

fit to all of the data, when it is assumed that the faster motion, which lies within the 

frequency window at all temperatures, takes a non-Lorentzian form. The Cole-Cole 

spectral density function l3 was applied. This function was developed for dielectric 

spectroscopy and has been previously used to interpret NMR relaxation data [refl. 

This phenomenological approach effectively applies a stretched Lorentzian model, 

with a parameter, 6, which is usually interpreted as either the extent of correlation of 

the motion, or the width of the distribution of correlation times. For 6 = 1, the Cole- 

Cole equation reduces to a simple Lorentzian function, while 6 = 0 corresponds to the 

highest degree of correlation possible; 

P I  

where 2, is the correlation time, defined as the mean time between fluoride ion 

hops, or the inverse of the hopping rate, 2;'. For the faster motion in PbSnF4 the 6 

value is very weakly temperature dependent below 340 K and the data in this 

temperature range can be fitted by fixing the 6 value to the average value, 0.68, 

without significantly altering the extracted rates T;'. Above 340 K the 6 value 

decreases significantly with temperature, and it is not possible to fit the data assuming 

a constant 6 value. This is indicative of either an increase in the extent of correlation 

in the motional process, or of the width of the distribution of barriers. 



Having modelled the faster process in this way, the slower process (only observed 

above 263 K) can be successfully modelled with a simple Lorentizan spectral density 

contribution. This indicates uncorrelated motion of the fluoride anions over a single 

barrier. 

Fluoride ion dynamics 

The correlation times, z,, extracted using the two-process model indicate that there 

are two motions on distinctly different timescales. The correlation times for the slow 

motion range between 2 x  s and 5 x  1 0 ' ~  s over the temperature range, while for 

the fast motion the correlation times range fiom l x  1 0 ' ~  s to 9 x lom8 s. 

fluoride , fluoride 
disordered I ordered 

Figure 5 Arrhenius plot of ln(z,) against reciprocal temperature, extracted using the 

two-process model analysis of the NMR data for sample b. The solid curves are fits 

linear fits to the data points. The dashed line indicates the temperature at which the 

fluoride sublattice disorder increases. 

Arrhenius behaviour is observed for both processes (Fig. 16), with a discontinuity 

evident at around 340 K. This is very close to the temperature where changes in the 



activation energy for conductivity were reported 7. The activation energies and pre- 

factors obtained from fitting the data, from above and below the critical temperature, 

to linear functions, are given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Dynamic information from Arrhenius analysis of the rate data from the two- 

process model, above and below 340K, where the fluoride sublattice is disordered and 

ordered, respectively. 

It is very interesting to note that the activation energy for DC conductivity observed 

in PbSnF4 were 30 kJ mol-' below 350 K and 22 kJ mol-' above that temperature. 5 

This numerical agreement with the NMR derived data in table 4 and the observation 

of the same transitional temperature range (340-350 K) by both techniques, strongly 

suggests that the slower motion observed on a microscopic level by NMR is directly 

related to the mechanism of bulk conductivity. This assignment also means that the 

faster motion, observed by NMR, does not correspond to a translational motion of 

anions through the lattice, instead it must be a local exchange process. 

Eact Eact 70‘' 

(k~mol-') (eV) 

The Arrhenius pre-factor, or attempt frequency, derived from the NMR analysis, for 

the slower (Lorentzian) motion in the ordered-lattice temperature range is z i l  = 4.46 x 

101° s". This is slightly lower that the picosecond vibrational timescale of an ion 

Fast, ordered 

Slow, disordered 

Slow, ordered 

13(1) 0.14(1) 1.15(1)x1 01° 

20(2) 0.21(2) 4.69(6)x108 

30(3) 0.32(3) 4.46(2)x1010 



trapped in a normal lattice site, however low pre-factors are not unual in superionic 

systems and there has been much speculation on their causes. l4 Signifiantly, the pre- 

factor is smaller, by more than three orders of magnitude, than that expected for the 

generation of a Frenkel defect. l4 This strongly suggests that even when the fluoride 

lattice is relatively ordered, there are large numbers of vacancies available, a situation 

consistent with the presence of a faster independent process generating the required 

vacancies. Above 350 K, where the fluoride lattice is disordered, the pre-factor for the 

slower process is smaller at z{' = 4.69 x lo8 s-l. This may be due to additional 

broadening of the potential well for anion dynamics, associated with an increase in 

disorder. The barrier to this slower motion is lower as might be expected. 

The pre-factor for the faster (Cole-Cole) motion in the ordered-lattice temperature 

10 1 range, zcl = 1.15~10 s- , is also close to the timescale expected for anion motion 

into a pre-existing vacancy. Above 350 K, the pre-factor for this motion is much 

larger $zil = 5.29 x 1016 s-l, and the activation energy is higher. This strongly 

suggests that, for the non-translational fluoride exchange process, the onset of fluoride 

disorder is associated with the requirement for defect generation. 14 

The dipolar coupling constants are strongly dependent on the fluorine-fluorine 

internuclear distance, TFF. For systems where the dynamic processes driving relaxation 

are fully understood, NMR relaxation analysis is the most accurate method for 

measuring inter-nuclear distances. Unlike diffraction analysis where a model for all of 

the atomic positions is refined against the measured diffraction pattern, NMR 

relaxation provides a direct measurement of the physical separation of the different 



fluoride ion minima. The variation in the ~ F F  values, and the fluorine-fluorine contact 

distances from crystallography ', with temperature are shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6 clearly illustrates that the assumption, of relaxation due to homonuclear 

"F-"F dipolar interactions only, is valid as the crystallographic F-F distances are well 

reproduced. The variation in ~ F F  apparent from the NMR data is far greater than can 

be accounted for by thermal expansion of the lattice. Given the large anisotropic 

thermal parameters required to fit the diffraction data, once could assume that there is 

considerable uncertainty as to the exact position of the minimum. In summary, the ~ F F  

value for the slower motion is 3.0 f 0.281, in the ordered-lattice temperature range, 

and reduces to 2.7 f 0.2A at higher temperature. For the faster motion, the TFF value is 

2.4 + 0.2 A over the full temperature range. By comparing the crystallographic and 

NMR data recorded at 298 K, we can confidently assign the slow (Lorentzian) motion 
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Figure 6. Comparison of the ~ F F  values for sample b from the Cole-Cole analysis (o) 

and the Lorentzian analysis (o) fiom NMR, with the fluorine-fluorine contact 

distances F2-F2 (m), F2-F4 (m) and F2-F1 (m) fiom diffraction. [2] 



to F2-F2 in-plane anion hops. As the temperature increases the TFF values decrease to 

a value between the F2-F2 and F2-F4 crystallographic contact distances, reflecting the 

increased anion disorder in the motional fluoride plane (F2 and F4) at higher 

temperature. From the ~ F F  values at 298 K, the fast (Cole-Cole) anion motion could be 

assigned either to F2-F4 in-plane, or to F2-F1 out-of-plane, hops. As the temperature 

is increased there is an apparent initial increase in the TFF value, although with the 

onset of fluoride disorder at 340K, it reduces back to a value slightly less than the F2- 

F4 and F2-F1 contact distances. 

The pre-factor for the faster motion, at temperatures where the fluoride lattice is 

ordered, is consistent with assigning the faster process to F2-F1 hops, as F2-F4 

motion would require generation of a defect. The F1 site is nominally vacant and the 

inter-fluorine distance is short, which is consistent with a very fast process. This 

assignment is also consistent with the observations from diffraction, which show 

that the F1 partial occupancy is very low, but increases with temperature and becomes 

detectable at temperatures above 700 K. F1 occupancies below 5% would be difficult 

to model in the diffraction analysis. Indeed low occupancies are expected, given that 

the F1 residence time would be expected to be very short, given that the barrier to 

reverse F 1 -F2 hops must be significantly lower than for F2-F 1 hops. 

The faster motion (F2-F1) appears as a broad dispersion in the 1 9 ~  NMR data. This 

could be due to a correlated process, or a distribution of barrier heights, both of which 

are consistent with partial F1 occupancy. The presence of a fluoride ion on this site 

will perturb the nearby Sn lone pairs, altering the electron density in the locality of the 

occupied site. The ~ F F  values associated with this process increase with temperature up 



to 340K, to a value 0.2 Hi larger than the crystallographic contact distance and then 

reduce back to a value about 0.2 Pi less than that value. It should be noted that this 

crystallographic distances is not refined, as the contribution to the scattering is 

negligible, instead the values are fixed close to the ideal fluorite site. In the absence of 

any possible crystallographic confirmation one could speculate that the apparent 

systematic reduction in ~ F F ,  above 340 K, is due to the formation of anion interstitials 

as part of the Frenkel F2-F1 process, which are closer to the F2-F2 plane than the 

formal F1 fluorite site location. 

The good agreement between the extracted fluorine jump distance and the 

crystallographic structure, strongly suggests that the fluoride atoms in the F3 sites are 

not part of the dynamic fluoride lattice, and that our experiments are not sensitive to 

their relaxation. We deduce that the T2 of this rigid sub-lattice is very short, so this 1 9 ~  

magnetisation contribution dephases completely during the short switching time 

required for field stabilisation at the detection field. In BaSnF4 the timescale for 

exchange between the mobile and static lattices was shown by NMR l1 to be 

milliseconds. Processes on this ultra-slow timescale fall outside the dynamic range of 

the field-cycling experiment. 

Mechanism for fluoride ion dynamics 

A consistent picture of the fluoride dynamics emerges from the NMR study. There 

are two processes on different timescales which modulate the relaxation times in 

the accessible temperature and frequency range. There is a slower uncorrelated 

motion and a faster correlated motion. The barriers to both of these motions change at 

-340 K which matches a transition seen in the published conductivity data. The 



barrier to the faster motion increases while the barrier to the slower motion decreases 

indicating an increase in disorder in the anion layer, which accounts for the increased 

conductivity at higher temperature. 

In the low temperature regime, the slower, motion may be unambiguously assigned 

to F2-F2 exchange on the basis of the anion hop distance at room temperature. The 

pre-factor associated with this motion is close to that expected for an anion motion 

into a pre-existing vacancy. In this temperature range, the anion hop distances for the 

faster correlated motion are consistent with F2-F1 or F2-F4 jump distances. 

However,, the faster process does not directly limit conductivity, while F2-F4 hops 

should be translational. In addition, the F2-F4 jump would require the formation of a 

Frenkel defect, which is not consistent but the low pre-factor obtained. We therefore 

assign the faster process to F2-F1 jumps. The occupancy of the F1 site remains low 

due to fast F1-F2 return jumps. Thus the F2-F1 motion gives rise to vacancies on the 

F2 site through formation of an anion Frenkel defect. 

At 340 K a clear transition is observed for both motional processes. The faster 

correlated process shows an increase in activation energy and an increase in the extent 

of correlation. As a consequence, the pre-factor for this process increases 

significantly, since increased occupancy of F 1 sites necessitates the formation of a 

Frenkel defect on a significant proportion of the F1 sites prior to an F2-F1 jump. 

In the high temperature range, there is a reduction in the activation energy and the 

pre-factor for the slower Lorentzian process, which is still associated with F2-F2 

dynamics. However, in this temperature range there is now a significant concentration 



of vacancies on the F2 site. The mechanism for motion in the conducting plane now 

involves F2-F2 and F2-F4 hops, the barrier to the process is lower as an alternative 

pathway is now accessible and the pre-factor is lower, as is expected for anion motion 

over a flatter potential energy surface. l4 This interpretation is supported by a change 

in the jump distance to a value intermediate between the F2-F2 and F2-F4 

crystallographic distances. While the diffraction data is consistent with the 

observation of partial occupancies of F2 and F4 sites at elevated temperatures, which 

was interpreted as being due to shared anion density. In summary, the observed 

transition in conductivity to a phase of lower activation energy at 350 K is correlated 

with F2-F4 mixing of the translational anion motions which arises due to an excess of 

F2 vacancies driven by an increasing number of rapid correlated F2-F1 hops. 

Figure 7 Pb-Sn layer of PbSnF4 showing F2-F2 and F2-F4 translational motions and 
4 

F2-F 1 local hops 

Applicability of the two-process model to PbSnF4 



It is also possible to fit the data using a "multi-Lorentzian" or model free approach 

15, however the fits obtained are less stable and the extracted rate and distance 

information does not concur with the diffraction data for PbSnF4. In the temperature 

range from 263 to 350K, three Lorentzian spectral density components are required, 

while outside this range only two are needed. Close to these change over temperatures 

there are discontinuities in the temperature dependence of the rate data, indicating that 

this model is not valid. The two process model is also preferable as it requires fewer 

assumptions about the structure and fewer fitting parameters. Most importantly the 

two-process model is preferred as it is the only model that can provide quantitative 

agreement between the extracted dynamic (activation energy) and structural (fluoride 

jump distance) information with that obtained from independent conductivity 

measurements and crystallography. 

Analysis of sample a using the two-process model yielded rates and fluoride jump 

distance very similar to that for sample b, see supplementary information. This 

agreement, for samples with a different fiaction of the SnF2 deficient phase, indicates 

that phase purity is not required to extract meaningful dynamic information. It is 

likely therefore that the second phase does not contribute significantly to the 

conductivity, fluorine dynamics or NMR relaxation. It is likely that the "F T2 values 

are very short for the magnetisation contribution fiom the SnF2-deficient domains, as 

is the case for the static F3 sublattice in the main PbSnF4 phase. In separate 

experiments we observed very short "F T2 values when studying the related salt BaF2, 

which made it very difficult to study by field-cycling methods. 

CONCLUSION 



From the NMR analysis we can propose a detailed mechanism for conduction that 

is consistent with the diffraction and conductivity measurements. The data conformed 

very well to a model comprising a Cole-Cole spectral density function for fast 

correlated motions and a Lorentzian spectral density function for a slower process in 

the fluoride sublattice. Using the fluoride jump distances and Arrhenius prefactors 

extracted fiom the analysis, the faster motion was assigned to non-translational 

fluoride jumps fiom the F2 position to the vacant F1 sites. The slower motion was 

assigned to F2-F2 translational motion which, at higher temperatures, was mixed with 

F2-F4 jumps. The proposed mechanism indicates that conductivity in PbSnF4 is due 

to translational diffusion in the F2-F4 plane which is assisted by fast F2-F1 hops 

creating vacancies in the F2 sublattice which act as Frenkel defects. The quenching of 

the highly disordered lattice, associated with a loss of mobility through the F4 sites, 

results in a decrease in conductivity of about 0.7 ~ c m - '  by room temperature. 



SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

Figure WC-rn data for samples sand b at U3K, 297K md 398K. 

Figure Plot of the 8-value extracted from the cole-cole part of the cole- 

coleLorentzian model fits of NMR profiles of P b S c b  showing the discontinuity at 



PbSnF,a Lorentzian 

PbSnF,b Lorentzian 
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Figure 3.21 Arrhenius plot of (a) zil and (b) 9~ determined for samples PbSnFLa 

(a,.) and PbSnF4-b (o,o), from the analysis of the NMR data using the two-process 

model. 

PbSnF,a Lorentzian 

PbSnF,b Cole 

PbSnF,a Lorenhian 

PbSnF,b Cole 
PbSnF,b Lorenkian 

Figure 18 Plot of (a) z, and (b) P extracted from samples PbSnF4-a and PbSnF4-b using 

the Cole-Lorentzian model 
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Abstract 

Nuclear magnetic rcsormnce dispersion (NMRB) is a icchnique for measuring NMR relaxation times. which iscommonly used to study dynamics 
in condensed miter. In this papcr, we present NMRD profiles, for palynnilincs doped with trifluurorncthnnesulfo~ic acid (TFSA). recorded ns 
a function of iernpmturc and dopnnt roncenllharion. This work dernonstrntcs [hat NMRD can be used to chancterise the critical pmesses that 
determine thc conductivity of !he materials. The NMRD prohie of 11le bulk polymer is sensitiwly depndent on the concenlr~rion aF the dopant, 
wlrike tlie itsponse al' the dopant is  insensitive to concentration. Complctc anafysis of the NMRD piU0files of these ICPs will give irnportznt 
inlbrmation. including the m!es of spin diffusion and of charge transpurl between dopant-rich domains. 
O 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

Keywords: Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy; Conduction; Dopant 

1. Introduction 

The aim of d~ i s  project is to use NMRD to skudy poly- 
mer dynfimics ~ n d  d~arge transport in the both the doped and 
undoped forms of khe ICP polyaniline-TFSA. Nuclear mnpnctic 
resonance dispersion (NMRD) is a ~echnique used za mcasure 
the longitudinal selirxn~ion time ( T I )  as a function of NMR rcs- 
onance frequency. NMRD can he used tn s~utly dynamics in 
condensetl matter as T I  i s  deter~nincd by Ructualions in local 
flclds, For nannal plymers, these ff uctlrarions usually arise due 
tn molecular motions. So, die NMRD lcspanse OF an undopcd 
polymer is driven by chain motion arlrl !he NMRD profile (7'1 
versus ji'cq~lency plot) stloclld he u saetched-Lorcnlzian; the 
width of whicl~ is directly related lo rote or molecular dynam- 
ics. ln rhe case of intrinsically conducting polyme~s, ICP's. 
charge carrier morion may also aiTect the polymer relnxntion. 
Thus, il i s  our tiypothcsis that NMRD can lx ttsecl to har- 
ncterise the crikical processes that determine the conductivity 
of the rnatwints, Tliroupl~ this work we hope lo improve the 

* Based on presentation at the International Conference on Synthetic Metals, 
Wollongong, Australia, June 28-July 2,2004 (ICSM 2004). 

* Corresponding author. 

understanding of the charge transport mechanisms in this very 
important class of materials, specifically we are probing the 
interaction between the conducting (nano)domains and the bulk 
polymer. 

Polyaniline (PAni) was the first ICP to achieve worldwide 
commercial avnilahiliky. I( has achieved significant impoi~ance 
among conducting polyrncts duc to its case of prmessahility, 
environmenknl aahilicy and of course high conductivity. The 
'doped' (protonatedl form is green coIourcd (hence emeraldine) 
and tlas conduclivity on a semiconductor level of' the order of 
10 Scm-' (depending on dopant), many orders of magnitude 
higher than that of common polyiners. 

The dopant used io this study, ~rinuoromelhanesul fnnic acid 
Ins nn (TFSA) (Fig. I). waschnscn duc to llle fncl its anion cont?' 

protons to intcrfem with signal from h e  polymer hackbone, 
while ' 9 ~  NMRD cnn bc used to study the mobility of dopant. 

It is thought d~at  tlrc dopants arc not liornogcneously dis- 
lributcd thrnugh the polymcr, hut rathcr are concentrated in 
domains scpara~ed by regions oi' lower conductivity [ I ] .  Thus, 
rhc chargc rrnnsporl mechanism is limited hy the Row of charge 
hckwe~n donlains. The dotnnins a.e relaxation sinks. lii~ked a1 a 
rnolecutar level to ~ h c  entire pnlymcr by tllc process of spin dif- 
fusion. Thus, the doped regions determine the NMRD response 
of the polymer. 

0379-6779/$ - see front matter O 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
doi: 10. 1016/j.synthmet.20055066022 
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Fig. 4. ' H  NMRD of PAni-TFSA at 24°C showing ' 4 ~  quadrupolar dips. 
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Fig. 5. 1 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  profile, at 24 "C, of both high and of low dopant concentration 
PAni-TFSA fitted with the Cole-Cole distribution model. 

(Eqs. (1) and (2)). 

JCc(w, t c ,  S) = - sin 
0 

where Cdip is dipole4ipole constant, Jcc the spectral density, o 
the angular frequency (radts), tc the correlation time and 6 is the 
degree of correlated motion and distribution of correlation times. 
Using the Cole-Cole distribution model to fit the 1 9 ~  data of 
PAni-TFSA, we found a correlation time, t,, of 3.69(8) x s 
and a value of 0.386(8) for 6. A t, of 37 ns for TFSA anion 

tumbling is on the expected timescale for molecular tumbling 
in a moderately restricted environment at this temperature. The 
6 value is indicative of a significant degree of correlation of the 
dopant reorientational motion. The fact that both curves can be 
fitled with the same parameters demonstrates that the anions are 
in very similar environmetlts irrespective of the dopant level. 

There are two possible explanations for this; either the dopant 
is homogeneously distributed through the material and is rela- 
tively dilute, i.e. the anion environment is determined by the 
polymer backbone and partial de-doping does not affect the 
anion motional characteristics. Alternatively dopants may reside 
in domains of comparable size and dopant density, in which case 
the decrease in conductivity on de-doping is due to a decrease 
in the number of domains, with a resulting increase in the inter- 
domain separation. This is consistent with the observations of 
domains from EFM microscopy [7], XRD and EPR [l] of other 
workers. 

Future work will involve measuring the temperature depen- 
dence of t,, which will allow the determination of the barrier 
height of the to motion. We are also developing a model to fit 
the profiles of the polymer backbone. 

4. Conclusions 

'H NMRD can be used to probe the magnetic coupling of the 
polymer backbone of ICPs to dopant-rich domains, which act as 
NMR relaxation sinks. The coupling processes are interesting 
as they are related to the mechanisms of conduction in these 
materials. NMRD data suggest that conductivity is limited 
by the extent of inter-domain communication. 
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